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_V_

ALEX M. AZAR II, in his officialcapacityas Secretary, 19 Civ. 5433 (PAE)
United States DepartmentofHealth andHuman Services; (consolidated)
UNITED STATESDEPARTMENTOF HEALTHAND
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NATIONAL FAMILYPLANNING AND
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PAUL A. ENGELMAYER,District Judge:

These consolidated cases involve challenges to a rule recently promulgated by the United

States Department of Healthand Human Services (“HHS”)entitled “Protecting Statutory

Conscience Rights in Health Care; Delegations ofAuthority.” 84 Fed. Reg. 23,170 (May 21,



See

id.
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2019) (codifiedat 45 C.F.R. pt. 88) (the “Rule” or “20l9 Rule”). The Rule purports to interpret

and provide for the implementationof more than 30 statutory provisions thatrecognize the right

of an individual or entity to abstain from participation in medical procedures, programs, services,

or research activitieson accountof a religious or moral objection. The Rule was originallyset to

take effect on July 22, 2019. HHS, during this litigation, agreed to delay the effective date until

November22, 2019.

There are three sets ofplaintiffs. One consists of 19 states, the District of Columbia,and

three local governments, led by the State ofNew York (collectively,the “State Plaintiffs”).

Anotherconsists of Planned ParenthoodFederation ofAmerica, Inc., and Planned Parenthoodof

NorthernNew England, Inc. (together, “Planned Parenthood”). A thirdconsists ofNational

FamilyPlanning and Reproductive HealthAssociation and Public Health Solutions, Inc.

(together, “NFPRHA”and, withPlanned Parenthood,the “ProviderPlaintiffs”). Plaintiffs argue

thatthe Rule was issued in violationof theAdministrativeProcedure Act (“APA”),5 U.S.C.

§ 706, and is unconstitutional. They ask the Court to enter summary judgment invalidating the

Rule based on the administrative record, or alternatively,to enter a preliminary injunction

staying the Rule’s implementationpending further review. As to the APA, plaintiffs argue that

the Rule exceeds HHS’s statutory authority,was not adopted in accordancewith law, is arbitrary

and capricious, and was adopted in breachofAPA procedural requirements. See 5 U.S.C.

§ 706(2)(A),(C)—(D). As to the Constitution, plaintiffs principallyargue thatthe Rule conflicts

withthe Spending, U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 1, and Establishment Clauses, id. amend. I, and

violates the Separationof Powers.

Defendants are HHS, HHS’s Secretary Alex M. Azar II, the HHS Office for Civil Rights

(“OCR”),OCR Director Roger Severino, and theUnited States (collectively,“HHS”). They
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defend the Rule as lawful; oppose plaintiffs’ motions for summary judgment and a preliminary

injunction; and cross-move for dismissal ofplaintiffs’ complaints, or alternatively,for summary

judgment sustaining the Rule. The Court has also permitted the intervention of the Christian

Medical and Dental Associations (“CMDA”)and Dr. Regina Frost (collectively,“Defendant-

Intervenors”). They seek the same reliefas HHS.

On the pending motions, the Court benefitedfrom extensive and thoughtfulbriefing from

all parties, and from 10 helpful amicus briefs submitted by a combined40 amici. The Court

reviewed substantial factual submissions, including the relevant aspects of the administrative

record before HHS. This record formed the factualbackdrop for all claims, particularly those

under the APA. The Court also benefitedfrom extended oral argument, held on October 18,

201 9.

For the following reasons, the Court vacates the Rule in full.

I. Background

This section reviews the statutory provisions pursuant to which HHS promulgated the

2019 Rule, which HHS presents as systematicallyinterpreting and implementingmore than 30

statutory provisions thatrecognize the rights of conscience-basedobjectors in the health care

arena. It thenreviews the history of conscience regulations proposed by HHS. It thenreviews

the 2019 Rule. Finally,it recaps this litigation.

A. Statutory and Regulatory Background

1. The Conscience Provisions

HHS promulgated the Rule against the backdropof numerous federal statutory provisions

(the “Conscience Provisions”)thataim, in discrete contexts, to accommodatereligious and moral

objections to health care services provided by recipients of federal funds. These provisions

principally,althoughnot exclusively,address objections to abortion, sterilization,and assisted

4
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suicide, in addition to counseling and referrals related to these services. See 84 Fed. Reg. at

23
,

1 70.

Of themore than 30 such provisions thatthe Rule purports to interpret, it and theparties

identify five as the most central. These are (1) the Church Amendments,42 U.S.C. § 300a—7; (2)

the Coats-SnoweAmendment, id. § 23 8n(a); (3) the Weldon Amendment, i. e., Departments of

Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and Related Agencies AppropriationsAct,

2019, Pub. L. No. 115-245, Div. B., § 507(d), 132 Stat. 2981, 3118 (2018); (4) the Conscience

Provisions in the Patient Protection and AffordableCare Act (“ACA”)of 2010, 42 U.S.C.

§§ 14406(1),18023(b)(1)(A)and (b)(4),18113; and (5) the Medicaid and Medicare Advantage

Conscience Provisions, 42 U.S.C. §§ 1395w—22(j)(3)(B), 1396(u)—2(b)(3)(B).‘

a. The Church Amendments

The Church Amendmentswere the first federal Conscience Provisions to be enacted.

They are also the broadest in scope.

1 The Conscience Provisions not highlighted here include conscience protections related to: (1)
advance directives, which document a patient’s wishes for medical treatment ifhe or she is
unable to speak or make such decisions, 42 U.S.C. §§ 1395cc(f), 1396a(w)(3),14406(2);(2)
organizationsreceiving funds for HIV/AIDS prevention, treatment, or care globally,22 U.S.C. §
7631(d); (3) abortion and involuntary sterilizationwhere HHS administers international
development funds, id. § 2151b(f),e.g., the Department of State, Foreign Operations, and
Related Programs AppropriationsAct, 2019, Pub. L. No. 116-6, Div. F, § 7018, 133 Stat. 13, 307
(2019); (4) federal or state governments thatmight require individuals (or parents and guardians
on behalfof theirchildren) to acquire general medical treatment that is against their religious
beliefs,42 U.S.C. §§ 1396fand 5106i(a),including related specificallyto hearing screening, id.
§ 280g—1(d); (5) employer-administeredtesting for dangerous substances and illnesses, 29
U.S.C. § 669(a)(5); (6) pediatric vaccinations,42 U.S.C. § 1396s(c)(2)(B)(ii);(7) mental health
treatment for youth, 42 U.S.C. § 290bb—36(f); and (8) protections for religious, nonmedical
healthcare providers and theirpatients with respect to certain Medicare and Medicaid
requirements, e.g., 42 U.S.C. §§ 1320a—1(h), 1320c—1 1, 1395i—5, 1395x(e), 1395x(y)(1),
1396a(a), and 1397j—1(b). HHS agreed at argument that, given the narrow subject-area focus of
the otherprovisions, the Rule’s validity turns on the five provisions described in the text. See
Oral ArgumentTranscript (“OA Tr.”)at 76.
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In 1973, Congress passed the HealthPrograms Extension Act of 1973. It extended

appropriations for various programs under the Public Health Services Act, the Community

Mental Health Centers Act, the DevelopmentalDisabilitiesand FacilitiesConstruction Act, and

the Medical FacilitiesConstruction and ModernizationAmendment. See Pub. L. No. 93-45, 87

Stat. 91 (1973). The Church Amendments are contained at the end of the “Miscellaneous”

section, Title IV, of the Health Programs Extension Act. See id. § 401(b)-(c),87 Stat. at 95-96

(codifiedat 42 U.S.C. § 300a—7). As explainedby their sponsor, Senator FrankChurch of Idaho,

the Amendmentswere a response to the decision in Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 164-65 (1973),

which had invalidatedprohibitionson abortion in the first trimester, and to a federal district court

decision thathad preliminarilyenjoined a Catholichospital from prohibitingsterilizations,see

Taylorv. St. Vincent’s Hosp., 369 F. Supp. 948, 951 (D. Mont. 1973) (withdrawingpreliminary

injunction in response to Church Amendments). See 119 Cong. Rec. 9,595 (Mar. 27, 1973)

(statementof Sen. Church); see also DouglasNeJaime & Reva B. Siegel, Conscience Wars:

Complicity-BasedConscience Claims in Religion and Politics, 124 Yale L.J. 2516, 2535-36 &

n. 80 (2015).

The Church Amendmentscontain five major provisions.

Three recognize conscience objections to abortions and sterilizationsin the context of

entities thatreceive federal funding from specified sources.

First, under 42 U.S.C. § 300a-7(b),no court, public official, or public authoritymay

require thatan individual or entity receiving specified federal funds—grants, contracts, loans, or

loan guarantee under the Public Health Service Act, the Community Mental Health Centers Act,

or the DevelopmentalDisabilitiesServices and FacilitiesConstruction Act—perform or “assist
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in theperformance”2 of a sterilizationor abortion, or make facilitiesor personnel availablefor

such a procedure, if the procedure violates the individual’sor the entity personnel’s religious or

moral beliefs. 42 U.S.C. § 300a—7(b) (emphasis added).

Second, under § 300a—7(c)(l),no entity receiving grants, contracts, loans, or loan

guarantees under the same statutes denoted in § 300a—7(b)may “discriminate” in employment,

promotion, terminationof employment, or privilegesgiven to healthcare personnel becausean

individualperformed or “assisted in theperformance” of, or refused to perform or assist in, an

abortion or sterilization;further, the entity may not discriminate more generallybased on an

individual’s religious or moral beliefsregarding the procedure. Id. § 300a—7(c)(1) (emphasis

added).

Third, under § 300a—7(e), no entity receiving grants, contracts, loans, loan guarantees, or

interest subsidies from these sources may “discriminateagainst any applicant . . .
for training or

study” becauseof the applicant’s willingnessor reluctance to participate in or assist with

abortions or sterilizations. Id. § 300a—7(e) (emphasis added).

The fourth and fifthprovisions of the Church Amendments are not limited by the same

specific funding sources or by the subject matter of abortions and sterilizations.

The fourth, § 300a—7(c)(2),states thatno entity receiving a grant or contract for

biomedicalor behavioralresearch under any program administered by the HHS Secretary may

“discriminate”against any healthcare personnel becausetheyperformed or “assisted in the

performance” of, or refused to perform or assist, in any lawful health service or research activity,

or more generallybecauseof their religious or moral beliefsrelated to the service.

2 As guidance to the reader, when a term used in a Conscience Provision is defined by the 2019
Rule, the Court has denoted thatterm using quotations and italics.

7
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Id. § 300a—7(c)(2)(emphasis added).

Similarly,the fifth,§ 300a—7(d), althoughnot includingan anti-discriminationclause,

states thatno individual may be required to perform or “assist in theperformance” of any HHS-

funded health service program or research activitycontrary to his religious or moral belief.

Id. § 300a—7(d) (emphasis added).

Althoughthe Church Amendments repeatedly use the terms “assist in theperformance”

and “discriminate,” the Amendments do not define these terms. The Church Amendments do

not expressly grant rulemaking authorityto the HHS Secretary.

b. The Coats-SnoweAmendment

For two decades, the sole federal Conscience Provisions were the Church Amendments.

In 1996, Congress passed the Omnibus Consolidated Rescissions and AppropriationsAct of

1996. Pub. L. No. 104-134, 110 Stat. 1321 (1996). This billspanned 382 pages and addressed a

varietyof matters, including funding for the Departments of Commerce, Justice, State, the

Judiciary, Interior, Labor, HHS, Education, Veterans Affairs, Housing and Urban Development,

and other agencies, see, e.g., id. 110 Stat. at 1321, 1321-23, 1321-32, 1321-36, 1321-156, 1321-

21 1, 1321-257; prison litigation reform, see id. § 801, 1 10 Stat. at 1321-66; funding for the

District of Columbiaand reform of its schools, see id. 110 Stat. at 1321-77, 1321-107; and

amendments to the Goals 2000: Educate America Act, see id. § 701, 110 Stat. at 1321-251.

The Coats-SnoweAmendmentis contained in a portion of thebillentitled the

“Departments of Labor, Healthand Human Services, Education, and Related Agencies

AppropriationsAct, 1996”; it appears in Title V, “General Provisions.” See id. § 515, 110 Stat.

at 1321-245 (codifiedas amended at 42 U.S.C. § 23 8n(a)). The Coats-SnoweAmendment

provides conscience protections for healthcare entities and individuals in connection with

abortion training. As explained by a sponsor, Senator Dan Coats of Indiana, the Amendment

8
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was enacted in response to a new standard from theAccreditation Council for Graduate Medical

Education (“ACGME”),an organizationgoverning medical residencies, thatrequired that

“access to experience withinduced abortion must be part of a residency education,” unless a

program or resident has a moral or religious objection to such abortions.3 Previously,training

for abortions had been voluntary and was not required for residency accreditation. 142 Cong.

Rec. S2264 (Mar. 19, 1996) (statement of Sen. Coats).

Section 23 8n(a) of the Coats-SnoweAmendmentprevents the federal government and

any state or local government thatreceives any federal financial assistance from subjecting any

“health care entity” to “discrimination”for refusing to train or make arrangements for training

for induced abortions. 42 U.S.C. § 23 8n(a)(l)—(2)(emphasis added). Such governmentunits

also may not discriminate against persons who attend a post-graduate training program that lacks

abortion training. Id. § 23 8n(a)(3). The Amendmentdefines “health care entity” to “includ[e]

an individual physician, a postgraduate physiciantraining program, and a participant in a

program of training in the healthprofessions.” Id. § 23 8n(c)(2). It does not define

“discrimination.”

The Coats-SnoweAmendmentalso addresses the accreditationofmedical training

programs. Under § 23 8n(b)(l),the federal government and any state or local government that

receives federal funds must accredit a “health care entity” that,but for its refusal to provide

abortion training, would be accredited. Id. § 23 8n(b)(l)(emphasis added). As to thisprovision

only, the Amendmentexpressly confers rulemaking authority. It provides that“[t]he government

3 AccreditationCouncil for Graduate Medical Education, 1996-1997 Graduate Medical
Education Directory 135 (1996),http://acgme.org/Portals/0/PDFs/1996-97.pdf;see also, e.g.,
142 Cong. Rec. S2264 (Mar. 19, 1996) (statement of Sen. Coats).

9
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involved shall formulate such regulations . . .
as are necessary to complywiththis subsection.”

Id.

(2. Medicaid andMedicareAdvantage

One year later, Congress passed the Balanced Budget Act of 1997. Pub. L. No. 105-33,

111 Stat. 251 (1997). Like the 1996 omnibus bill,the Balanced Budget Act covered a range of

subjects: food stamps, see id. Title I, 111 Stat. at 251; housing, see id. Title II, 111 Stat. at 257;

communications,see id. Title III, 111 Stat. at 258; Medicare, Medicaid, and children’shealth,

see id. Title IV, 111 Stat. at 270; welfare, see id. Title V, 111 Stat. at 575; education, see id. Title

VI, 111 Stat. at 648; civil service retirement, see id. Title VII, 111 Stat. at 653; veterans’ affairs,

see id. Title VIII, 111 Stat. at 663; asset sales and user fees, see id. Title IX, 111 Stat. at 670;

budget enforcement and processes, see id. Title X, 111 Stat. at 677; and the revitalizationof the

District of Columbia,see id. Title XI, 111 Stat. at 712.

In various sections addressing Medicaid and Medicare, Congress included Conscience

Provisions. The statute prohibitedMedicaid-managedorganizations and Medicare Advantage

plans from prohibitingor restricting a physician from informing a patient about his or her health

and full range of treatment options. See id. § 1852(j)(3)(A),111 Stat. at 295 (codifiedat 42

U.S.C. § 1395w—22(j)(3)(A)) (Medicare Advantage); id. § 4704(b)(3)(A),111 Stat. at 496

(codifiedat 42 U.S.C. § 1396u—2(b)(3)(A))(Medicaid). But it also provided thatMedicaid-

managed organizations and Medicare Advantageplans are not required to provide, reimburse for,

or cover a counseling or “referral” service if the organizationor plan objects to the service on

moral or religious grounds. See id. § 1852(j)(3)(B), 111 Stat. at 295 (codifiedat 42 U.S.C.

§ 1395w—22(j)(3)(B)) (Medicare Advantage); id. § 4704(b)(3)(B),111 Stat. at 496-97 (codified

at 42 U.S.C. § 1396u—2(b)(3)(B))(Medicaid). The organizationor plan must, however, provide

10
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sufficient notice of theirmoral objections to prospective enrollees. 42 U.S.C. §§ 1395w—

22(j)(3)(B)(ii) (Medicare Advantage), 1396u—2(b)(3)(B)(ii)(Medicaid).

Neither the Medicaid nor Medicare Advantageprovisions define “referral.” The HHS

Secretary does, however, have explicit rulemaking authorityunder the Social Security Act to

implement these provisions. See id. § 1302(a); see also id. § 1395w—26(b)(1)(Medicare

Advantage).

d. The Weldon Amendment

In 2004, Congress adopted, for the first time, a conscience-relatedappropriations rider in

the appropriations act for the Departments of Labor, HHS, and Education. The rider, which

affords protection for objectors to abortion, was sponsored by Representative Joseph Weldon of

Florida. See 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,172. Representative Weldon explained thathis concern derived

from decisions construing “healthcare entity” to cover only individuals and not institutions.

150 Cong. Rec. H10,090 (Nov. 20, 2004) (statement of Rep. Weldon). He sought to clarify that

the term “health care entity” also included institutions, such as hospitals and health insurance

plans, whilenoting the rider’s limited scope. See id. (“This provision only applies to healthcare

entities thatrefuse to provide abortion services. Furthermore, the provision only affects

instances when a government requires thata health care entity provide abortion services.

Therefore, . . .
thisprovision willnot affect access to abortion, the provision of abortion-related

informationor services by willingproviders or the abilityof States to fulfillFederal Medicaid

legislation.”). Since 2004, Congress has included the same rider in each appropriation act for

these three Departments. 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,172. This annual rider has becomeknown as the

Weldon Amendment.

The Weldon Amendmentprevents federal agencies, federal programs, and state and local

governments from receiving federal fi1nding under the appropriations act if the agency, program,

11
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or government subjects any “health care entity” to “discrimination”becausethe entity does not

provide, pay for, cover, or “referfor” abortions. See, e.g., Departments of Labor, Healthand

Human Services, and Education, and Related Agencies AppropriationsAct, 2019, Pub. L. No.

115-245, Div. B., § 507(d)(1), 132 Stat. 2981, 3118 (2018). It defines “health care entity” to

“include[ ] an individualphysicianor otherhealth care professional, a hospital, a provider-

sponsored organization, a healthmaintenance organization, a health insurance plan, or any other

kind ofhealth care facility,organization, or plan.” Id. § 507(d)(2).

The Amendmentdoes not define “discrimination”or “referfor.” It does not expressly

provide the Secretary of any of these agencies withrulemaking authority.

e. The ACA

In 2010, Congress passed the ACA. See Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act,

Pub. L. No. 111-148, 124 Stat. 119 (2010) (codifiedat 42 U.S.C. § 18001, et seq.). The ACA’s

“10 titles stretch over 900 pages and contain hundreds ofprovisions” regulating health insurance

in the United States. Nat ’I Fed ’n ofIndep. Bus. v. Sebelius, 567 U.S. 519, 538-39 (2012)

(“NFIB”). Enactedalter “a long history of failedhealth insurance reform,” King v. Burwell, 135

S. Ct. 2480, 2485 (2015), the ACA made “major reforms to the Americanhealth-insurance

market,” id. at 2496 (Scalia, J
., dissenting). The ACA’s central provisions included guaranteed

issue and community rating requirements, requiring health insurers to accept individuals with

pre-existing conditions, see 42 U.S.C. § 300gg-1(a); the individualmandate, requiring

individuals to purchase health insurance or pay a penalty to the IRS, 26 U.S.C. § 5000A; and tax

credits to help thosenear the poverty line purchase health insurance, id. § 36B. King, 135 S. Ct.

at 2486-87. The ACA also expanded Medicaid coverage, requiring states to cover more

individuals or risk losing all of their federal funds. See NFIB, 567 U.S. at 542, 581-85 (holding

thatACA’s Medicaid expansion violated Spending Clause).
12
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The ACA also contained Conscience Provisions. These are included in sections 155 3

(assisted suicide), 1303 (abortion), and 1411 (moral objections to individual mandate).

Section 1553: This section provides thatthe federal government, any state or local

government, and any healthcare provider thatreceives federal fundingunder the ACA, or any

healthplan created under the ACA, may not subject a “health care entity” to “discrimination”on

the ground that the entity does not provide services for the purpose of causing or assisting in the

deathof any individual, including through assisted suicide, euthanasia,and mercy killing. See

42 U.S.C. § 18113(a) (emphasis added). Like theWeldon Amendment, section 155 3 defines

“health care entity” to “include[ ] an individual physicianor otherhealth care professional, a

hospital, a provider-sponsored organization, a healthmaintenance organization, a health

insurance plan, or any otherkind ofhealth care facility,organization, or plan.” Id. § 181 l3(b)

(emphasis added). It does not define “discrimination.” Unlike the earlier Conscience

Provisions, section 155 3 provides thatHHS’s Office for Civil Rights (“OCR”)will receive

complaints of discriminationrelated to thatsection. Id. § 18113(d).

Section 1303: This section provides thata State may choose to prohibitabortion

coverage in its qualifiedhealthplans, 42 U.S.C. § 18023(a)(1),and thatsuch a plan is not

required to provide abortion coverage as part of its “essential healthbenefits,” id. §

18023(b)(1)(A)(i). However, a qualifiedhealthplan thatdeclines to provide abortion coverage

must provide notice of this exclusion to potential enrollees. Id. § 18023(b)(3)(A). And no

qualifiedhealthplan may “discriminate”against any health care provider or facilitybecauseit

refuses to provide, pay for, cover, or “referfor” abortions. Id. § 18023(b)(4)(emphasis added).

Section 1303 does not define “discriminate”or “referfor.”
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Congress recognized the potential conflictbetween section 1303 and other federal and

state statutes. As a result, section 1303 states thatnothing in the ACA shall be construed to

preempt or effect state laws on abortion, federal laws on abortion (specifically,those related to

conscience protection, willingnessor refusal to provide abortion, and discriminationbased on

thatwillingnessor refusal), id. § 18023(c)(2)(A),or to relieve healthcare providers of their

obligations to provide emergency services under federal or state laws, including the Emergency

Medical Treatmentand Labor Act (“EMTALA”),id. § 18023(d). Section 1303 also states thatit

does not “alter the rights and obligations of employees and employers” under Title VII. See

id. § 18023(c)(3).

Section 1411: This section addresses exemptions to the ACA’s “individualresponsibility

requirement” (the “individualmandate”). 42 U.S.C. § 18081(b)(5)(A). Under this section, HHS

may grant exemptions based on hardship (which HHS has stated includes an individual’s

inabilityto secure affordable coverage thatdoes not provide for abortions, 84 Fed. Reg. at

23,172),membership in a particular religious organization, or membership in a “healthcare

sharing ministry.”4

Finally,as to theACA in full, section 1321(a) provides the HHS Secretary with

rulemaking authorityto carry out the statute. See 42 U.S.C. 18041(a)(1).

2. Title VII and the ReasonableAccommodation/ Undue Hardship
Framework

Separate from the Conscience Provisions, Title VII of the CivilRights Act of 1964 has

long provided qualifiedprotection to employees, including in the health care field, who have

conscience-basedobjections to employmentactivities.

4 The Internal Revenue Code defines “health care sharing ministry” as an organizationwith
memberswho share common ethicalor religious beliefsand share medical expenses among
those members in accord withthose beliefs. 26 U.S.C. § 5000A(d)(2)(B)(ii).
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When Title VII was first enacted in 1964, it included a provision making it unlawful for

an employer to discriminate against an employee becauseof the employee’s religion. See Civil

Rights Act of 1964, Pub. L. No. 88-352, § 703(a), 78 Stat. 241, 255 (1964) (codifiedat 42 U.S.C.

§ 2000e—2(a)). The statute, however, lackeda frameworkfor evaluatingwhetheran employer’s

conduct with respect to an employee witha religious objection constituted discrimination.

In 1966, prompted by instances in which employees had refused on religious grounds to

work during normal workinghours, the Equal EmploymentOpportunity Commission (“EEOC”)

promulgated guidance as to how Title VII applied to religious objections in the workplace. It

stated thatemployers were to accommodatean employee’s religious practices if the

accommodationcould be made “withoutserious inconvenience”to the employer. Trans World

Airlines, Inc. v. Hardison, 432 U.S. 63, 72 (1977) (quoting 29 C.F.R. § 1605.1 (1967)). The next

year, the EEOC revised its guidance. Id. It now stated thatemployers must make “reasonable

accommodations”for an employee’s religious practicewhere such accommodationscould be

made “withoutundue hardship” to the employer. Id. (quoting 29 C.F.R. § 1605.1 (1968)).

In 1972—after an equally divided Supreme Court had affirmed a SixthCircuit decision

upholding the terminationof an employee for refusing to workon Sundays afier the employer

had tasked the employee with finding a replacementworker—Congress acted. See id. at 73

(citing Dewey v. Reynolds Metals Co., 402 U.S. 689, 689 (1971)). Seeking “to resolve by

legislation” the uncertainties thathad developed regarding an employer’s duties with respect to

religious accommodation,Congress amended Title VII. Id. (quoting 118 Cong. Rec. 706 (1972)

(statementof Sen. Randolph)). Its 1972 amendments codified the EEOC concepts of

“reasonableaccommodation”and “undue hardship.” They did so by defining the statutory term

“religion” to include “all aspects of religious observance and practice, as well as belief,unless an
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employer demonstrates thathe is unable to reasonablyaccommodateto an employee’s or

prospective employee’s religious observance or practicewithoutundue hardship on the conduct

of the employer’s business.” 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(j) (emphases added).

In the area of employment, Title VII’s reasonable accommodation/ undue hardship

frameworkgoverns religious objections by employees. The Supreme Court has since clarified

that,under Title VII, a workplaceaccommodationthatwould present “more than a de minimis

cost” to an employer constitutes an “undue hardship.” See Trans WorldAirlines, 432 U.S. at 84.

The EEOC’s regulations addressing Title VII have long construed “religion” in Title VII

broadly,to include “religious beliefs,practices, and observances.”5 This concept in turn has

been applied to encompass bothtraditionalbeliefsand “moral or ethicalbeliefsas to what is

right and wrong which are sincerely held withthe strengthof traditional religious views.” EEOC

Guidelines on DiscriminationBecause of Religion, 29 C.F.R. § 1605.1 (1980); see also EEOC

2008 Comment.

B. HHS Conscience Regulations

Although the first statutory Conscience Provision dates to 1973, HHS did not promulgate

any implementingor interpretive regulation until 2008.

1. The 2008 Rule and the 2011 Withdrawal

In 2008, HHS first promulgated a rule interpreting the Conscience Provisions. See

Ensuring That Department of Health and Human Services Funds Do Not Support Coercive or

Discriminatory Policies or Practices in Violationof Federal Law, 73 Fed. Reg. 78,072 (Dec. 19,

2008) (the “2008 Rule”). The 2008 Rule identified, as the statutes being interpreted, the Church,

5 See U.S. Equal Emp’t Opportunity Comm’n, Comment Letter on Proposed HHS Provider
Conscience Regulation (Sept. 24, 2008),
https://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/foia/letters/2008/titlevii_religious_hhsprovider_reg.html(“EEOC
2008 Comment”).
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Coats-Snowe, and Weldon Amendments. See id. at 78,072. The 2008 Rule had threemajor

components relevant here: (1) it defined several terms used in one or more Conscience

Provisions, including “assist in theperformance” and “healthcare entity,” id. at 78,097; (2) it

required entities thatreceived HHS funds, bothas recipients and subrecipients,6 to provide a

written certificate of compliancewiththe 2008 Rule, id. at 78,098; and (3) it designated HHS’s

OCR to receive and coordinate the handling of complaints based on the Conscience Provisions,

id. at 78,101.

On January 15, 2009, before the 2008 Rule’s effective date, a challenge to the 2008 Rule

was filed in the District of Connecticut. Connecticut v. United States, No. 09 Civ. 0054 (VLB),

Dkt. 1 (D. Conn. Jan. 15, 2009). Much of the 2008 Rule took effect on January 20, 2009, the day

of President’s Obama’s inauguration. See Rescission of the Regulation Entitled “Ensuring That

Department of Health and Human Services Funds Do Not Support Coercive or Discriminatory

Policies or Practices in Violationof Federal Law”; Proposal, 74 Fed. Reg. 10,207, 10,209 (Mar.

10, 2009). The Rule’s certification requirements, however, were never operative becauseHHS

did not complete the required Paperwork Reduction Act processes. See Regulation for the

Enforcement of Federal HealthCare Provider Conscience Protection Laws, 76 Fed. Reg. 9,968,

9,971 (Feb. 23, 2011). In March 2009, the new HHS introduced a Notice of Proposed

Rulemaking thatproposed to rescind the 2008 Rule. 74 Fed. Reg. at 10,207. As a result, the

District of Connecticut litigation was stayed pending promulgationof a final rule. Connecticut v.

United States, No. 09 Civ. 0054 (VLB),Dkt. 103 (D. Conn. Apr. 30, 2009). Although the 2008

6 A subrecipient receives federal funds not directly from HHS, but from a recipient or another
subrecipient.
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Rule appears technically to have been in effect for some period, it appears not to have been

enforced. See OA Tr. at 40.7

In February 2011, after receiving more than 300,000 comments, HHS promulgated a final

rule thatrescinded much of the 2008 Rule. See 76 Fed. Reg. at 9,971 (the “2011 Rule”). Among

the rescinded portions of the 2008 Rule were the definitions of statutory terms and the

certification requirements. The 2011 Rule, however, left in place OCR’s authorityto handle and

coordinate complaints ofviolationsof the Conscience Provisions. Id. at 9,976—77. Explaining

the rescission, HHS stated that the 2008 Rule had “caused confusion regarding the scope of the

federal health care provider conscience protection statutes”; HHS expressed concern, too, that

the 2008 Rule might “negativelyaffect the abilityof patients to access care if interpreted

broadly.” Id. at 9,974. HHS further stated that “none of these statutory provisions require

promulgationof regulations for their interpretation or implementation.” Id. at 9,975.

2. The 2018 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

On May 4, 2017, President Trump issued an executive order entitled “Promoting Free

Speech and Religious Liberty.” Exec. Order 13,798, 82 Fed. Reg. 21,675 (May 9, 2017). The

order instructed the AttorneyGeneral to “issue guidance interpreting religious libertyprotections

in Federal law.” Id. at 21,675.

On October 6, 2017, AttorneyGeneral Jeff Sessions, as directed, issued a memorandum

to guide agencies and executive departments withrespect to federal religious liberty laws.

Dkt. 43 (“Colangelo Decl. 1”),Ex. 60 (“AttorneyGen. Mem.”).8 Attorney General Sessions

7 See also Robert Pear, A Bush Rule on Providers ofAbortions Is Revised, N.Y. Times (Feb. 18,
201 1), https://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/19/health/policy/19health.html.

8 Unless otherwise indicated, a docket citation refers to the docket ofNo. 19 Civ. 4676, the lead
case in this litigation.
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noted that the Free Exercise Clause protects not only the right to believeand worship, but also

“theright to perform or abstain from performing certain physicalacts in accordancewithone’s

beliefs.” Id. at 2. The memorandumidentified several Conscience Provisions as “key . . .

federal statutory protections for religious liberty,”id. at 10, including the Church, Coats-Snowe,

and Weldon Amendments, and the ACA’s Conscience Provisions, see id. at 25-26.

On January 26, 2018, pursuant to the executive order and the AttorneyGeneral’s

memorandum, HHS issued a notice of proposed rulemaking (“NPRM”)to “enhance the

awareness and enforcement of Federal healthcare conscience and associated anti-discrimination

laws, to further conscience and religious freedom, and to protect the rights of individuals and

entities to abstain from certain activitiesrelated to healthcare services withoutdiscriminationor

retaliation.” Protecting Statutory Conscience Rights in HealthCare; Delegations ofAuthority,

83 Fed. Reg. 3,880, 3,881 (Jan. 26, 2018). In response to theNPRM, HHS received more than

242,000 comments. 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,180.

3. The 2019 Rule

On May 21, 2019, HHS published the final Rule. See 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,170. Explaining

why a new Rule was needed, HHS stated that the withdrawalof the 2008 Rule had created

confusion about the Conscience Provisions. Id. at 23,175. HHS also stated that,beginning in

November2016, there had been a “significant increase” in thenumberof complaints thatOCR

received relating to the Conscience Provisions. Id. HHS expressed hope that thenew Rule

would give it “theproper enforcement tools” to “enforce all Federal conscience and anti-

discriminationlaws.” Id.

In content, the 2019 Rule reinstates the major rescinded provisions of the proposed 2008

Rule but also substantiallyexpands upon the 2008 Rule. It applies to more than 30 Conscience

Provisions, not merely the three addressed by the 2008 Rule.
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The 2019 Rule’s substantive provisions fall into five categories. It (1) defines statutory

terms; (2) imposes assurance and certification requirements, similarto those in the 2008 Rule;

(3) reaffirms OCR’s enforcement authority,much as in the 2008 Rule; (4) imposes records and

cooperation requirements; and (5) adopts a voluntary notice provision.

First, the Rule defines terms used in one or more Conscience Provisions. See 45 C.F.R.

§ 88.2. Like the 2008 Rule, the Rule defines “assist in the performance” and “healthcare

entity.” See id. It also adds definitions of the statutory phrases “discriminateor discrimination”

and “referral or refer for.” Id. The Rule defines the following four terms or sets of terms as

follows. Of these, only “health care entity”—defined in the Coats-SnoweAmendment, the

Weldon Amendment, and the ACA—is defined in any Conscience Provision itself.

0 “Assist in theperformance”: The Rule defines the Church Amendment term “assist in

the performance” as “tak[ing] an action”witha “specific, reasonable, and articulable

connection” to furtheringa particular procedure, program, service, or research activity.

Id. Assisting may include “counseling, referral, training, or otherwise making

arrangements” for the procedure, program, service, or research activityat issue. Id.

0 “Health care entity ”: For the purposes of the Coats-SnoweAmendment, the Weldon

Amendment, and the ACA, the Rule defines “health care entity” to include physicians,

pharmacists,health care personnel, medical trainees, and applicants for medical training

programs. Id. It also includes post-graduate medical training programs, hospitals,

pharmacies,medical laboratories, entities that engage in medical research, and “any other

healthcare provider or health care facility.” Id. For thepurposes of theWeldon

Amendmentand the ACA only, the definition also includes provider-sponsored

organizations,healthmaintenance organizations,health insurance issuers, health
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insurance plans, plan sponsors, third-partyadministrators, and “any otherkind of
. . .

plan.” Id.

“Discriminateor discrimination”: The Rule defines “discriminate”and “discrimination”

by setting a non-exclusive list of examples of adverse treatment or actions taken against

an individual on accountof a refusal to perform, assist in the performance of, or undergo

healthcare or research activitieson accountof “religious, moral, ethicalor other

reasons.” Id. §§ 88.1, 88.2(1)—(3). These adverse actions include the terminationof

employment and the denial of benefitsor privileges. Id. § 88.2(1)—(3). If there is a

“reasonable likelihood” thatan employee’s job will involve objectionableconduct, the

Rule allows a recipient of federal funds to ask the employee to inform it of any objections

only after an employee is hired “and once per calendaryear thereafter,”unless the

recipient has a “persuasive justification”for further inquiry. Id. § 88.2(5). A recipient’s

attempts to accommodatean employee’s religious or moral objections willnot constitute

discriminationif the recipient offers an “effective accommodation”and the employee

“voluntarilyaccepts” thataccommodation. Id. § 88.2(4). If the employee does not

consent to the recipient’s accommodation,thataccommodationconstitutes discrimination

unless the accommodationuses “altemate staff or methods” thatdo not require additional

actionby the employee, does not constitute an “adverse action”against the employee,

and does not exclude the employee from her “fields ofpractice.” Id. § 88.2(6).

“Referral or referfor ”: The Rule defines “referral” and “refer for” to include “the

provision of informationin oral, written, or electronic form
. . .

where the purpose or

reasonably foreseeable outcome ofprovision of the informationis to assist a person in
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receiving funding or financing for, training in, obtaining, or performing” a particular

procedure, program, service, or activity. Id. § 88.2.

Second, the Rule imposes assurance and certification requirements. See id. § 88.4. These

require an applicant for federal funds to provide an assurance and certification thatthe applicant

will complywiththe Conscience Provisions and the Rule. Id. § 88.4(a)(1)—(2). If an entity is

already receiving federal funds, it need not provide the assurance and certificationuntil it

reapplies for funds. Id. § 88.4(b)(1). HHS can require more frequent assurance and

certifications from an applicant for federal funds if the applicant violates the Rule or OCR

suspects such a violation. Id. § 88.4(b)(1)(i)—(ii).

Third, the Rule grants OCR broad authorityto enforce the Rule. Id. § 88.7. OCR may

receive and handle complaints, initiate compliance reviews, conduct investigations, coordinate

compliance withinHHS, attempt to reachvoluntary resolutions of complaints, refer cases to the

Department of Justice, withdrawfederal funding,and take whatever “remedial action
. . . [HHS]

deems necessary and [is] allowed by law and applicable regulation.” Id. § 88.7(a)(1)—(8). OCR

may also begin an investigationwhenever it receives informationthat “indicatesa threatened,

potential, or actual failure to comply”withthe Conscience Provisions or the Rule. Id. § 88.7(d).

If OCR finds thata recipient or subrecipient has violated a Conscience Provision or the Rule, it

may attempt to use informal means to resolve the non-compliance, but thatdoes not prevent

OCR from pursuing its othermeans of effecting compliance. Id. § 88.7(i)(2). OCR has

authority,after finding a violation, to, inter alia, “terminat[e] Federal financialassistance or

otherFederal funds from the Department, in whole or in part.” Id. § 88.7(i)(3)(iv).

Fourth, the Rule provides thateach recipient of federal funds must maintain records of

compliance efforts and cooperate withany OCR review or investigation. See id. § 88.6(b)—(c).
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To determine whether a recipient is complying,all recipients must supply OCR with“reasonable

access” to their records. Id. § 88.6(b). Every recipient must also ensure that its subrecipients—

those who receive funds from the recipient, as opposed to HHS directly—arecomplyingwiththe

Conscience Provisions and the Rule, or the recipient risks losing its funds. See id. § 88.6(a).

Fifth,the Rule recommends thateach recipient post a voluntary notice of conscience

protections. 45 C.F.R. § 88.5 (notice requirement); see also 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,217 (changing

requirement from mandatory to voluntary in response to comments); id. § 88 AppendixA (model

notice). Because the purpose of such a notice is to inform employees and entities of their rights

to conscientiouslyobject, the Rule recommends it be posted on the recipient’s website, in a

personnel manual, or in anotherprominent area where notices are “read[ily]observ[ed].”

Id. § 88.5(b). HHS states, however, thata notice that identifies objecting staff by name—for

example, in the course of alerting patients to alternate staff or methods to obtain an

objected-to procedure—could constitute discriminationon accountof thatdisclosure. 84 Fed.

Reg. at 23,192. When a recipient posts a notice thatcomplies withthe Rule, OCR will consider

the notice as non-dispositive evidence of compliance withthe Rule. 45 C.F.R. § 88.5(a).

The Rule also contains provisions guiding its construction. It provides that “[n]othingin

thispart shall be construed to preempt any Federal, State, or local law that is equally or more

protective of religious freedom or moral convictions,”and that“[n]othingin thispart shall be

construed to narrow the meaning or applicationof any State or Federal law protecting the free

exercise of religious beliefsor moral convictions.” Id. § 88.8. It furtherprovides that it “shall be

construed in favor of broad protection” of religious and moral convictions, “to themaximum

extent permitted by the Constitution and the terms of the Federal conscience and anti-

discriminationlaws.” Id. § 88.9. Lastly,the Rule contains a severabilityprovision, which
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instructs courts, if they find part of the Rule invalid, to give effect to the remainder of the Rule.

See id. § 88.10.

C. This Litigation

1. The Parties

This litigation consolidates three lawsuits challenging the Rule thatwere filedsoon afier

its promulgation. On May 21, 2019, the day the Rule was announced, the first lawsuit, No. 19

Civ. 4676, was filedby the State ofNew Yorkand 18 other States, the District of Columbia,the

City ofNew York, the City of Chicago, and Cook County, Illinois. Dkt. 3 (“State Compl.”). On

June 11, 2019, a second lawsuit, by Planned ParenthoodFederation ofAmerica, Inc., and

Planned ParenthoodofNorthernNew England, Inc., was filed. No. 19 Civ. 5433, Dkt. 1 (“PP

Compl.”). The same day, a third lawsuit, by theNational FamilyPlanning and Reproductive

HealthAssociation and Public Health Solutions, Inc. was filed. No. 19 Civ. 5435, Dkt. 1

(“NFPRHA Compl.”). On June 26, 2019, the Court consolidated the cases. Dkt. 70.

On June 26, 2019, Christian Medical and Dental Associations and Dr. Regina Frost

moved to intervene as defendants under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 24(a) for intervention as

of right or 24(b) for permissive intervention. Dkt. 64. On August 2, 2019, the Court granted the

Defendant-Intervenors’ motion to intervene on the basis of permissive intervention. Dkt. 142.

2. Overviewof Plaintiffs’ Claims

Plaintiffs’ claims are in two categories: (1) APA claims and (2)constitutional claims.

a. APA Claims

Plaintiffs make four broad arguments under the APA.

First, plaintiffs argue thatHHS exceeded its statutory authorityby enactingthe Rule, in

violationofAPA § 706(2)(C). See 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(C). They argue that,with limited

exceptions, the Conscience Provisions do not delegate authorityto HHS to promulgate
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regulations withthe force of law, or to withholdall federal funds for violating such laws. See

State Compl. 111] 163-64; PP Compl. 111] 130-31; NFPRHA Compl. 111] 144-45. Plaintiffs further

argue that the Rule’s definitions, namely,of “assist in the performance,” “healthcare entity,”

“discriminateor discrimination,”and “referral or refer for,” exceed the scope authorizedby the

statutory text. See State Compl. 11 162; see also PP Compl. 11 133 (analyzingthis claim under

APA § 706(2)(A));NFPRHA Compl. 1] 148 (same).

Second, plaintiffs argue thatthe Rule is contrary to law, in violationofAPA § 706(2)(A).

See 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A).Plaintiffs argue thatthe Rule violates or conflictswiththe ACA, the

Medicaid statute, the Emergency Medical Treatmentand Labor Act (“EMTALA”),Title VII,9

and Title X. See State Compl. 111] 169-72; PP Compl. 111] 134-36;NFPRHA Compl. 111] 149-52.

Third, plaintiffs argue that the Rule is arbitraryand capricious in violationofAPA

§ 706(2)(A).See 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A). Plaintiffs argue, inter alia, that in enactingthe Rule,

HHS providedjustifications for the Rule thatran counter to the evidence before it, did not

provide a reasoned explanation for its change in policy, failed to consider important aspects of

the problem, and failed to appropriately assess the costs and benefitsof the Rule. See State

Compl. 111] 177-80; PP Compl. 111] 138-39; NFPRHA Compl. 111] 160-67.

Fourth, the Provider Plaintiffs argue thatHHS enactedthe Rule withoutobserving proper

rulemaking procedure, in violationofAPA § 706(2)(D). See 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(D). They argue

thatportions of the final Rule thatdefine “discriminateor discrimination"—particularlyinsofar

9 Althoughthe State Plaintiffs alleged thatthe 2019 Rule conflictswithTitle VII and hence is
contrary to law, State Compl. 1] 172, in theirbriefs, plaintiffs primarilyframe theirargument
based on Title VII as relating to the claim thatthe Rule was arbitrarilyand capriciouslyadopted.
HHS, in theirview, failed to adequately explain the Rule’s departure from Title VII. See Dkt.
182 (“State SJ”) at 34-36. Plaintiffs do, however, argue thatthe Rule is contrary to law insofar
as its “discrimination”definition creates a conflictbetweenthe Conscience Provisions and the
Title VII framework. See Dkt. 184 (“Provider SJ”) at 20-21.
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as theyaddress workplaceaccommodationsand limit a recipient’s abilityto ask an employee or

applicant about his or her religious objections—were not a “logical outgrowth”of theNPRM,

and that theNPRM did not give plaintiffs sufficient notice thatthese aspects of this definition

would be adopted. See PP Compl. 1111 141-43; NFPRHA Compl. 1111 169-70.

b. ConstitutionalClaims

Collectively,plaintiffs make five constitutional claims. The claims vary by party.

First, all plaintiffs claim thatthe Rule violates the Establishment Clause. U.S. Const.

amend. I. Plaintiffs’ main argument to this effect is thatthe Rule forces recipients to conform

theirbusiness practices to the religious practicesof their employees, imposing an absolute duty

to accommodate such practices. See State Compl. 1111 199-200; PP Compl. 11 147; NFPRHA

Compl. 11 155.

Second, the State Plaintiffs claim thatthe Rule violates the Spending Clause. U.S. Const.

art. I, § 8, cl. 1. They argue thatthe Rule’s threat, in the event of a breach, to withholdall of a

recipient’s HHS funding is unconstitutionallycoercive. State Compl. 11 185. They also contend

thatthe conditions of funding imposed by the Rule are ambiguous, retroactive, not reasonably

related to the purpose of HHS’s program, and (insofar as they induce the State Plaintiffs to

breachthe Establishment Clause) unconstitutional. See id. 1111 186-89, 199.

Third, the State Plaintiffs claim that the Rule violates the Separationof Powers because

the Constitution vests the legislativebranch, not the executive branch, withthe spending power,

State Compl. 11 192, whereas the Rule empowers the executive branch to unconstitutionally

impound funds thatCongress has appropriated, see id. 1111 194-96.

Fourth, the Provider Plaintiffs claim thatthe Rule violates the FifthAmendmentbecause

it is unconstitutionallyvague. U.S. Const. amend V. They argue thatthe Rule’s ambiguitiesand

alleged inconsistencieswithother federal laws deny them fair notice of what conduct would
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violate the law. See PP Compl. 111] 149-50; NFPRHA Compl. 1] 156. This lackof guidance, they

argue, invites arbitrary enforcement of the Rule. NFPRHA Compl. 1] 156.

Fifth,the Provider Plaintiffs claim thatthe Rule violates the FifthAmendmentbecauseit

deprives theirpatients ofprivacyand libertyrights withoutdue process of law. U.S. Const.

amend. V. In particular, theyclaim, the Rule interferes withpatients’ abilityto obtain abortions

necessary to preserve theirhealth and life. PP Compl. 11 152; NFPRHA Compl. 11 157.10

3. Procedural History

Complaints and consolidation: On May 21, 2019, the State Plaintiffs filedtheir

complaint. Dkt. 3 (“State Compl.”). On June 11, 2019, the Provider Plaintiffs filedtheir

complaints. See No. 19 Civ. 5433, Dkt. 1 (“PP Compl.”);No. 19 Civ. 5435, Dkt. 1 (“NFPRHA

Compl.”). On June 12, 2019, the Provider Plaintiffs moved to consolidate theircases withthe

State Plaintiffs’ case. No. 19 Civ. 5433, Dkt. 12; No. 19 Civ. 5435, Dkt. 20. On June 26, 2019,

the Court granted thatmotion, designatingNo. 19 Civ. 4676 as the lead case. Dkt. 70.

Intervention: On June 26, 2019, the Defendant-Intervenors fileda motion to intervene, a

memorandumof law, and declarations. Dkts. 64-67. On June 26, 2019, the Court set a briefing

schedule for thatmotion. Dkt. 73. On July 9, 2019, plaintiffs fileda memorandumof law in

opposition. Dkt. 109. On July 16, 2019, the Defendant-Intervenors fileda reply memorandum

of law in support of theirmotion. Dkt. 127. On August 2, 2019, the Court granted themotion on

the basis of permissive intervention, but not on the basis of intervention as of right. Dkt. 142.

Initialmotion for a preliminary injunction: On June 7 and 13, 2019, the Court set

schedules for anticipated motions for a preliminary injunctionto enjoin the Rule from taking

effect on July 22, 2019. Dkts. 27, 38. On June 14, 2019, the State Plaintiffs filedsuch a motion,

10 In their summary judgmentbrief, Provider Plaintiffs indicated that theywere no longer
seeking reliefon theirFifthAmendmentclaims. Provider SJ at 5 3 n.39.
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Dkt. 41, along witha memorandumof law, Dkt. 45 (“State PI”),and supporting declarations,

see, e.g., Dkt. 43 (“Colangelo Decl. 1”). On June 17, 2019, the Provider Plaintiffs filedsuch a

motion, No. 19 Civ. 5433, Dkt. 19, along witha memorandumof law, No. 19 Civ. 5433, Dkt. 20

(“ProviderPI”),and declarations in support, No. 19 Civ. 5433, Dkt. 21; see also No. 19 Civ.

5435, Dkts. 25-27. On June 21 and 26, 2019, various entities filedamicus briefs in support of

plaintiffs.“

Deferralofeffective date and thesummaryjudgmentschedule: On July 1, 2019, with

briefingunderway as to the preliminary injunctionmotions, the Court entered a stipulation

betweentheparties thatpostponed the Rule’s effective date to November22, 2019 and vacated

the briefing schedule as to a preliminary injunction. Dkt. 90. The Court scheduled a conference

to discuss a new schedule for the preliminary injunctionand/or summary judgment motions and

solicited views as to such a schedule. Dkt. 91. On July 12, 2019, the Court held a conference to

discuss a revised schedule. See Dkt. 133. On July 16, 2019, guided by thatdiscussion, the Court

issued a new schedule, which called for the prompt production by HHS of the administrative

record, briefingduring August and September2019 for motions for a preliminary injunctionor

alternatively for summary judgment, and oral argument on October 18, 2019. Dkt. 121. On July

22, 2019, HHS produced much of the administrative record. See Dkt. 132. On August 15, 2019,

1‘ These were (1) the Institute for Policy Integrity, Dkts. 52, 54; and (2)various leading medical
organizations, including the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the American
Medical Association, the AmericanAcademy of Pediatrics, the American College of Emergency
Physicians, the AmericanCollege of OsteopathicObstetricians and Gynecologists, the American
Society for Reproductive Medicine, theNational AssociationofNurse Practitionersin Women’s
Health, the Society for Maternal-Fetal Medicine, the AmericanCollege ofNurse-Midwives, the
North American Society for Pediatric and AdolescentGynecology, the AmericanMuslim Health
Professionals, and the World ProfessionalAssociation for TransgenderHealth (“Leading
Medical Organizations”),Dkt. 77.
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plaintiffs fileda motion to compel HHS to produce the remainder of the administrative record.

Dkt. 157. On August 16, 2019, the Court ordered HHS to do so by August 19, 2019. Dkt. 158.

On August 19, 2019, HHS produced the balance of the administrative record. See Dkt. 161.

Briefingon the instant motions: On August 14, 2019, HHS fileda motion to dismiss, or

in the alternative, for summary judgment, Dkt. 147, and a memorandumof law in support, Dkt.

148 (“HHS SJ”). The same day, Defendant-Intervenors fileda motion for summary judgment,

Dkt. 149, a memorandumof law in support, Dkt. 150 (“DI SJ”),supporting declarations, Dkts.

151-53, and a Rule 56.1 statement, Dkt. 154. On August 21, 2019, various amici filedbriefs in

support of HHS.”

On September3, 2019, the Court approved plaintiffs’ request to filesummary judgment

motions withoutaccompanyingRule 56.1 statements. Dkts. 176-77. On September5, 2019, the

State Plaintiffs filedtheirmotion for summary judgment, Dkt. 179, along withsupporting

declarations, Dkt. 180 (“Colangelo Decl. 2”),and a memorandumof law, Dkt. 182 (“State SJ”).

They also fileda response to Defendant-Intervenors’ Rule 56.1 statement. Dkt. 181. The same

day, the Provider Plaintiffs filedtheir summary judgment motion, Dkt. 183, a memorandumof

law, Dkt. 184 (“Provider SJ”),and supporting declarations, Dkts. 185-88. On September 12,

2019, various additional amici filedbriefs in support of plaintiffs.13

12 These were: (1) theAmerican Center for Law and Justice, Dkt. 168; and (2)Alliance
DefendingFreedom and theAmericanAssociationof Pro-LifeObstetricians & Gynecologists,
American College of Pediatricians,CatholicMedical Association, and National Catholic
BioethicsCenter, Dkt. 171.

13 These were: (1) theNational Center for LesbianRights, Dkt. 194; (2) Scholars of the LGBT
Population, Dkt. 195; (3) the Callen Lorde Community HealthCenter, Care Resource
Community Health Centers, Inc., theNational LGBTQ TaskForce, and theNational LGBT
Cancer Network, Dkt. 197; (4) the Institute of Policy Integrity, Dkt. 202; (5) the Leading
Medical Organizations, Dkt. 203; and (6) 15 local governments, Dkt. 206.
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On September 19, 2019, HHS filedits reply,Dkt. 224 (“HHS Reply”),accompaniedby

various exhibits,as did the Defendant-Intervenors, Dkt. 223 (“DI Reply”). On September20,

2019, HHS filedan additional exhibit. Dkt. 226.

On October 3, 2019, the State Plaintiffs filedtheirreply,Dkt. 232 (“State Reply”),

accompaniedby a reply affidavit, Dkt. 231 (“Colangelo Decl. 3”). The same day, the Provider

Plaintiffs filedtheir reply. Dkt. 233 (“ProviderReply”).

Argument: On October 18, 2019, the Court heard argument.

II. Nature of the2019 Rule: Substantive or Exclusively Housekeeping?

At the threshold, the Court assesses the nature and impact of the 2019 Rule: in particular,

whetherthe Rule would alter the substantive obligations, and potential exposure to enforcement

action, of recipients of HHS funding, includinghospitals, clinics, and otherproviders, and State

and local governments. The parties disagree on this fundamentalpoint. This disagreement

informs the parties’ opposing views on various challenges to the Rule. The Court accordingly

addresses it at the outset.

Plaintiffs cast the 2019 Rule as substantive and as a watershed. Emphasizingthatthey

are not challenging the statutory Conscience Provisions themselves,plaintiffs portray HHS as

using the Rule to add, by regulatory fiat, major new substantive content to these laws. Plaintiffs

argue that the Rule expands themeaning of core statutory terms and enhances HHS’s

enforcement powers. As a result, plaintiffs argue, federally funded hospitals, clinics, and other

healthcare providers, and units of State and local government thatreceive Medicare, Medicaid,

and other PHJS funding,willbe at risk of losing all such funding in the event thatHHS finds a

breachof these statutes as the Rule construes them. See Provider Reply at 2 (Rule recognizes

“new legal rights and obligations”);Provider SJ at 8 (Rule “impos[es] massive new burdens on
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private entities and State and local governments.”);State SJ at 39 (describingRule as “a new

regime thatHHS create[d] out ofwhole cloth”).

HHS, in contrast, depicts the 2019 Rule as solely a “housekeeping matter[ ].” HHS SJ

at 23-24. It states thatthe Rule, “far from constituting a sea change,” merely “implementsand

clarifies th[e] . . . preexisting conscience protections enactedby Congress.” HHS Reply at 1.

The Rule, HHS states, “does not alter the Statute’s substantive requirements,” id. at 39; “does not

alter or amend the obligations of the respective statutes,” HHS SJ at 25; “simply implements the

Federal Conscience Statutes,” id. at 50; and “does not change the substantive law of the Federal

Conscience Statutes, as established by Congress,” id. at 61. In HHS’s account, the Rule is “truly

a housekeeping measure,” id. at 27, “concerninghow HHS is governed and how it administers

federal statutes,” id. at 23. HHS describes the Rule’s definitions of statutory terms as a

“housekeeping matter concerning how HHS interprets the Federal Statutes when it complies and

ensures compliancewith them,” id. at 24, and the Rule’s enforcement provisions as “merely

set[ting] forth existing internal processes,” id. at 23. See HHS Reply at 6-7 (“The housekeeping

statutes are a grant of authorityto the agency to regulate its own affairs. This is precisely what

the Rule does; it provides guidance on how HHS defines key terms and the procedures it willuse

to enforce the condition imposed on its federal awards under the Federal Conscience Statutes.”

(internal quotation marksand citation omitted)). In short, PHJS asserts, the Rule is but a “modest

exercise of [HHS’s] authorityto impose requirements associated withthe receipt of federal

funds.” HHS SJ at 28.

On this thresholddispute, there is a definite answer. Although the 2019 Rule has

housekeeping features, plaintiffs’ description of it as largely substantive—and, indeed, in key

respects transformative—iscorrect. And HHS’s characterizationof the Rule as solely
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ministerial cannot be taken seriously. (Indeed, at argument, HHS abandoned thisposition.).‘4

Whether or not the Rule was properly adopted—includingwhethertherewas statutory

authorizationfor HHS to undertake substantive rule-making,and whetherHHS otherwise

complied withthe APA—theRule unavoidablywould shape the primary conduct ofparticipants

throughout the health care industry. It would upend the legal status quo with respect to the

circumstances and manner in which conscience objections must be accommodated. And the

maximumpenalty the Rule authorizesfor a violationof the Conscience Provisions—the

terminationof all of a recipient’s HHS funding, from whatever program derived—is new, too. It

does not appear in any of the Conscience Provisions, in any statute governing HHS, or in

existing regulations prescribing the remedies availableto HHS in the event of a breachby a

funding recipient.

The following are among the Rule’s more consequential dimensions:

Departurefrom the Title VIIframework: As reviewed above, since 1967 by EEOC rule,

and since 1972 by statute, Title VII has defined the duties of employers withrespect to religious

objections in the employment context. The 2019 Rule would effectively supersede Title VII in

the health care field, to the extent thatan employee claimed discriminationbecausean HHS

funding recipient had failedto accommodate, or improperly or inadequatelyaccommodated,a

religious objection. The Rule would do so in at least two broad ways.

First, the Rule defines “discrimination”so as not to contain the defense that the

accommodationsought by the employee would present an “undue hardship” to the employer.

Althoughshielding an employer from loss of federal funds where the employee “voluntar[il]y

14 See OA Tr. at 115 (“The agency does take the position that the rule is substantive, that it does
impose obligations on regulated entities.”).
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accept[s] an effective accommodation,”the Rule declines to protect an employer who, on

account of hardship, refuses to accommodatethe employee. See 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,191 (Rule’s

“approachwill differ from Title VII
. . . by not incorporating the additional concept of an ‘undue

hardship’ exception for reasonable accommodations.”). The EEOC, charged withthe

administrationof Title VII, had opposed a similarcomponent of the conscience rule thatHHS

had proposed in 2008. See EEOC 2008 Comment.”

HHS’s decision not to recognize an undue hardship defense would shift, relative to the

present frameworkset by Title VII, leverage from healthcare employers to employees who

object to covered procedures (e.g., abortion or sterilization). Colloquy at argument illustratedthe

point. The Court inquired about scenarios in which a nurse or otheremployee refused to accept a

transfer from a unit thatperformed procedures to which the employee objected (e.g., obstetrics)

to a unit thatdid not (e.g., neo-natalcare). HHS counsel acknowledgedthata funding recipient

that insisted on such a transfer could face liabilityto HHS—includinga loss of funding—under

the Rule. That would be so even where the employer’s insistence on a transfer complied with

Title VII—for example, where keeping the employee in a unit to whose work the employee

objected imposed budgetary hardship by forcing the employer to hire additional staff. See

OA Tr. at 108-15. HHS counsel similarlyacknowledgedthat, to avoid jeopardizing federal

funds under the Rule, a remote clinic might be required to add duplicate staff ifan employee

objected to the clinic’s abortion workbut refused to take on a different assignmentwithinthe

small clinic. See id. at 120-22.

Second, the 2019 Rule departs from the Title VII frameworkinsofar as the Rule does not

protect an employer who offers the objecting employee a “reasonableaccommodation.” Instead,

15 The record does not appear to reflect any comments by the EEOC on the 2019 Rule.
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the Rule, in its definition of “discrimination”as used in the Conscience Provisions, would shield

a recipient from liabilityto HHS only in two narrower circumstances: where the recipient makes

“an effective accommodation”(i. e., one thatthe objecting employee accepts),45 C.F.R.

§ 88.2(4), or an accommodationthatdoes not require “additionalaction” from the employee,

does not exclude the employee from her “field[ ] ofpractice,”and does not constitute an

“adverse action,” id. § 88.2(6).

At argument, HHS counsel acknowledgedthat the decision not to adopt a “reasonable

accommodation”standard could yield an opposite result under the Rule thanunder Title VII in

scenarios like thataddressed by Shelton v. Univ ofMed. & Dentistry ofN.J., 223 F.3d 220, 222-

23, 224-28 (3d Cir. 2000), a leading Title VII case involving a religious objection in a hospital

setting. OA Tr. at 114-15. The plaintiff in Shelton, a nurse, had twice refused to assist in

emergency treatment of pregnant women. One incident involved the inducementof labor in a

woman witha life-threateningruptured membrane; the other, an emergency cesarean-section for

a woman, “standing in a pool ofblood,” who had been diagnosed withplacentaprevia. See

Shelton, 223 F.3d at 222-23. The nurse had refused to assist becausethe procedures, she

believed,could terminate a pregnancy; in the second instance, the nurse’s refusal caused a half-

hour delay of theprocedure. Id. Ratherthan terminate thenurse, the hospital in Shelton offered

her a transfer to theNewborn Intensive Care Unit, but the nurse declined to transfer or to apply

to anothernursing unit. Id. Aftershe was terminated, she sued under Title VII. The Third

Circuit upheld the grant of summary judgment to the hospital, finding reasonable the

accommodationit had proposed. Id. at 228. HHS counsel acknowledgedthat,under the Rule,

the hospital’s terminationof thenurse for refusing to transfer to a unit not implicatingher
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objections could be viewed as an act of discrimination in violationof the Conscience Provisions.

See OA Tr. at 113-15.

Broadeneddefinition ofprotected activities: The 2019 Rule broadlydefines the

activities in which healthcare personnel may refuse to participate on account of conscience

objections. The Rule does so by defining the Church Amendmentterm “assist in the

performance” to permit abstention by any person tasked with“tak[ing] an action”witha

“specific, reasonable, and articulable connection” to a covered medical procedure or service.”

45 C.F.R. § 88.2. Such a connection, the Rule states, includes “counseling, referral, training, or

otherwise making arrangements” for a procedure. Id. The Rule, in turn, defines “referral” to

encompass personnel who “provi[de] information”to a patient regarding a procedure or service,

where a “reasonablyforeseeable outcome” includes assisting thatperson in obtaining the

procedure or service, regardless ofwhen or where that informationwas provided. Id.

At argument, HHS counsel acknowledgedthatthese definitions would authorize

individuals at some remove from the operating theateror medical procedure at issue to withhold

their services. Under the Rule, the Church Amendmentwould apply, for example, to a hospital

or clinic receptionist responsible for scheduling appointments, and to an elevator operator or

ambulance driver responsible for taking a patient to an appointment or procedure. See OA Tr.

at 116-17; 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,186 (“assist in theperformance” includes “scheduling . . .
or

preparing a room and the instruments for an abortion”). The Rule would also, for the first time,

construe the Church Amendment to permit abstention from activitiesancillaryto a medical

16 Althoughseveral provisions of the Church Amendmentsprotect objectors only as to abortion
or sterilization,others apply more broadly,includingprotecting objectors as to “any lawfi1l
health service or research activity”that is contrary to the individual’s religious or moral beliefs.
See 42 U.S.C. § 300a—7(c)(2),(d).
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procedure, including ones thatoccur on days other thanthatof the procedure. See OA Tr. at

123-24. HHS counsel acknowledgedthat the agency had never previouslyarticulated thisview,

enforced a Conscience Provision to reach activitiesancillaryto or on days other thanthatof the

medical procedure, or, to counsel’s knowledge, received a complaint regarding participation in

activitiesat this level of remove from theprocedure itself. See id. at 123-25.

New restrictions on employers’ authorityto inquire into conscience objections: The

2019 Rule newlyrestricts the abilityof employers to inquire about employees’ conscience

objections. Under the Rule’s definition of “discrimination,”a covered entity may not inquire of

an applicant about potential conscience objections until after the employee has been hired; and

thereafter,may ask only once per year about this subject, unless theprovider has a “persuasive

justification”for additional inquiry. See 45 C.F.R. § 88.2(5); see also OA Tr. at 120.

Broadeneddefinition of “health care entity”: The 2019 Rule newlydefines the term

“health care entity” used in several Conscience Provisions. It construes the Coats-Snowe

Amendment, for the first time, to apply to pharmacistsand medical laboratories. See 45 C.F.R.

§ 88.2. And it construes the Weldon Amendmentand theACA, for the first time, to apply to

healthcare plan sponsors and third-partyadministrators. See id.

Expanded enforcement tools andpenalty: The parties agree that,before the Rule, a

2014 regulation entitled “UniformAdministrativeRequirements, Cost Principles, and Audit

Requirements for HHS Awards,” 79 Fed. Reg. 75,889 (Dec. 19, 2014) (the“UAR”),governed

HHS’s enforcement of the conditions imposed on funding recipients. See OA Tr. at 9, 13; HHS

S] at 24-25. The UAR tasks HHS withensuring thatrecipients are “in full accordancewithU.S.

statutory and public policy requirements.” 45 C.F.R. § 75.300. Under the UAR, where a

recipient is found not in compliance, HHS is, first, to attempt to impose additional conditions on
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the recipient. Id. § 75.371. If thatproves unsuccessful, HHS may then, inter alia, “[w]hollyor

partly suspend (suspension of award activities)or terminate the Federal award,” id. § 75.37l(c),

or “[w]ithholdfurther Federal awards for theproject or program,” id. § 75.37l(e).

The 2019 Rule goes beyondthe UAR in two respects. First, instead ofprescribing

graduated responses in which added conditions are imposed before a decision to terminate funds

is reached, the Rule states thatany informal processes “shall not preclude OCR from

simultaneouslypursuing” other actions, including investigations and “involuntaryenforcement,”

which may include terminationof fi1nding. Id. § 88.7(i)(2);see also id. §§ 88.7(a)(5)—(7),(i)(3).

Second, and more important, the Rule, for the first time, empowers HHS to terminate not merely

the line of funding at issue, but all federal funds thata recipient receives from HHS ifOCR finds

thatthe recipient or its subrecipient has violated a Conscience Provisionor the Rule. See 45

C.F.R. § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) (OCR may “[t]erminat[e] Federal financial assistance or otherFederal

funds from the Department, in whole or in part”). HHS concedes thatthe UAR does not

authorizewholesale terminationof fi1nding. OA Tr. at 81.

In sum, contrary to HHS’s depiction of it as mere housekeeping, the Rule relocates the

metes and bounds—thewho, what, when, where, and how—ofconscience protection under

federal law.

III. Summary Judgment Standards Applicable to Claims Challenging Agency Action

Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56, a movant is entitled to summary judgment if

he or she “shows thatthere is no genuine dispute as to any material fact and the movant is

entitled to judgment as a matter of law.” Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 56(a); see Celotex Corp. v. Catrett,

477 U.S. 317, 322-23 (1986). However, when “‘a party seeks reviewof agency actionunder the

APA, the district judge sits as an appellate tribunal,’ and ‘ [t]he entire case on review is a

question of law.’” Koopmann v. U.S. Dep ’t ofTransp., 335 F. Supp. 3d 556, 560 (S.D.N.Y.
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2018) (alteration in original) (quoting Am. Biosci., Inc. v. Thompson, 269 F.3d 1077, 1083 (D.C.

Cir. 2001)); see also Flores Zabaleta v. Nielsen, 367 F. Supp. 3d 208, 210 (S.D.N.Y.2019). As

a result, the usual Rule 56 summary judgment standard “does not apply in such cases,” because

the court is resolving “legal questions” when it determines if the agency acted in excess of

statutory authorization,not in accordancewith law, arbitrarilyand capriciously,or “in some

otherway thatviolates 5 U.S.C. § 706.” Ass ’n ofProprietary Colls. v. Duncan, 107 F. Supp. 3d

332, 344 (S.D.N.Y.2015) (footnotes omitted) (addressing APA and constitutional claims); see

also See. Indus. & Fin. MarketsAss ’n v. US. CommodityFutures TradingComm ’n, 67 F. Supp.

3d 373, 399 (D.D.C. 2014) (“[T]hegeneral standard for summary judgment set forth in Rule 56

of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure does not apply to a reviewof agency actions.”).

Summary judgment is “generallyappropriate” in such cases, as these legal issues are “amenable

to summary disposition.” Ass ’n ofProprietary Colls., 107 F. Supp. 3d at 344 (quoting Noroozi

v. Napolitano, 905 F. Supp. 2d 535, 541 (S.D.N.Y.2012));see also Estes v. US. Dep ’t of the

Treasury,219 F. Supp. 3d 17, 27 (D.D.C. 2016) (“When an agency action is challenged under

the APA, summary judgment serves as the mechanism for deciding, as a matter of law, whether

the agency action is supported by the administrative record and otherwise consistent withthe

relevant APA standard of review.” (internal quotation marksand alterations omitted))

(addressing APA and constitutional claims).

Generally,a court “reviewingan agency decision is confined to the administrative record

compiledby the agency when it made the decision.” Nat ’lAudubon Soc 31 v. Hoffman, 132 F.3d

7, 14 (2d Cir. 1997) (citing Fla. Power & Light Co. v. Lorion, 470 U.S. 729, 743-44 (1985)).

Alter the agency resolves factual issues and develops the administrative record, the district court

“determine[s] whetheror not as a matter of law the evidence in the administrative record
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permitted the agency to make the decision it did.” Roberts v. United States, 883 F. Supp. 2d, 56,

62 (D.D.C. 2012),afi"d, 741 F.3d 152 (D.C. Cir. 2014).

IV. Did HHS Exceed Its Statutory Authorityin PromulgatingtheRule?

The Court first considers plaintiffs’ APA claim thatHHS exceeded its statutory authority

in promulgating the Rule.

A. ApplicableLegal PrinciplesUnder theAPA

“It is axiomaticthatan administrative agency’s power to promulgate legislative

regulations is limited to the authoritydelegated by Congress.” Bowen v. Georgetown Univ.

Hosp., 488 U.S. 204, 208 (1988); see also Nat. Res. Def Councilv. Nat ’lHighway TrafficSafety

Admin., 894 F.3d 95, 108 (2d Cir. 2018) (“NRDC”)(“It is well settled thatan agency may only

actwithinthe authoritygranted to it by statute.”). A federal administrative agency is a “creature

of statute, having no constitutional or common law existence or authority,but only those

authoritiesconferred upon it by Congress.” NRDC, 894 F.3d at 108 (emphasis in original)

(quoting Atl. City Elec. Co. v. FERC, 295 F.3d 1, 8 (D.C. Cir. 2002));see also Nat. Res. Def

Councilv. Abraham,355 F.3d 179, 202 (2d Cir. 2004) (noting “well-establishedprinciple” that

“an agency literallyhas no power to act
. . .

unless and until Congress confers power upon it”

(quoting La. Pub. Serv. Comm ’n v. FCC, 476 U.S. 355, 374 (1986))). An agency’s statutory

authoritywill “not be lightlypresumed.” Michigan v. EPA, 268 F.3d 1075, 1082 (D.C.

Cir. 2001).

The APA instructs courts to “hold unlawful and set aside agency action” that is “in

excess of statutory . . . authority.” 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(C). In reviewing an agency’s statutory

authority,or lackthereof,“thequestion . . .
is always whetherthe agency has gone beyondwhat

Congress has permitted it to do.” NRDC, 894 F.3d at 108 (quoting City ofArlington v. FCC, 569

U.S. 290, 297-98 (2013)).
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This analysis differs depending on whether the agency is charged withadministering the

statute under which it claims authority.

If the agency administers the statute thatit is interpreting to determine if it has authority,

thenthe familiartwo-step Chevron analysis controls. See City ofArlington, 569 U.S. at 296-301

(when “confrontedwithan agency’s interpretation of a statute it administers,” courts should

apply Chevron to “ambiguit[ies]thatconcern[ ] the scope of the agency’s statutory authority,”id.

at 296-97); see also New Yorkv. FERC, 783 F.3d 946, 953 (2d Cir. 2015). Under the Chevron

analysis, at step one, the court considers “whether ‘Congresshas directly spoken to the precise

question at issue’ because, if ‘the intent of Congress is clear, that is the end of the matter.’” New

York, 783 F.3d at 954 (quoting Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. Nat. Res. Def Council, Inc., 467 U.S.

837, 842 (1984)). To determine ifCongress spoke clearly,the court employs “theordinary tools

of statutory construction.” City ofArlington, 569 U.S. at 296. These tools include the “statutory

text, structure, and purpose as reflected in [the statute’s] legislativehistory,” and, if the text is

ambiguous, “canons of statutory construction.” CatskillMountains Chapter ofTrout Unltd., Inc.

v. EPA, 846 F.3d 492, 512 (2d Cir. 2017).

If Congress was not clear—meaning the statute was “silentor ambiguouswith respect to

the specific issue”—thenthe court continues to step two. Chevron, 467 U.S. at 843. At step

two, “thequestion for the court is whether the agency’s answer is based on a permissible

construction of the statute.” Id. This “inquiry is deferential, asking only whetherthe agency’s

interpretation is ‘reasonable,’ while ‘respect[ing] legitimatepolicy choices’ made by the

agency.” New York, 783 F.3d at 954 (alteration in original) (quoting Chevron, 467 U.S. at 843-

44, 866). But, under either Chevron step, “[a]n agency construction of a statute cannot survive
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judicial review if a contested regulation reflects an actionthatexceeds the agency’s authority.”

AidAss ’nfor Lutherans v. U.S. Postal Serv., 321 F.3d 1166, 1174 (D.C. Cir. 2003).

In the alternative, if the agency does not administer the statute it purports to interpret,

then Chevron does not apply. See Karaj v. Gonzales, 462 F.3d 113, 120 (2d Cir. 2006)

(collectingcases); see also Sherley v. Sebelius, 689 F.3d 776, 786 (D.C. Cir. 2012) (Henderson,

J
., concurring). To determine whetherCongress authorizedthe agency to act, the court instead

examines, de novo, the “plain terms” and “core purposes” of the statute. See NRDC, 894 F.3d at

108; see also id. at 112 n. 10 (deference “clearlynot warranted” when statute “applies to all

federal agencies, meaning [the agency] has no special expertise in interpreting its language”).

If an agency is not interpreting a statute that it administers but ratherits own regulation, it

may also be entitled to Auer deference. Auer deference may apply only if the regulation at issue

“is genuinely ambiguous.” Kisor v. Wilkie, 139 S. Ct. 2400, 2415 (2019). To determine if a

regulation is genuinely ambiguous, “a court must exhaustall the ‘traditionaltools’ of

construction.” Id. (quoting Chevron, 467 U.S. at 843 n.9). An ambiguitycan only be found

when “thatlegal toolkit is empty and the interpretive question still has no single right answer”;

“[i]funcertainty does not exist, there is no plausiblereason for deference.” Id. Even if a court

finds thata regulation is, in fact, ambiguous, the agency’s interpretation must still be reasonable

to warrant deference. See id. And even a reasonable interpretation of an ambiguousrule may

not be entitled to deference. For example, “a court should decline to defer to a merely

‘convenientlitigating position’ or ‘post hoc rationalization[n]advanced’ to ‘defend past agency

33’actionagainst attack, because, to receive deference, the agency’s interpretation “must reflect

‘fair and considered judgment.’” Id. at 2417 (alteration in original) (quoting Christopher v.

SmithKlineBeecham Corp., 567 U.S. 142, 155 (2012)).
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B. Discussion

Plaintiffs claim that the Rule exceeds HHS’s statutory authority,in violationof 5 U.S.C.

§ 706(2)(C),in two respects. First, plaintiffs argue thatCongress did not delegate rulemaking

authorityto HHS to promulgate the substantive components of the Rule. See Provider SJ at 8-

12. Second, plaintiffs argue thatCongress did not delegate to HHS the ultimate enforcement

power that the Rule claims for the agency—thepower to cut off all of recipient’s HHS funding

for a breachof a Conscience Provision. See id. 12-16.

The Court’s evaluationof these claims is not unitary—some aspects of the Rule are

withinHHS’s authoritywhileothers are not. Nevertheless, for the following reasons, the Court

finds thatHHS lackedrulemaking authorityto promulgate significantportions of the Rule that

give substantive content to the Conscience Provisions. The Court also finds thatHHS lacked

authorityto promulgate a Rule empowering it to terminate all of a recipient’s HHS funding in

response to a violationof one of these provisions.

1. RulemakingAuthority

Congress may delegate rulemaking authorityto an agency in either an express or an

implied manner. See Chevron, 467 U.S. at 843. “The starting point for this inquiry is, of course,

the language of the delegation provision itself.” Gonzales v. Oregon, 546 U.S. 243, 259 (2006).

If the delegation provision “explicitlyleft a gap for the agency to fill,”thenCongress expressly

delegated rulemaking authorityto the agency. Chevron, 467 U.S. at 843. However, ifno

explicit delegation exists, then, to determine if there is an implicit delegation, the court must ask

whether “Congress would expect the agency to be able to speak withthe force of law.” United

States v. Mead Corp, 533 U.S. 218, 229 (2001). The “delegationmust be pertinent to the

‘particular question’ at issue.” Crowley v. Fed. Bureau ofPrisons, 312 F. Supp. 2d 453, 459

(S.D.N.Y.2004) (quoting Mead, 533 U.S. at 229).
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HHS argues that, in a varietyof statutes, Congress delegated it rulemaking authority,

explicitlyand/or implicitly. See HHS Reply at 6-7; see also 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,183—86. The

Court considers, first, HHS’s claim of an explicit delegation.

a. ExplicitDelegations

HHS acknowledgesthatthe Church, Coats-Snowe, and Weldon Amendments do not

expressly grant it rulemaking authority. OA Tr. at 75. Instead, to the extent it claims express

authorityto engage in substantive rulemaking, HHS relies on: (1) several “housekeeping

statutes,” see 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,183—84; HHS Reply at 6; and (2)rulemaking provisions in other

statutes thatcontain Conscience Provisions, including theACA, 42 U.S.C. § 18041(a),and

Medicare and Medicaid, id. § 1302(a); see 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,184—85; HHS Reply at 6.

i. The housekeeping statutes

HHS identifies three “housekeeping” statutes as ostensible sources of express authorityto

promulgate the Rule. It argues that these statutes—and implementingregulations—empower

HHS to enforce conditions related to federal funding awards, includingwhen the agency may

withholdfunds from recipients for non-compliancewiththe Conscience Provisions. See HHS SJ

at 23; HHS Reply at 6.

Because these housekeeping statutes apply to multiple federal agencies and HHS does not

have particular expertise in interpreting them, Chevron deference is not availableto HHS as to

this argument. See NRDC, 894 F.3d at 112 n. 10; see also Forgione v. HCA Inc., 954 F. Supp. 2d

1349, 1358 (N.D. Fla. 2013) (denying deference to HHS in its interpretation of 5 U.S.C. § 301,

becausethatstatute “delegates authorityto enacthousekeeping rules to a multitude ofagencies”

and “no single agency has any particular expertise to interpret” the statute). Accordingly,the

Court reviews this claim de novo as to each statute. See NRDC, 894 F.3d at 108 (examining
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“plain terms” and “core purposes” of statute thatagency did not administer to determine whether

Congress delegated rulemaking authorityto agency).‘7

5 U.S.C. § 301: HHS first relies on 5 U.S.C. § 301. It gives rulemaking authorityto

executive department heads to promulgate regulations governing internal department affairs. But

§ 301 ’s text and history demonstrate that § 301 does not give HHS authorityto make rules

regarding the substantive legal obligations of regulated entities. Instead, as the Supreme Court

has recognized, § 301 is addressed solely to internal agency administration.

Section 301 states that“[t]he head of an Executive department . . . may prescribe

regulations for the government of his department, the conduct of its employees, the distribution

and performance of its business, and the custody, use, and preservation of its records, papers, and

property.” 5 U.S.C. § 301. The items that § 301 recites as subjects ofpotential regulations—

governance, employees, business, and records—“indicatethatthe statute is intended to give an

agency authorityto regulate its own day-to-day affairs.” Koopmann, 335 F. Supp. 3d at 561.

For this reason, the Supreme Court has described § 301 as “simplya grant of authorityto the

agency to regulate its own affairs.” Chrysler Corp. v. Brown, 441 U.S. 281, 309 (1979)

(examining § 301 in context of “reverse-FOIA”suit considering whetheragency disclosures

were “authorizedby law” for thepurposes of the Trade Secrets Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1905, see id.

285-86); see also St. Joseph ’s Hosp. Health Ctr. v. Blue Cross ofCent. N. Y., 1110., 489 F. Supp.

1052, 1057 n. 10 (N.D.N.Y. 1979) (recounting Supreme Court’s analysis of § 301’s “plain

language”).

17 Had the Court found Chevron deference applicable, it would have reached the same result as

to this question, because, for the reasons that follow, a de novo and a Chevron step-one analysis
would equally reveal, clearly,thatthese housekeeping statutes did not delegate substantive
rulemaking authorityto the agency. See Koopmann, 335 F. Supp. 3d at 562-63 (findingclear at
Chevron step one thatCongress did not intend agency’s interpretation of “employee” in § 301).
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Section 301 ’s purpose and history confirm that its delegation of rulemaking authorityis

narrow, focused on internal agency administration. Congress passed § 301 ’s antecedent in 1789

“to help General Washingtonget his administrationunderway by spelling out the authorityfor

executive officials to set up offices and filegovernment documents.” See U.S. ex rel. 0 ’Keefe v.

McDonnellDouglas Corp., 132 F.3d 1252, 1255 (8thCir. 1998) (quoting H.R. Rep. No. 85-

1461 (1958)). In thenation’s earlyhistory, statutes of thisnature “were enacted to give heads of

early Government departments authorityto govern internal departmental affairs.” Chrysler

Corp, 441 U.S. at 309. In 1958, such statutes were consolidated, resulting in themodern version

of § 301. Id. As the Supreme Court later observed, a 1958 House Report noted thata special

subcommitteehad “unanimouslyagreed that [§ 301] originally [had been] adopted in 1789 to

provide for the day-to-day office housekeeping in the Government departments” but that

“throughmisuse it ha[d] becometwisted into a claim of authority”to do more thanmere

housekeeping.” Id. at 310 n.41 (quoting H.R. Rep. No. 85-1461 (1958)).

On the basis ofbothof § 301 ’s text and its “long and relativelyuncontroversial”history,

the Supreme Court long ago found that § 301 “is indeed a ‘housekeepingstatute,’ authorizing

what the APA terms ‘rules of agency organizationprocedure or practice’ as opposed to

‘substantive rules.’” Id. at 309-10; see also 0 ’Keefe, 132 F.3d at 1255. Ensuing courts have

repeatedly rejected agency attempts, such as thathere, to “twist this simple administrative statute

into an authorizationfor the promulgationof substantive rules.” See 0 ’Keefe, 132 F.3d at 1255

(collecting cases). HHS’s bid to use § 301 to justify substantive rulemaking fares no better.

18 At the time of the 1958 House Report, thatbody—the House Special Subcommittee on

Governmental Information—wasspecificallyconcerned that § 301 had been misused by the
government to justify withholdinginformationfrom the public. That concern was addressed by
a 1958 amendmentto § 301: “This section does not authorizewithholdinginformationfrom the
public or limiting the availabilityof records to the public.” 5 U.S.C. § 301.
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40 U.S.C. § 121(c): HHS next relies on 40 U.S.C. § 121(c). HHS Reply at 6. This

statute—the Public HealthBuildings,Property, and Works Act of 1949—gives rulemaking

authorityto the General Services Administratorto promulgate the Federal Acquisition

Regulation (the“FAR”)to carry out “thissubtitle”; the subtitle, “Federal Property and

AdministrativeServices,” is located withinthe title of “Public Buildings,Property, and Works.”

40 U.S.C. § 121(c)(1);see also 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,184. Section 121 gives agency heads the

abilityto “issue orders and directives that the agency head considers necessary to carry out the

regulations.” 42 U.S.C. § 121(c)(2). Section 121 ’s text and its placementwithinthe statute

suggest that the rulemaking authorityrelates to property and administration, not to developing

substantive rules ofprivate conduct. And the ensuing section, 40 U.S.C. § 121(d), eliminates

any doubt as to whetherthe GSA Administratormay delegate substantive rulemakingpower to

otheragencies, such as HHS. It states thatthe Administrator“may not delegate . . .
the authority

to prescribe regulations on matters of policy applying to executive agencies.” Id. § 121(d)(2)(A).

This statute, too, provides no charter to HHS to engage in substantive rulemaking.

42 U.S.C. § 216: HHS finallyrelies on 42 U.S.C. § 216, which HHS asserts, gives it

rulemaking authorityrelated to “grants.” HHS Reply at 6. The 2019 Rule, however, does not

anywhere cite § 216 as a source of authority. For this reason alone, HHS cannot use § 216 to

justify the Rule’s substantive components. See NRDC, 894 F.3d at 111 (court’s “review is

limited to the rationales offered by [the agency] at the time it published” rule, as opposed to in

later litigation (citing SEC v. Chenery Corp, 318 U.S. 80, 87-88 (1943))).

Even if the Rule had invoked § 216, it would not give HHS substantive rulemaking

authority,for much the same reasons as withthe similarlyworded 5 U.S.C. § 301. Section 216

gives the Surgeon General, withthe approval of HHS’s Secretary, authorityto “promulgate all
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other regulations necessary to the administrationof the [Public Health] Service, including

regulations with respect to uniforms for employees, and regulations with respect to the custody,

use, and preservation of the records, papers, and property of the Service.” 42 U.S.C. § 216(b).

Section 216 addresses the day-to-day administrationof the Public Health Service. For this

reason, a similarattempt by HHS to invoke § 216 as a source of substantive rulemaking authority

was rebuffed by a federal district court several years ago. See Pharm. Research andMfrs. of

America v. US. Dep ’t ofHealth andHuman Servs., 43 F. Supp. 3d 28, 40 (D.D.C. 2014) (§ 216

provides rulemaking authorityfor regulations related to the administration of the Public Health

Service, not the implementationof Public Health Service Act).

The threehousekeeping statutes above therefore do not give HHS substantive rulemaking

authority.

Also unavailingis HHS’s related claim that its enforcement responsibilitiesgave it the

authorityto promulgate the Rule. In the Rule itself, HHS asserted that, in adopting the Rule, it

was discharging its duties under regulations like theUAR, adopted pursuant to two housekeeping

statutes (5 U.S.C. § 301 and 40 U.S.C. § l21(c)). 45 C.F.R. § 75.300; see HHS SJ at 24; HHS

Reply at 3. The UAR, HHS noted, requires the agency to ensure thatthe recipient of a federal

award comply “withU.S. statutory and public policy requirements.” 45 C.F.R. § 75.300(a). On

thisbasis, HHS justified the Rule, including its attempt to define terms withinthe Conscience

Provisions, as a mere “clarifying”measure “for ensuring compliance withCongress’s

directives.” HHS SJ at 24 (definitions in Rule are a “housekeeping matter concerning how HHS

interprets the Federal Statutes when it complies and ensures compliance with them”).

That argument, too, is foreclosed. The Supreme Court has disallowed federal agencies

from using theircompliance powers as a basis for substantive rulemaking—to “decide what the
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law says.” See Gonzales, 546 U.S. at 264 (“[T]hough [the statute] does require the Attorney

General to decide ‘[c]ompliance’ withthe law, it does not suggest thathe may decide what the

law says.”);of New Yorkv. Dep ’t ofJustice, 343 F. Supp. 3d 213, 230 (S.D.N.Y.2018) (statute

delegating authorityto AttorneyGeneral over grant application form “does not include the

abilityto dictate the ‘substance’ ofwhich laws an applicant must complywithas a conditionof

grant funding”). HHS does not cite contrary authority.

The Court, finally,addresses at lengththe core premise underlyingHHS’s arguments

based on the housekeeping statutes: thatthe Rule is whollynon-substantive. In promulgating the

Rule, HHS so depicted the Rule, as it later did, repeatedly, in its briefs in this litigation. See,

e.g., 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,185 (Rule “does not substantively alter or amend the obligations of the

respective [conscience] statutes”). It is not clear whether this defense of the Rule survives

HHS’s concession at argument thatthe Rule has substantive dimensions, including “withregard

to the definitions.” See OA Tr. at 115. But given the centrality of thisproposition to HHS’s

defense of its rulemaking authority,the Court elaborates on the discussion above, see supra

pp. 30-37, as to why the Rule is heavilysubstantive.

A rule thatannounces new rights and imposes new duties—one thatshapes the primary

conduct of regulated entities—is substantive. See N. Y. C. Emps. Ret. Sys. v. SEC, 45 F.3d 7, 12

(2d Cir. 1995) (citing White v. Shalala, 7 F.3d 296, 303 (2d Cir. 1993)); see also Chrysler Corp,

441 U.S. at 302 (substantive rules “affect[ ] individual rights and obligations” (internal citations

omitted)); Thomas v. New York, 802 F.2d 1443, 1447 (D.C. Cir. 1986) (substantive rules

“jeopardize or substantiallyaffect the rights and interests ofprivate parties” (internal citations

and quotation marksomitted)). In some contexts, the distinctionbetweensubstantive and

procedural rules can be elusive—“one of degree” and not kind. Elec. PrivacyInfo. Ctr. v. U.S.
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Dep ’t ofHomelandSec., 653 F.3d 1, 5 (D.C. Cir. 2011). But not here. At the time the Rule was

promulgated, the President stated thatit conferred “new protections.”‘9 And that the Rule

recognizes new substantive rights and imposes new substantive duties on regulated entities in the

healthcare sector is apparent from each of the Rule’s (1) purpose, (2)definitions, and (3)

assurance and certification requirements. HHS’s repeated characterizationsof the Rule as mere

“housekeeping” do not make it so, Lewis Carroll notwithstanding.” The Court reviews these

features in turn.

The Rule ’spurpose: In its first sentence, the Rule states that“[t]he purpose of thispart is

to provide for the implementationand enforcement of the Federal conscience and anti-

discriminationlaws.” 45 C.F.R. § 88.1 (emphasis added). The Second Circuit has described

rules which “‘implementthe statute”’ as substantive. United States v. Lott, 750 F.3d 214, 217

(2d Cir. 2014) (emphasis in original) (quoting Chrysler Corp, 441 U.S. at 302-03). There,

considering guidelines theAttorney General had promulgated “to interpret and implement” the

federal sex offender registration and notificationstatute, the Circuit held that the act of

“interpret[ing] and implement[ing]”the statute had been an act of substantive rulemaking. Id.

HHS has announced the same objective here—to implement the Conscience Provisions. See 45

C.F.R. § 88.1.

19 See MaeganVazquez & Jessica Ravitz, Trump Announces ‘ConscienceObjection ’ Rulefor
Medical Care Is Finalized,CNN (May 2, 2019, 5:45 PM),
https ://www.cnn.com/201 9/05/02/politics/trump-administration-final-rule-conscience-
objections/index.html(quoting President Trump’s statement about the Rule: “Just today we

finalizednew protections of conscience rights for physicians,pharmacists,nurses, teachers,
students and faith-basedcharities. They’ve beenwanting to do thata long time.’’).

20 See Lewis Carroll, The Hunting of the Snark3 (1876) (“I have said it thrice:What I tell you
three times is true.”) (quoted in Parhat v. Gates, 532 F.3d 834, 848-49 (D.C. Cir. 2008)).
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The Rule ’s definitions: The Rule’s definitions go beyondmerely expressing “what [the]

statute has always meant.” Guedes v. BureauofAlcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives,

920 F.3d 1, 19 (D.C. Cir. 2019) (rejecting agency’s defense thatstatutory term “machinegun”

had always included bump stocks). That justificationapplies where a regulatory definition “so

closely track[s] the relevant statutory provisions as to make the rule virtually self-evident,” so as

to “create[ ] no new rights or duties.” Mejia-Ruiz v. INS, 51 F.3d 358, 364 (2d Cir. 1995). But,

as a review of four of the Rule’s definitions shows, theydo not inexorablyfollow from the spare

terms used in the Conscience Provisions. HHS’s definitions impose heretofore unrecognized

duties on funding recipients in connectionwithobjections to medical procedures.

1. “Discriminateor discrimination”: These terms are used, but are not defined, in

the Church Amendment, the Coats-SnoweAmendment, the Weldon Amendment, and theACA.

The Rule’s definition of them,see 45 C.F.R. § 88.2, adds content. As noted, in the employment

context, the Rule foregoes the Title VII defense to a claim of discriminationthataccommodating

an objection would impose an “undue hardship” on the employer. See supra pp. 32-33; 84 Fed.

Reg. at 23,191; see also OA Tr. at 107. The Rule also foregoes the “reasonableaccommodation”

framework,allowing an employer to defend an accommodationnot accepted by the employee

only if it does not require additional actionby the employee, does not constitute an adverse

actionagainst the employee, and does not exclude the employee from her field. See supra pp.

33-35;45 C.F.R. § 88.2(4), (6). The Rule also prescribes, for the first time, limits on an

employer’s abilityto inquire about conscience objections. These limits have clear potential to

inhibitthe employer’s abilityto organize workplacearrangements to avoid inefficienciesand

dislocations. See supra pp. 36; 45 C.F.R. § 88.2(5); see also OA Tr. at 59.
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Whether any or all of these aspects of the Rule’s definition of “discrimination”might

have been textually defensible as an act of authorizedsubstantive rulemaking, theycannot be

defended as acts of mere “housekeeping” or the mere recapitulation of the terms of an existing

statutory provision. HHS in this litigationhas stated thatCongress, in passing the Conscience

Provisions, intended the term “discrimination”to mean what the Rule says. See HHS SJ at 59

(asserting thatCongress chose not to impose the Title VII frameworkin the Conscience

Provisions). But thatdeclaration is an ipse dixit. HHS has not pointed to any evidence that

Congress as a whole, or any legislator, understood any Conscience Provisions to embody the

content and ground rules thatthe 2019 Rule assigns to the term “discrimination.” At argument,

HHS could not point to any evidence of this. See OA Tr. at 97-104. That Congress passed the

first Conscience Provision, the Church Amendments, a year after it had adopted the reasonable

accommodation/ undue hardship frameworkto govern Title VII claims of religious

discrimination in employment, withoutany indicationthatit perceived a conflictwithTitle VII,

makes it all the more improbable thatCongress silentlyintended effectively to override that

frameworkin the context of the health care industry.“

2‘ The Supreme Court has disdained a similarattempt to construe an anti-discriminationstatute
enactedafier Title VII as sub silentiodeparting from the Title VII framework. In Jacksonv.

Birmingham Board ofEducation, 544 U.S. 167 (2005), the Court found unpersuasive the claim
thatCongress did not intend Title IX to cover retaliationbecausethe later-enactedTitle IX did
not include an express prohibitionagainst retaliation, whereas the earlier-enactedTitle VII had.
See id. at 175. Title IX, the Court noted, has “a broadlywritten general prohibitionon

discrimination,”whereas Title VII “spells out in greater detail the conduct thatconstitutes
discrimination.” Id. Because Congress did not “list any specific discriminatorypracticeswhen it
wrote Title IX,” “its failure to mention one such practice does not tell us anythingabout whether
it intended thatpractice to be covered.” Id. Similarly,here, whileTitle VII set out a framework
for addressing religious discrimination in employment, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e—2(a), 2000e(j), the
Conscience Provisions ban “discrimination”broadly in the context of conscience objections,
withoutsaying what “discrimination”means. As in Jackson, there is no basis to infer thatthe
Congresses thatenactedthe Conscience Provisions intended to repudiate the familiarTitle VII
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Simply put, the Rule’s definition of “discrimination”is game-changing. Relative to the

status quo, it would materiallyexpand the rights of employees articulating objections to covered

procedures, and correspondinglyenhance the duties ofhealth care employers in this area. This

definition is highly substantive.

2. “Assist in theperformance”: The Rule’s definition of thisundefined Church

Amendment term states thatit extends refusal rights to a person engaged in any “actionthathas a

specific, reasonable, and articulable connection” to a particular procedure or research activity,

which includes “counseling, referral, training, or otherwise making arrangements for the

procedure.” 45 C.F.R. § 88.2. HHS defends this definition as textually supportable. HHS SJ at

29-34.

Here, too, whetheror not the Rule’s definition of this term could bejustifiedtextually in

the exercise of duly authorizedsubstantive rulemaking, the definition cannot be justifiedas non-

substantive “housekeeping” or as merely recapitulating statutory text. As noted, the definition

expands the coverage of the Church Amendmentsbeyondany previouslyarticulated definition,

so as, among other things, to confer refusal rights on persons engaged in activitiesancillaryto a

covered procedure (e.g., scheduling and receptionist services, transportation of a patient, and

provision of informationrelating to the procedure) and activitiescarried out on days before and

after these procedures. See 45 C.F.R. § 88.2; 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,186—88; OA Tr. at 116-17, 122-

-27. Neither the text nor history of the Church Amendmentsmade Congress’s intent to reach

such activitiesclear. See 119 Cong. Rec. 9,597 (Mar. 27, 1973) (statement of Sen. Church)

(“There is no intention here to permit a frivolous objection from someone unconnectedwiththe

understanding of religious discrimination in employmentor the statutory defenses to claims of
such.
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procedure to be the basis for a refusal to perform what would otherwise be a legal operation.”).

HHS’s withdrawn2008 Rule did not adopt a definition of such breadth,either.”

The 2019 definition of this term is unavoidablysubstantive. It extends refusal rights to a

range of personnel not previously identifiedas covered by the Church Amendment. And it

correspondinglyimposes heretofore unrecognized obligations on employers and otherproviders.

It cannot be justified as content-free housekeeping.

3. “Health care entity ”: The Rule’s definition of this term—which appears in the

Coats-Snowe and Weldon Amendments and theACA—extendsbeyondwhat the face of these

statutes disclose. The Coats-SnoweAmendmentcovers individualphysicians,post-graduate

physiciantraining programs, and participants in healthprofession training. 42 U.S.C.

§ 23 8n(c)(2).23 The Rule’s definition of “healthcare entity,”however, also covers pharmacists,

medical laboratories, entities engaging in medical research, and “any otherhealthcare provider

or healthcare facility,”creating new rights for a greater numberof people and organizations.

45 C.F.R. § 88.2. The Weldon Amendmentand the ACA provisions cover physicians,health

care professionals, hospitals, provider-sponsororganizations,healthcare maintenance

organizations,health insurance plans, and “any otherkind ofhealth care facility,organization, or

plan.” See 42 U.S.C. § 18113(b)(ACA); Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services,

and Education, and Related Agencies AppropriationsAct, 2019, Pub. L. No. 115-245, Div. B.,

§ 507(d)(2),132 Stat. 2981, 3118 (2018) (WeldonAmendment). These definitions are broader

22 HHS acknowledgedat argument thatOCR, the agency’s enforcement arm, has never applied a

Conscience Provision to protect various activitieswithinthe scope of the Rule’s definition, such
as those of a receptionist, scheduler, or driver. See OA Tr. at 123.

23 It was also enacted in response to a recently enactedACGME requirement thatobstetrician
and gynecology residencies provide training for induced abortions. See 142 Cong. Rec. S2264
(Mar. 19, 1996) (statementof Sen. Coats).
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thanthat in both statutes. For example, with regard to theWeldon Amendment, Representative

Weldon specificallystated thatthe amendmentextended to “health insurance providers,” yet the

Rule’s definition also covers “plan sponsor[s]” (e.g., employers providing employee health

benefits)and “third-partyadministrator[s]” (who process benefitclaims and perform other

administrative tasks). 45 C.F.R. § 88.2; see 150 Cong. Rec. H10,090 (Nov. 20, 2004) (statement

of Rep. Weldon) (“This provision is intended to protect the decisions ofphysicians,nurses,

clinics, hospitals, medical centers, and even health insurance providers.” (emphasis added)).

HHS defends its definition of “health care entity” as textuallypermissible, on the ground

thatthe definitions in each statute use the term “include,” connoting a non-exhaustivelist of

covered entities. See HHS SJ at 38-38 (citing Lyons v. Legal Aid Soc 32, 68 F.3d 1512, 1514-15

(2d Cir. 1995)). But whetheror not so, the issue here is whether HHS had authorityto construe

these statutes to cover such entities—imposing substantive obligations on themand conferring

corresponding rights on conscience objectors associated withthem. This act, too, cannot be

justified as a mere “housekeeping” exercise.

4. “Referral or referfor ”: The term “referral” appears in the Weldon Amendment,

the ACA, and the Medicare and Medicaid provisions; none define this term. The Rule defines

“referral” to include:

[T]heprovisionof informationin oral, written, or electronic form (includingnames,
addresses, phone numbers, email or web addresses, directions, instructions,
descriptions, or other information resources), where the purpose or reasonably
foreseeable outcome of provision of the information is to assist a person in
receiving fundingor financing for, training in, obtaining, or performing a particular
healthcare service, program, activity,or procedure.

45 C.F.R. §88.2.

Here, too, the Rule’s definition is broader thanwhat is inherent in the statutory text.

Black’sLaw Dictionarydefines “referral” as “[t]he act or instance of sending or directing to
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another for information, service, consideration, or decision.” Black’sLaw Dictionary 1471 (10th

ed. 2014). In accord withthis definition, a common understanding of the term “referral” in the

context of the health care industry would include sending a patient to anotherphysicianor

provider. The text of the Conscience Provisions do not, however, make clear, as the Rule does,

that“referral” also covers providing any informationthatcould help the patient obtain the

service or procedure at issue. HHS’s definition to this effect—whetheror not textually

defensible—is therefore substantive. It extends the conduct to which these Conscience Statutes

apply beyondthat inherent in the statutory definition. This definition, too, cannot bejustified as

a mere act of housekeeping.

The Rule’s definitions of all four of these Conscience Provision terms therefore give rise

to previouslyunannounced rights and obligations. All four are substantive, requiring authority

for substantive rulemaking.24

The Rule ’s assurance and certification requirements: Finally,the Rule’s assurance and

certification requirements, see 45 C.F.R. § 88.4, impose new obligations and duties on employers

and providers. The decision in Perales v. Sullivan, 948 F.2d 1348 (2d Cir. 1991), makes clear

thatthese are substantive. In Perales, the Second Circuit addressed an HHS “assurance

requirement” thata State seeking Medicaid reimbursement for state payments to individuals who

24 HHS’s argument that its definitions merit Chevron deference, see HHS Reply at 6, implicitly
concedes the definitions’ substantive quality. See Guedes, 920 F.3d at 18 (noting thatagency,
despite its claim to have promulgated a non-substantive interpretive rule, “further evinced its
intent to exercise legislative authorityby expressly invoking the Chevron frameworkand then
elaborating at lengthas to how Chevron applies to the Rule”). Chevron applies only when
“Congress delegated authorityto the agency generally to make rules carrying theforce of law,
and that the agency interpretation claiming deference was promulgated in the exercise ofthat
authority.”Abraham,355 F.3d at 200 (emphasis in original) (quoting Mead, 533 U.S. at 226-
27). To have the force of law, a regulation must be substantive—meaning it affects rights and
obligations. See Chrysler Corp., 441 U.S. at 301-03.
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became disabled assure that it possessed, at the time of filing its claim, documentationof the

finding of disability. See id. at 1352-53. The Circuit held that “[t]here [could] be no question

thatthe assurance requirement was a substantive regulation,” as it could prevent the States from

receiving reimbursement for an otherwisevalid Medicaid claim. Id. at 1354. The Rule’s

requirements are indistinguishable. Under the Rule, when an entity applies for funds, it must

provide HHS withan assurance and certification thatit willcomplywiththe Conscience

Provisions. 45 C.F.R. § 88.4(a)(l)—(2). Ifnot, HHS may deny an otherwisevalid application for

funds or terminate already existing funds. See id. § 88.7(j).

As these features confirm, the Rule is thereforeheavilysubstantive. It shapes the rights

and obligations of those subject to the Conscience Provisions. It does far more than “alter the

manner in which
. . . parties present themselves or theirviewpoints to the agency.” JEM

Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 22 F.3d 320, 326 (D.C. Cir. 1994).” The substantive components of

the Rule cannot be justifiedbased on HHS’s authorityunder housekeeping statutes.

ii. The ACA and Medicare / Medicaid Conscience Provisions

HHS next notes thatthe ACA and Medicare / Medicaid Conscience Provisions, and

certain narrowlytargeted Conscience Provisions, supply explicit rulemaking authority.“At

25 In its preamble, the Rule cites JEMBroadcasting Co. as support for its assertion thatthe Rule
“does not substantively alter or amend the obligations of the respective statutes.” 84 Fed. Reg. at

23,185. JEMBroadcasting Co. is inapposite. At issue there were FCC rules thatstreamlined the
process for reviewingradio license applications, requiring the dismissal of applications that
contained inaccurate informationor were incomplete. See JEMBroadcasting Co., 22 F.3d at
322. The D.C. Circuit held that such rules procedural becausetheydid not change the
“substantive standards” by which the FCC evaluated applications. Id. at 327 (findingthis to be
the “critical fact”). HHS’s 2019 Rule is a far cry from such a housekeeping rule.

26 See HHS SJ at 4041 (citing 42 U.S.C. §§ 18041(a)(1) (ACA), 1302 (Medicare, Medicaid,
CHIP), 1302 (smallrural hospitals), 263a(f)(1)(E)(certificationof laboratories), 1315a (Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid Services funding instruments)); see also HHS Reply at 4 (citing 42
U.S.C. §§ 1302, 18023, 18113, 18041, 263a, 1315a).
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argument, HHS helpfully acknowledgedthat, given the breadthof the 2019 Rule, it cannot be

sustained based on the Conscience Provisions targeted to narrow areas of conduct,” and that the

Rule rises or falls, as to statutory authorization,on the five Conscience Provisions thatcover

broader subject matters. See supra note 1; 0A Tr. at 76. As reviewed above, three of these five

do not explicitlydelegate rulemaking authority:the Church, the Coats-Snowe, and the Weldon

Amendments. Whether and to what extent the Rule can bejustifiedbased on express rulemaking

authoritytherefore turns on the ACA and Medicare / Medicaid Conscience Provisions.

HHS undeniablyhad rulemaking authorityto implement the ACA and the Medicare and

Medicaid Conscience Provisions. See OA Tr. at 20 (plaintiffs’ counsel, conceding thispoint).

The ACA gives HHS authorityto promulgate rules concerning the Exchanges, the reinsurance

and risk adjustmentprograms, and “such other requirements as the Secretary determines

appropriate” for “the requirements under this title.” 42 U.S.C. § 18041(a)(1). The three ACA

Conscience Provisions all fall within“thistitle.”28 See id. §§ 18113, 18023, 18081(b)(5)(A).

27 HHS appears to have rulemaking authorityto implement the following narrow Conscience
Provisions: (1) 42 U.S.C. § 1395cc(f), related to advanced directives, from id. § 1395hh(a)(1);
(2) id. § 1396a(w)(3),related to advanced directives, from id. § 1302(a); (3) 22 U.S.C. §
2151b(f),related to abortion and sterilizationobjections where HHS administers international
development funds, from id. § 2381; (4) 42 U.S.C. § 1396f, related to protections for individuals
who have conscience objections to acquiringgeneral medical treatment, from id. § 1302(a); (5)
id. § 5106i(a),also related to protections for individuals who have conscience objections to

acquiringgeneral medical treatment, from id. § 5106e; (6) 29 U.S.C. § 669(a)(5),related to

employer-administeredtesting for dangerous substances and illnesses, itself grants rulemaking
authority,as does id. § 657(g)(2);(6)42 U.S.C. § 1396s(c)(2)(B)(ii),related to pediatric
vaccines, from id. § 1302(a); and (7) 42 U.S.C. §§ 1320a—1(h), 1320c—1 1, 1395i—5, 1395x(e),
1395x(y)(1),1396a(a), and 1397j-1(b),protections for religious, nonmedicalhealthcare

providers and theirpatients from certain Medicare and Medicaid requirements thatviolate their
religious beliefs, from either id. § 1302(a) or id. § 1395hh(a)(1).
28 Section 18041(a)(1)provides an exception to this grant of authority—thedelegation “shall not

apply to standards for requirements under subtitles A and C (and the amendmentsmade by such
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Medicare and Medicaid give HHS general authorityto promulgate rules “necessary to the

efficient administrationof the functions withwhich each is charged” under the Social Security

Act. Id. § 1302(a). Boththe Medicare and Medicaid Conscience Provisions are under the Social

Security Act. See id. §§ 1396u—2(b)(3)(B)(Medicaid), 1395w—22(j)(3)(B) (Medicare

Advantage). The HHS Secretary also has rulemaking authorityspecificallyrelated to Medicare

Advantage. See id. § 1395w—26(b)(1).

These delegations of rulemaking authorityauthorizea subset—but far from all—of the

Rule. They empower HHS to implement, and substantively define, the terms used in the

Conscience Provisions in the ACA and Medicare and Medicaid.

But this authoritydoes not empower HHS to give content to terms in otherConscience

Provisions, including the Church, Coats-Snowe, and Weldon Amendments. An agency’s

rulemaking authorityto “issue regulations . . .
to carry out [a] subchapter” of a statute does not

empower thatagency to define a term in a different subchapter, even when the same term

appears in both subchapters. See Gonzales, 546 U.S. at 263 (examiningSutton v. UnitedAir

Lines, Inc., 527 U.S. 471, 479, 514 (1999) (EEOC did not have rulemaking authorityto define

“disability”in the ADA)). The same logic applies witheven greater force here: If a grant of

rulemaking authorityin a statutory subsection does not empower rulemaking in another

subsection of the same statute, it certainly does not empower rulemakingwith regard to a

different statute. HHS does not argue to the contrary. HHS did not have authorityto extend the

definitions of terms used in the ACA and Medicare / Medicaid Conscience Provisions—

subtitles) for which the Secretary issues regulations under the Public Health Service Act.” 42
U.S.C. § 180418(a)(1). That exception is not relevant here.
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“discrimination,”“referral,” and “health care entity”—to govern the same terms as used in the

Church, Coats-Snowe, and Weldon Amendments.

This holding has the following implications:

1. HHS lackedauthorityto promulgate a rule thatgenerallyregulates the conduct of

recipients with regard to conscience objections involving abortion, sterilization,research

programs, health service programs, and abortion training—includingdefining “discrimination,”

referral,” “healthcare entity,”or “assist in the performance” in connectionwithall such

objections. HHS had authorityto substantively rule-make only as to the specific areas of

conduct covered by the ACA and Medicare and Medicaid Conscience Provisions.

2. As to Medicare and Medicaid, HHS has authorityto promulgate substantive rules,

consistent withthe applicable Conscience Provisions, to ensure thatMedicaid-managed

organizations and Medicare Advantageplans are not required to provide, reimburse for, or cover

a counseling or “referral” service if the organizationor plan objects to the service on moral or

religious grounds. See 42 U.S.C. §§ 1396u—2(b)(3)(B)(Medicaid), 1395w—22(j)(3)(B)

(Medicare Advantage).

3. As to the ACA, first, withrespect to assisted suicide, HHS has authorityto

promulgate substantive rules, consistent withthe applicable Conscience Provision, to ensure that

providers receiving federal funding under the ACA do not subject any “health care entity” to

“discrimination”for failingto provide services thatcause death, includingassisted suicide,

euthanasia,and mercy killing. Id. § 18113(a).29 Second, with respect to abortion, HHS has

29 This provision authorizesHHS to substantively rule-make to address services that“caus[e]”or

“assist[ ] in causing” the deathof any individual. 42 U.S.C. § 181 l3(a). Because theACA’s
Conscience Provision does not include the Church Amendmentterm “assist in the performance,”
HHS lacksauthorityto rule-make as to thatterm. Compare id. § 181 l3(a), with id. § 300a—7(b).
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authorityto promulgate substantive rules to ensure thatqualifiedhealthplans do not

“discriminate”against any provider or facilitythat refuses to provide, pay for, cover, or “refer

for” abortions. Id. § 18023(b)(4). However, becausethe ACA’s Conscience Provision does not

alter any Title VII rights and responsibilities,id. § 18023(c)(3),such rulemaking is bounded by

Title VII. Third, HHS may also promulgate substantive rules withrespect to the granting of

exemptions from the individualmandate based on hardship, id. § 18081(b)(5)(A);the Court has

no occasion to assess how this authoritycould apply to conscience objections. Finally,with

regard to the ACA, HHS may not promulgate rules thatrelieve providers of their responsibilities

under EMTALA or similarstate emergency laws. Id. § 18023(d).

b. ImpliedDelegations

HHS’s final argument in support of its claim ofbroad substantive rule-making authority

is thatthe Conscience Provisions impliedlydelegate it such authority. HHS Reply at 7. HHS is

unspecific as to which Conscience Provisions do so. The Court assumes HHS to refer to the

Church, Coats-Snowe, and Weldon Amendments, given that these provisions do not confer

express authority.

At the outset, Chevron deference is not due to HHS on the issue of implied delegation

here. Chevron deference applies where a statute is ambiguous,and the interpretation of that

ambiguous statute by the agency charged withits administration is reasonable.” See Chevron,

467 U.S. at 842-43; see also King, 135 S. Ct. at 2488 (Chevron deference “is premised on the

30 It is not clear, in any event, thatHHS administers these statutes. The Weldon Amendment, as

a “rider to a federal appropriations statute, is ‘not within [any agency’s] area of expertise’ and
thereforea particular agency’s interpretation thereof‘receives no deference.”’ Sherley, 689 F.3d
at 786 (Henderson, J., concurring) (quoting U.S. Dep ’t ofNavy v. FLRA, 665 F.3d 1339, 1348
(D.C. Cir. 2012)). The Church and Coats-SnoweAmendmentspresent closer questions, as

neitheris specificallyaddressed to HHS, yet each concerns an area generallywithinHHS’s
regulatory ambit. Because the Court finds the claim of implied authorityclearlywrong, it has no

occasion to resolve whetherHHS administers these statutes.
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theory thata statute’s ambiguityconstitutes an implicit delegation from Congress to the agency

to fillin the statutory gaps” (citation omitted)). Here, however, the Court, applying the standards

governing claims of implied delegation, finds it clear and unambiguousthatCongress has not

made such an implicit delegation to HHS. HHS’s contrary view on thispoint does not warrant

deference.

Courts considering claims of implied delegations “must be guided to a degree by

common sense as to the manner in which Congress is likely to delegate a policy decision of such

economic and political magnitude to an administrative agency.” FDA v. Brown & Williamson

Tobacco Corp, 520 U.S. 120, 133 (2000). In particular, when the authorityto address major

questions is at issue, courts should “hesitate before concluding thatCongress intended such an

implicit delegation.” King, 135 S. Ct. at 2488-89 (quoting Brown & Williamson, 529 U.S. at

159)

Such hesitance to assume an implied delegation of substantive rulemaking authorityto an

agency is richlywarranted as to the 2019 Rule. Both economicallyand politically,the Rule is

highly consequential.

The Rule stands to affect a large portion of the economy. HHS itself classifies the Rule

as “economicallysignificant,”meaning it will have an annual economic effect of more than $100

million. 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,227. HHS estimates thatit willcost around $1 billionto implement

the Rule over its first five years, not includingpublic healthcosts. See id. at 23,240 (tbl. 6)

(quantifying costs for familiarization,assurance and certification, voluntary notice, voluntary

remedial effects, and enforcement).

Plaintiffs’ representations as the costs and burdens that the Rule would impose on them

are in accord. They attest thatthe Rule would impose costs on providers and other funding
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recipients in connection with, inter alia, retraining employees, revising internal guidance and

policies, updating agreements withsubcontractors,restructuring billingprocedures, and

investigating new complaints. See, e.g., Colangelo Decl. 1, Ex. 48 (“Zucker Decl.”)1111 64-66,

175-76, 181-82, 185-86 (describingcosts for New York State); id., Ex. 1 (“AdelmanDecl.”)

1111 10-15 (describingcosts for New Jersey); id., Ex. 46 (“WagawDecl.”)11 18 (describingcosts

for Chicago). Plaintiffs may also need to double or triple staff to comply withthe Rule during

emergencies—an“impossible task,” given emergency departments’ “tight budgets” and limited

staffing capacities. Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 106 (Am. Coll. of Emergency Physicians Comment)

at AR 147982.

The Rule also puts in jeopardy billionsof dollars in federal healthcare funds. See, e.g.,

States PI at 14. In fiscal year 2018, for example, the State Plaintiffs received $200 billionin

federal health care funding. State Compl. 11 135. New Yorkalone received $46.9 billion.

Id. 11 151. The Provider Plaintiffs similarlyreceive hundreds ofmillions in funding from HHS.

See NFPRHA Compl. 11 20 (Public Health Solutions, Inc., receives $138 million in funds that

originate withHHS); PP Compl. 11 22 (nearlyevery Planned Parenthoodaffiliateparticipates in

Medicaid, which garners hundreds ofmillionsof dollars in reimbursement).

The Rule is also politicallysignificant. It applies across the vast health care industry. It

applies to a host of funding recipients, public and private. It sets behavioral standards for those

recipients. And it centrally concerns two political hot-button issues: abortion and assisted

suicide. Each has long “beenthe subject of an ‘earnest and profound debate’ across the country,

mak[ing] the oblique form of the claimed delegation all the more suspect.” Gonzales, 546 U.S.

at 267 (internal citation omitted) (findingno implied delegation to AttorneyGeneral to regulate

assisted suicide).
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In a case involving economic consequences and political dynamics on such a scale, the

Supreme Court teaches that“[w]e expect Congress to speak clearly”were it to delegate

rulemaking authority. Util.Air Regulatory Grp. v. EPA, 573 U.S. 302, 324 (2014) (displaying

skepticismwhen agency finds thispower “in a long-extant statute”);see also Merck & Co. v.

U.S. Dep ’t ofHealth & Human Servs., 385 F. Supp. 3d 81, 96-98 (D.D.C. 2019) (findingno

implied delegation to HHS to promulgate rule requiring disclosure of prescription drug prices).

Far from speaking clearlyhere, in none of the three statutes at issue did Congress give any

indicationthatit intended to subcontractthe process of legal standard-setting to an administrative

agency in general, or HHS in particular. The Church, Coats-Snowe, and theWeldon

Amendments do not even mention HHS.

In these circumstances, it is “not sustainable” to conclude thatCongress would cede

“such broad and unusual authoritythroughan implicit delegation” to HHS. Gonzales, 546 U.S.

at 267. It is particularly improbable thatCongress ceded to an agency authorityover such

important matters in amendments thatwere (1) tacked onto the end of a billin its Miscellaneous

section (theChurch Amendments); (2) included in the middle of an omnibus billaddressing

subjects from prison reform to funding for District of Columbiaschools (theCoats-Snowe

Amendment);and (3) in an appropriations rider attached to an appropriations act for multiple

agencies (theWeldon Amendment). As the Supreme Court has memorablyput thepoint:

“Congress . . .
does not alter the fundamental details of a regulatory scheme in vague terms or

ancillaryprovisions—it does not, one might say, hide elephants in mouseholes.” Whitman v.

Am. TruckingAss ’ns, 531 U.S. 457, 468 (2001).

The Supreme Court’s rejection of a similarclaim of implied delegation ofbroad

rulemaking authorityin connectionwithTitle VII reinforces this result. HHS argues that its
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implicit authorityto interpret the Church, Coats-Snowe, and Weldon Amendments “stems from

its authorityto ensure thatrecipients of HHS funds complywiththe terms and conditions

associated withthe receipt of federal funds.” HHS SJ at 26; see also HHS Reply at 8 (“Surely

Congress did not intend to impose such significant conditions on federal funds withoutalso

authorizingHHS to
. . .

enforce those conditions
. . . and, to the extent a term is ambiguous, to

clarify such ambiguity.”). But, in the context ofTitle VII, the Supreme Court has rejected just

such an argument. In EEOC v. ArabianAmerican Oil Co., 499 U.S. 244 (1991), the Court

rejected a claim by the EEOC that its compliance authoritypresupposed rulemaking authority

over the standards the agency enforced. See id. at 256-57. The Court acknowledgedthat the

EEOC has “primary responsibilityfor enforcing Title VII.” Id. at 256. But,it held, Congress

“did not confer the EEOC authorityto promulgate rules or regulations” under that title, declining

to find any implied delegation. See id. at 257; Gen. Elec. Co. v. Gilbert,429 U.S. 125, 141

(1976). Particularlygiven thatthese Conscience Provisions substantiallyaddress conduct

covered by Title VII, it is not credible to claim thatCongress tacitly intended to give HHS

authority,incident to its compliance responsibilities,to define substantive rules of conduct in this

area.

The Court thereforeholds thatHHS has exceeded its statutory authorityin promulgating

the Rule insofar as it substantively defines and implements the Church, Coats-Snowe, and

Weldon Amendments. HHS’s substantive rulemaking authorityas to the five principal

Conscience Provisions is limited to those in the ACA and Medicare and Medicaid statutes. This

authoritycould sustain only a portion of the terrain thatthe Rule purports to cover.

2. Enforcement Authority

Plaintiffs separately argue thatHHS exceeded its delegated authorityin enactingthe

Rule’s most potent enforcement provision—thatauthorizingthe terminationof all of a
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recipient’s federal healthcare funds. See Provider SJ at 12-16. Plaintiffs are correct. Although

existing housekeeping statutes appear to empower HHS to terminate a filndingstream based on a

recipient’s violations, the extreme terminationpower that the Rule claims for HHS exceeds the

bounds of the agency’s authority,includingunder the Conscience Provisions.

Section 88.7 of the Rule sets out the enforcement powers thatHHS claims under the

Conscience Provisions. 45 C.F.R. § 88.7. Relevant here, § 88.7(i)(3) gives OCR, upon finding

thatan entity has violated the Conscience Provisions, thepower to effect “compliancewiththese

laws and thispart” through “the following actions, taken in coordinationwiththe relevant

Department component, and pursuant to statutes and regulations which govern the administration

of contracts (e.g., Federal Acquisition Regulation), grants (e.g., 45 CFR part 75), and CMS

funding arrangements (e.g., the Social Security Act).” Id. The “following actions” consist of a

list of enforcement tools, culminating in “[t]erminatingFederal financialassistance or other

Federal funds from the Department, in whole or in part.” Id. § 88.7(i)(3)(iv).3‘

This extreme enforcement remedy exceeds HHS’s statutory authority. On its face,

§ 88.7(i)(3)(iv) allows HHS to terminate all of a recipient’s HHS funding. The UAR, which

plaintiffs do not challenge, authorizesHHS to terminate a portion of the federal funding

addressed by § 88.7(i)(3)(iv): “Federal financialassistance.” Id. § 75 .371(c) (allowing for

terminationof the “Federal award,” which § 75.2 defines to include “Federal financial

assistance”). The UAR thus exposes to termination, subject to minor limitations, grants,

3‘ Under the Rule, HHS also has the abilityto temporarilywithholdfederal funds, deny use of
federal funds from HHS, wholly or partly suspend award activities,“deny[ ] or withhold[ ], in
whole or in part, new Federal financialassistance or otherFederal funds from the Department,”
refer matters to the Attorney General for enforcement, and “tak[e] any other remedies thatmay
be legally available.” 45 C.F.R. § 88.7(i)(3)(i)—(iii), (v)—(vii).
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cooperative agreements, non-cash contributions or donations ofproperty, loans, loan guarantees,

interest subsidies, and insurance; the UAR does not put in jeopardy Medicare or Medicaid

reimbursements.” Id. Section 88.7(i)(3)(iv),however, would erase these limitations, exposing

to the risk of termination, in the event of a breach, all of the recipient’s “otherFederal funds from

the Department,” includingMedicaid and Medicare reimbursements.” 45 C.F.R.

§ 88.7(i)(3)(iv). The Rule empowers HHS to terminate these funds “in whole or in part.” Id.

(emphasis added).

In consequence, under § 88.7(i)(3)(iv),a singleviolationof § 300a—7(b)of the Church

Amendmentscould cost a State or provider all of its federal health care funding, including

Medicaid funding. 42 U.S.C. § 300a—7(b). For New York State, a single violationof the Rule—

say, an unconsented-to transfer by a state hospital of a receptionist to a new department for

refusing to schedule an abortion—could, in 2018, have cost the State its entire $46.9 billionin

HHS funding. See State Compl. 11 151.

HHS has not pointed to any statute empowering it to terminate all of a recipient’s funding

streams from the agency for a breachof a Conscience Provision. HHS cites the Church, Coats-

Snowe, and Weldon Amendments. But theyare silent as to remedy. They cannot be read to

authorizethis outcome. On the contrary, the Church Amendment’sproscription against

32 The Rule also defines “Federal financialassistance.” See 45 C.F.R. § 88.2. The Rule’s
definition does not appear to have a carve-out, like the UAR, for Medicare and Medicaid
reimbursements, as the Rule includes “[a]ny agreement or othercontractbetweenthe Federal
government and a recipient thathas as one of its purposes the provision of a subsidy to the
recipient.”

33 Plaintiffs argue that § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) would enable HHS to terminate funds from the
Departments of Labor and Education. See State SJ at 46-47. The Court rejects thatreading.
The Rule limits HHS’s abilityto terminate “otherFederal funds from the Department.” See, e.g.,
45 C.F.R. § 88.7(i)(3)(iv). It defines the “Department” as HHS and any of its components.
Id. § 88.2.
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compelling an individual to perform or assist in the performance of an abortion or sterilization

applies only to entities receiving federal funding under three statutes—thePublic Health Service

Act, the Community Mental HealthCenters Act, or the DevelopmentalDisabilitiesServices and

FacilitiesConstruction Act. See 42 U.S.C. § 300a—7(b). It cannot be read, for example, to

implicate funding streams under Medicaid, which are awarded under a separate statute, the

Social Security Act.

HHS also relies on its preexisting administrative regulations. HHS argues thatthe

plenary terminationtool claimed by § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) derives from HHS’s “preexisting grants and

contracts regulations,” which “Plaintiffs do not challenge.” HHS SJ at 23. But those do not

supply authorityto terminate HHS funding wholesale. The UAR, themain such regulation on

which HHS relies, allows HHS to “[w]hollyor partly suspend (suspension of award activities)or

terminate the Federal award” if a recipient is found not to complywitha statute. 45 C.F.R.

§ 75.371(c). But, as HHS conceded at argument, the power to terminate “the Federal award”

does not authorizethe terminationof all awards or all HHS funding regardless of source. See

OA Tr. at 81. 34 HHS has not identified any statute thatwould do so. Section 88.7(i)(3)(iv) thus

asserts enforcement authorityin excess of HHS’s writ to the extent thatit authorizestermination

of all federal funding.

34 The UAR defines “Federal award” in several ways. Depending on the context, it can mean the
“Federal financial assistance” thatan entity receives from HHS or the “cost-reimbursement
contractunder the Federal Acquisition Regulations” thatan entity receives from HHS, or it can

mean “the instrument setting forth the terms and conditions” of an award. See 45 C.F.R. § 75.2.
The “Federal award,” however, cannot be construed to reach the entirety of the recipient’s HHS
funding.
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Apparentlyrecognizing thatsuch a remedy would be ultra vires, HHS—in its reply brief

and at argument—changed tack. It there construed § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) not to expose recipients to

potential termination all HHS funding. See HHS Reply at 39; see also OA Tr. at 79. But the

plain language of § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) unavoidablyclaims thispower.35 In support of thismore

limited construction, HHS cited the preamble of the Rule, which appears to conflictwith §

88.7(i)(3)(iv), in that thepreamble states that“[t]he only funding streams threatenedby a

violationof the [conscience statutes] are the funding streams thatsuch statutes directly

implicate.” OA Tr. at 79 (quoting 84 Fed Reg. at 23,223). But the “language in the preamble of

a regulation is not controlling over the regulation itself” Wyo. Outdoor Councilv. US. Forest

Serv., 165 F.3d 43, 53 (D.C. Cir. 1999).“

HHS’s mid-litigationclaim that § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) does not jeopardize all of a recipient’s

HHS funding is also inconsistent witha justificationHHS gave for the Rule when promulgated.

35 HHS’s mid-litigationconstruction to save thisprovision does not merit deference, becausethe
provision is unambiguouson its face. See Kisor, 139 S. Ct. at 2415 (Auer deference available
only where agency regulation is “genuinely ambiguous”). In any event, a court generallyneed
not defer to “agency interpretations advanced for the first time in legal briefs,” id. at 2417 n.6, as

such interpretations can be a “‘convenientlitigating position’ or ‘post hoc rationalizatio[n]
advanced’ to ‘defend past agency actionagainst attack,’” instead of presenting the agency’s “fair
and considered judgment,” id. at 2417 (alteration in original) (quoting Christopher, 567 U.S. at

155)
36 Defendant-Intervenorsmake a separate argument in support of reading the provision narrowly:
because § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) allows HHS to use the listed enforcement tools to effect “compliance
with these laws,” theyargue, the Rule would allow HHS to withdrawonly those funds
“authorizedby the ‘laws’ the recipient has violated.” DI Reply at 25 (emphasis in original).
That, however, is not what the Rule says. In unqualified language, it reserves the right to
“[t]er1ninat[e] Federal financial assistance or otherFederal funds from the Department, in whole
or in part.” 45 C.F.R. § 88.7(i)(3)(iv). And the clause on which Defendant-Intervenors rely
contains threewords thatare fatal to theirconstruction of theprovision to jeopardize only funds
associated witha particular law. It states that the enforcement tools it provides are to effect
“compliancewiththese laws and thispart.” 45 C.F.R. § 88.7(i)(3) (emphasis added).
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A purpose of the Rule, HHS stated, was to enhance the agency’s “[i]nadequate enforcement

tools” to address discriminationtowards conscience objectors. 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,228. But the

UAR already empowered HHS to terminate the funding stream(s) implicated by a violation.

HHS’s claim now that § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) merely affirmed this existing enforcement tool is

inconsistentwithits claim at the time of promulgation thatthe Rule would enhance the agency’s

“inadequate” tools. HHS’s justificationis coherent only if the Rule expanded HHS’s

enforcement authority,as it does by exposing the recipient’s entire HHS funding to the risk of

loss.

HHS undoubtedlyhas potent existing authorityto remedy violationsof the Conscience

Provisions. Plaintiffs do not challenge HHS’s authorityunder the UAR to terminate a particular

“Federal award.” See OA Tr. at 10-11. But the ultimate penalty claimed by the Rule exceeds

thatauthority,becauseno law authorizesHHS to terminate all of a recipient’s HHS funding for a

violation. See 45 C.F.R. § 88.7(i)(3)(iv). The Court thereforeholds that, as to this enforcement

tool, HHS acted outside its rulemaking authority.37

V. Did HHS Act “Not in Accordance withLaw” in Promulgatingthe Rule?

The Court next considers plaintiffs’ APA claim thatHHS acted contrary to law in

promulgating the Rule.38

37 At argument, HHS counsel implied that, even if the Rule authorizessuch a remedy, the agency
does not intend to pursue it in the event of a violationof a Conscience Provision, and would
terminate no more than the funding stream(s) “directly implicate[d]” by thatprovision. See OA
Tr. 79. The agency’s litigationpledge of forbearancedoes not, however, narrow the scope of the
Rule as promulgated.

38 Courts sometimes analyze theAPA issue ofwhether a Rule is “not in accordancewith law”
distinctly from theAPA issue ofwhether it is “arbitraryand capricious,” see, e.g., Henley v.

FDA, 77 F.3d 616, 621 (2d Cir. 1996); see also FCC v. NextWavePers. Commc ’ns Inc., 537
U.S. 293, 304 (2003) (performing standalone “not in accordancewith law” analysis),and
sometimes combinethese inquiries, see, e.g., Nat. Res. Def Councilv. U.S. EPA, 808 F.3d 556,
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The APA requires thatcourts “hold unlawful and set aside agency action” that is “not in

accordancewith law.” 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A). This “means, of course, any law, and not merely

those laws that the agency itself is charged withadministering.” NextWavePers. Commc ’ns,

Inc., 537 U.S. at 300 (emphasis in original) (citing Citizens to Pres. Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe,

401 U.S. 402, 413-14 (1971) (“In all cases agency actionmust be set aside if the agency action

was ‘arbitrary,capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordancewithlaw’ or if

the action failedto meet statutory, procedural, or constitutional requirements.”)).39

In making this assessment, a court “is not limited to determining whether an agency’s

decision was ‘reasonable’ in light of the law as it existed at the time of its decision; instead, the

APA requires a court to determine whether a decision is ‘in accordancewith law’ as it exists at

the time of review.” Georgetown Univ. Hosp. v. Bowen, 698 F. Supp. 290, 297 (D.D.C. 1987),

afi"d, 862 F.2d 323 (D.C. Cir. 1988).

580-84 (2d Cir. 2015). Following the parties’ approach, the Court here addresses these issues
distinctly.
39 In contexts where an agency speaks withthe force of law and interprets a statute that it
administers, courts deciding whethera rule is “not in accordancewith law” apply Chevron
deference to the agency’s assessment. See Military Toxics Project v. EPA, 146 F.3d 948, 954-55
(D.C. Cir. 1998) (applying Chevron deference and finding thatEPA rule, promulgated pursuant
to its authorityunder the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, did not violate thatact).
Here, however, Chevron deference is inapplicable. To the extent thatplaintiffs claim that the
Rule conflictswithTitle VII, HHS does not administer Title VII. To the extent thatplaintiffs
claim thatthe Rule conflictswiththe Emergency Medical Treatmentand Labor Act
(“EMTALA”),see 42 U.S.C. § 1395dd, the Rule does not purport to interpret EMTALA, and
thus HHS cannot be said to have spoken withthe force of law as to the existence or not of a

conflictwithEMTALA. See NextWavePers. Commc ’ns Inc., 537 U.S. at 300-04 (analyzing
“not in accordancewithlaw” claim involving FCC license determination in alleged violationof
Bankruptcy Code without invoking Chevron).
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For the following reasons, the Court holds that the Rule is “not in accordancewith law”

in two significant respects: (1) it conflictswithTitle VII; and (2) it conflictswiththe Emergency

Medical Treatmentand Labor Act (“EMTALA”),see 42 U.S.C. § 1395dd.4°

A. Title VII

As reviewed above, see supra pp. 14-16, 32-35, the Rule, in its application to the

employment context, departs from the frameworkthatTitle VII has long used to govern when

and how an employer is obliged to accommodatean employee’s religious objection.

In particular, the Rule’s definition of “discrimination”denies an employer the abilityto

make two showings availableunder Title VII to avoid liability:thataccommodatingthe

objection would workan “undue hardship” on the employer and that the employer has offered

the employee a “reasonableaccommodation.” See supra pp. 32-34; see also 42 U.S.C.

§ 2000e(j). Under Title VII, to establish liability,an employee must first make a prima facie

case of religious discrimination,meaning that the employee must first show that“(1) theyheld a

bona fide religious beliefconflictingwithan employmentrequirement; (2)they informedtheir

40 Plaintiffs argue that the Rule is contrary to a third statute, the PaperworkReduction Act
(“PRA”),44 U.S.C. § 3507(a),becauseHHS has not yet received the approval that the PRA
requires from the Office of Managementand Budget for the Rule’s assurance and certification
requirements. See State PI at 35-36; State SJ at 12. Plaintiffs are, to date, correct as to this
critique, becauseHHS has not yet secured such approval. HHS, however, represents thatit
expects to receive approval for the assurance requirement by the Rule’s effective date, HHS
Reply at 23, althoughHHS appears to have not yet sought approval for the certification
requirement, State SJ at 12. And HHS has agreed that,until the OMB approvals required by the
PRA have been received, the assurance and certification requirements cannot take effect. See 76
Fed. Reg. at 9,971 (noting that2008 Rule’s certification requirement never went into effect
becauseHHS, as of thatrule’s effective date, had not completed the PRA process). Plaintiffs do
not argue thatthe deferral of the effective dates of the assurance and certification requirements
would invalidate the balance of the Rule.

Plaintiffs also argue that the Rule is contrary to other statutes, namely,Title X, section 1554 of
the ACA, and the Medicaid informed consent provisions. See Provider SJ at 35-40; State SJ at
11. In light of the conflictthe Court finds betweenthe Rule and Title VII and EMTALA, and the
other infirmities the Court finds withthe Rule, there is no occasion to reach these issues.
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employers of thisbelief;and (3) theywere disciplined for failure to comply withthe conflicting

employment requirement.” Knight v. Conn. Dep ’t ofPub. Health, 275 F.3d 156, 167 (2d Cir.

2001). The burden then shifts to the employer to show either that it offered a reasonable

accommodationor thatit could not accommodatethe employee becausethe accommodation

would be an undue hardship. See id.; see also Shelton, 223 F.3d at 224. The Rule eliminates

these two means of avoiding liability,permitting a finding of liabilityto HHS under Conscience

Provisions thatuse the term “discrimination”for conduct that is lawful under Title VII.

While Congress was at liberty to displace these aspects of the Title VII frameworkand

adopt a unique definition of “discrimination”for purposes of the Conscience Provisions, the

Conscience Provisions thatcontain thatterm do so withoutelaboration. And HHS has not

pointed to any evidence of congressional intent to supersede the Title VII framework. Therefore,

even assuming HHS had statutory rulemaking authorityto define “discrimination”for purposes

of the Conscience Provisions, its latitude to do so in the employment context was bounded by

Title VII.

The conflictsthatthe Rule creates withTitle VII are substantial. Althoughthe Rule has

applications outside the employmentcontext, its predominant application is in workplacesin the

healthcare sector (e.g., clinics and hospitals), where it seeks to define the conscience rights of

employees as to covered medical procedures.

And the two Title VII concepts thatthe Rule overrides are key components of the

frameworkthatCongress adopted in 1972 to address workplacereligious objections. The

“undue hardship” standard enables an employer to avoid liabilityfor discriminationwhere the

accommodationthe employee seeks would pose “more than a de minimis cost” for an employer.

Trans WorldAirlines, Inc., 432 U.S. at 83. But under the Rule, “[u]ndue hardship is no longer
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somethingthe employer can trot out under this [R]ule as a defense.” OA Tr. at 110; see 84 Fed.

Reg. at 23,191. The “reasonableaccommodation”standard requires an employer, once notified

of an employee’s religious practiceor objection, to offer the employee a reasonable

accommodation;if one is offered, “the statutory inquiry ends,” and the employer “avoid[s] Title

VII liability.” Cosme v. Henderson, 287 F.3d 152, 158 (2d Cir. 2002);see also Ansonia Bd. of

Educ. v. Philbrook,479 U.S. 60, 68 (1986) (explaining that “where the employer has already

reasonablyaccommodatedthe employee’s religious needs, the statutory inquiry is at an end” and

the “undue hardship” question need not be reached). But under HHS’s Rule, an employer who

offers an accommodationcan avoid liabilityonly if (1) the employee “voluntarilyaccepts” an

“effective accommodation,”see 45 C.F.R. § 88.2(4); or (2)the accommodationis not an adverse

action, does not require additional action from the employee, and does not exclude the employee

from her field ofpractice, see id. § 88.2(6). See 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,191 (THISacknowledging

decision not to adopt reasonable accommodationstandard); see also OA Tr. at 114-15 (HHS

counsel acknowledgingthatthe Rules could produce a different outcome thanunder Title VII).‘”

“[T]he law does not permit [an] agency to regulate away” rights and defenses which

were “granted by Congress.” Nat ’l TreasuryEmps. Union v. Cornelius, 617 F. Supp. 365, 371

(D.D.C. 1985) (agency attempt to revise statutory appeals process held not in accordancewith

law). Here, by using a regulation to override Title VII’s longstanding frameworkgoverning

religious accommodationsin theworkplace,HHS has acted contrary to law.

4‘ At argument, Defendant-Intervenors sought to minimize the conflictbetweenthe Rule and
Title VII by noting HHS’s promise thatOCR, in evaluatingcomplaints ofdiscriminationunder
the Rule, will “take into account the degree to which an entity had implementedpolicies to

provide effective accommodations.” 45 C.F.R. § 88.2(4); see OA Tr. at 151. OCR’s pledge to
be measured in its implementationdoes not, however, diminish the facialconflictbetweenthe
Rule’s standards and those of Title VII.
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B. The Emergency Medical Treatmentand Labor Act

Since 1986, EMTALA has required hospitals thatreceive federal funds and have

emergency departments to provide emergency care to any patient suffering from an emergency

medical condition, regardless of thepatient’s abilityto pay. See 42 U.S.C. § 1395dd(a).

Hospitals must provide medical screening and stabilizingtreatment or a medical transfer. Id.

§ 1395dd(a)—(b)(l). If a hospital fails to complywithEMTALA, it may be subject to monetary

penalties up to $50,000 per violation, and it may be sued by patients who have suffered harm.

Id. § 1395dd(d)(1)—(2).

By its terms, EMTALA does not include any exception for religious or moral refusals to

provide emergency care. And courts have declined to read exceptions into EMTALA’s mandate.

See, e.g., Matter ofBaby K, 16 F.3d 590, 597 (4thCir. 1994) (“EMTALAdoes not provide an

exception for stabilizingtreatment physiciansmay deem medicallyor ethicallyinappropriate”);

Burditt v. U.S. Dep ’t ofHealth & Human Servs., 934 F.2d 1362, 1375 (5thCir. 1991)

(“[N]othingin EMTALA admits the existence of a good-faithexception.”);cf Roberts v. Galen

of Va., 1110., 525 U.S. 250, 253 (1999) (per curiam) (declining to narrow scope of EMTALA’s

mandate by imposing an “improper motive” element not found in EMTALA’s text).

The Rule, however, applies in emergency-care situations. Its definition of

“discrimination”exposes a provider (e.g., a hospital, clinic or ambulance service) to liabilityfor

failure to accommodatean employee’s conscience objection in such situations. See OA Tr. at

119 (HHS counsel confirming that,under the Rule, “the employer has to accommodate”

conscience objections in emergency situations). The Rule therefore creates, via regulation, a

conscience exception to EMTALA’s statutory mandate.

To be sure, HHS denies that the Rule is the source of the conflictwithEMTALA. It

argues thatthe conflictis theproduct of the statutory Conscience Provisions themselves,which
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the Rule merely implements. See OA Tr. at 129. But, as withTitle VII, there is no evidence that

Congress intended, sub silentio, for any of the Conscience Provisions to override EMTALA, a

separate statute. On the contrary, there is affirmative evidence thatthe sponsors of each of the

Church, Coats-Snowe, and Weldon Amendmentsdid not intend for these to require providers, in

an emergency, to be obliged to accommodatean objecting employee. See 151 Cong. Rec. H177

(Jan. 25, 2005) (statement of Rep. Weldon) (referencingEMTALA’s application to pregnant

women and clarifying thatWeldon Amendment “prevents Federal funding when courts and other

government agencies force or require physicians,clinics and hospitals, and health insurers to

participate in elective abortions
. . .

It simply prohibits coercion in nonlife-threateningsituations”

emphases added)); 142 Cong. Rec. S2269 (Mar. 19, 1996) (statementof Sen. Coats) (explaining

thatob-gyns still have “sufficienttraining” to perform abortions “ifnecessary”); 119 Cong. Rec.

9601 (Mar. 27, 1973) (statementof Sen. Church) (“[I]n an emergency situation—life or death

type—no hospital, religious or not, would deny such services.”).42 And the ACA is textually

explicit on thispoint. It states thatnothing in it, including its conscience protections, “shall be

construed to relieve any healthcareprovider from providing emergency services as required by

State or Federal law, including . . .
‘EMTALA.”’ 42 U.S.C. § 18023(d).

HHS’s latitude to rule-make in this area, even assuming authorityfor substantive rule-

making, was thereforebounded by EMTALA. And the absence of any exception in the Rule’s

42 Consistent with this, a federal district court, examining theWeldon Amendment in 2008, long
before promulgation of the 2019 Rule, noted that “there is no clear indication, either from the
express language of the Weldon Amendmentor from a federal official or agency that
enforcing . . .

EMTALA to require medical treatment for emergency medical conditions would
be considered ‘discrimination.”’California v. United States, No. C 05-00328 (JSW), 2008 WL
744840, at *4 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 18, 2008).
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mandates for providers confrontedwithemergency medical situations creates a clear conflict

betweenthe Rule and EMTALA.“

This conflict, like thatbetweenthe Rule and Title VII, is consequential. At argument,

counsel for HHS acknowledgedthatthe Rule could potentially impose liabilityon an employer

for insisting thatan objecting employee assist in urgent care, including for insisting thatan

ambulance driver complete a mission of transporting a patient to a hospital for an emergency

procedure. See OA Tr. at 116-20 (addressing scenario in which driver, in Central Park

transverse en route to hospital, ceased driving upon learning thatpatient sought emergency care

for ectopic pregnancy). The Rule’s limited exclusions from its definition of “discrimination,”

which require either thatthe objecting employee accept an effective accommodationor thatthe

employer’s accommodationnot, inter alia, require action from the objecting employee, do not

give an employer meaningful leeway to deal witha medical emergency. See 45 C.F.R. § 88.2(4),

(6). The limits that the Rule imposes on asking employees about conscience objections, id.

§ 88.2(5), could also potentially limit a provider’s range ofmotion in responding to an

emergency.

43 HHS’s decision not to include an exception for emergencies was deliberate, as various
commenters on the Rule as proposed noted the lackof such an exception or any reference to
EMTALA, but the Rule was not thereafteramended. See, e.g., Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 87 (N.Y.
State Comment) at AR 137927; id., Ex. 90 (Boston Med. Ctr. Comment) at AR 139292; id., Ex.
103 (Anne Arundel Med. Ctr. Comment) at AR 147892; id., Ex. 104 (DisabilityCoalition
Comment) at AR 147954; id., Ex. 113 (Planned ParenthoodComment) at AR 160755; id., Ex.
114 (Ctr. for Reproductive Rights Comment) at AR 160821. These commenters expressed
concern thatthe proposed Rule implied the lackof an “obligation to provide care in an

emergency situation,” despite EMTALA and similar“state laws reflect[ing] the long-standing
obligation ofhealth care institutions to provide assessment and care in an emergency.” Id., Ex.
115 (Medicare Rights Ctr. Comment) at AR 161036; see also Dkt. 101-1 (“Local Government
Amici Br.”) at 11-14 (describingshift created by Rule for emergency services provided by
EMTs and paramedics).
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HHS responds by stating thatit plans to read the Rule alongside EMTALA to minimize

the extent of conflict. See 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,183 (HHS “intends to read every law passed by

Congress in harmony to the fullest extent possible” and “to give all laws their fullest effect

possible”); id. at 23,188 (“[W]here EMTALA might apply in a particular case, the Department

would apply bothEMTALA and the relevant law under thisrule harmoniously to the extent

possible.”);see also OA Tr. at 120. But thispledge does not eliminate the facialconflictwith

EMTALA presented by the Rule’s application to emergency situations. And HHS’s stated

intention to view complaints involving emergencies with lenity does not, in the crucible, give a

hospital, clinic, or unit of state or local government certainty that favoring thepatient’s needs

over the employee’s objections willnot result in a loss of funding. See OA Tr. at 120 (HHS

counsel acknowledgingthathospital thatdoes not accommodateobjector in emergency could

risk funding).

HHS’s final argument to mitigate the conflictwithEMTALA is thatproviders can double

staff to ensure coverage in emergencies. See HHS Reply at 18. But that is a non-starter. A

hospital, clinic, or ambulance service may lackthe funds to hire extra personnel to assure thata

conscience-clearedplatoon is present or on call for every urgent scenario. And in an emergency,

patients “may not have time to wait to be referred to anotherphysicianor otherhealthcare

professional.” Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 106 (Am. Coll. of Emergency Physicians Comment) at

AR 147892 (emergency departments do not have the budget or staffing capacity “to be able to

have additionalpersonnel on hand 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to respond to different

emergency situations thatmight arise involving patients withdifferent backgrounds,sexual

orientations, gender identities, or religious or cultural beliefs”).
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The Court accordinglyholds thatthe Rule is not in accordancewith law, insofar as it

conflictswithEMTALA.

VI. Was HHS’s Promulgationof the Rule Arbitraryand Capricious?

The Court next addresses plaintiffs’ APA claim thatthe Rule’s adoption was arbitrary

and capricious.

A. ApplicableLegal PrinciplesUnder theAPA

Under the APA, courts are to “hold unlawful and set aside agency action”that is arbitrary

and capricious. 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A).Althougha court reviewing such actioncannot

“substitute its judgment for thatof the agency,” its “inquiry . . .
is to be searching and careful.”

Overton Park,401 U.S. at 416; see also Nat. Res. Def Councilv. U.S. EPA, 658 F.3d 200, 215

(2d Cir. 2011); Nat. Res. Def Council, Inc. v. FAA, 564 F.3d 549, 555 (2d Cir. 2009). The court

must determine if the agency “examine[d] the relevant data and articulate[d] a satisfactory

explanation for its action.” Motor VehicleMfrs. Ass ’n of the U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto

Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983). The agency must identify a “rational connectionbetweenthe

facts found and the choices made.” Id. (quoting Burlington TruckLines v. United States, 371

U.S. 156, 168 (1962)). The court must also assess whether the agency has considered the proper

factors in taking its action. To thatend, agency action is arbitraryand capricious if:

the agency has relied on factors which Congress has not intended it to consider,
entirely failed to consider an important aspect of the problem, offered an

explanationthatruns counter to the evidencebeforetheagency,or is so implausible
that it could not be ascribed to a difference in view or the product of agency
expertise.

Id.

A reviewing court’s “scope of review is narrow.” Dep ’t ofCommerce v. New York, 139

S. Ct. 2551, 2569 (2019) (internal quotation marksomitted). The court “may not supply a

reasoned basis for the agency’s actions that the agency itself has not given,” State Farm, 463
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U.S. at 43, becauseagency actionmay only be “upheld, ifat all, on the basis articulated by the

agency itself,” id. at 50. See also Overton Park,401 U.S. at 420 (noting that “review is to be

based on the full administrative record thatwas before the [agency] at the time [it] made [its]

decision”). “[C]ounsel’spost hoc rationalizationsfor agency action”are not a valid basis to

uphold such action. State Farm, 463 U.S. at 50.

B. Discussion

Plaintiffs argue thatHHS, in four distinct ways, acted arbitrarilyand capriciously in

promulgating the Rule. They argue that (1) HHS’s justifications for the Rule were contrary to

the evidence before it; (2)HHS failedto supply a reasoned explanation for its policy change

from the 2011 Rule to the 2019 Rule; (3) HHS failedto consider important aspects of the

problem before it; and (4) HHS failedto properly account for the costs and benefitsof the Rule.

See State SJ at 13-38. The Court here considers the first three of these arguments.“

1. HHS’s Justificationsfor the 2019 Rule

In the 2019 Rule’s preamble, HHS sets out its justifications for promulgating the Rule.

The agency stated that two problems caused it to act: (1) a “lackof awareness and
. . .

confusion”

relating to the Conscience Provisions, “leading to possible violationsof the law,” and (2)the

“[i]nadequate enforcement tools” HHS had to address violationsof the Conscience Provisions.

84 Fed. Reg. at 23,228; see also id. at 23,175 (identifying these problems in “Overviewof

Reasons for the Final Rule”);see also HHS SJ at 53; HHS Reply at 24-25.

Plaintiffs argue thatthe record before the agency does not support thesejustificationsfor

the Rule. See State SJ at 13-20. Plaintiffs are correct.

44 Plaintiffs, in theirreply brief, did not defend the fourth. And, given the holdings,post, as to

plaintiffs’ first three arguments why the Rule’s promulgationwas arbitraryand capricious, the
Court has no occasion to consider the fourth.
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It is hornbook administrative law thatan agency must offer a “rational connection

betweenthe facts found and the choices made,” and thatwhatever reason it offers, thatreason

cannot “run[ ] counter[ ] to the evidence before the agency.” State Farm, 463 U.S. at 43. Here,

HHS relied, in part, on the same evidence to show the existence ofbothproblems that it claims

justifiedpromulgating the Rule: a “significant increase” in the complaints thatHHS had received

related to “the laws thatwere the subject of the 2011 Rule.” See 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,175. This

significant increase in complaints, HHS stated, revealed wide confusion about the Conscience

Provisions and “underscore[d] the need for the Department to have the proper enforcement

tools.” Id.

In fact, upon the Court’s review of the complaints on which HHS relies, virtually none

address the Conscience Provisions at all, let alone indicate a deficiency in the agency’s

enforcement capabilitiesas to these laws. And HHS, in this litigation, admitted thatonly a tiny

fractionof the complaints that its Rule invoked as support were even relevant to the Conscience

Provisions. See OA Tr. at 94. A Court “cannot ignore the disconnect betweenthe decision made

and the explanation[s] given.” Dep ’t ofCommerce, 139 S. Ct. at 2575. As demonstrated below,

HHS’s central factualclaim of a “significant increase” of complaints of Conscience Provision

violations is flatlyuntrue. This alone makes the agency’s decision to promulgate the Rule

arbitraryand capricious.

a. LackofComplaints Relating to the ConscienceProvisions

In promulgating the Rule, HHS cited “a significant increase” in complaints since

November2016 that“alleg[e] violations”of the Conscience Provisions as demonstrating thatthe

2011 Rule had created confusion and necessitated agency action. 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,175; see

also 83 Fed. Reg. at 3,903 (proposed rule seeks to address problem of confusion “leading to

increased complaints”). Specifically,HHS stated there had been 34 such complaints between
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November2016 and January 2018, and 343 such complaints during fiscal year 2018. 84 Fed.

Reg. at 23,229.45

HHS’s claim of a significant increase in such complaints proves, however, demonstrably

false.

The record before HHS reflects that358 complaints were filedwithOCR between

November2016 and the end of fiscal year 2018. See MillerDecl. 11 11; Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex.

135-D.46 Of these 358, 22 are exactduplicates, yielding 336 unique complaints. See Miller

Decl. 1111 12-13; Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 135-E. Of these 336, 266—or 79%—relate to

vaccinations,which HHS admits fall outside the scope of the Conscience Provisions and the

Rule. See 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,183 (explaining that,under the Conscience Provisions and the

Rule, States are not required to recognize conscience objections for vaccinations);see also Miller

Decl. 1] 15; Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 135-F.

45 These time periods overlap, as the 2018 fiscal year ran from October 1, 2017 through
September 30, 2018. See Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 135 (“MillerDecl.”)11 5 n.7.

46 HHS objects to plaintiffs’ submission of “extra-record” declarations, on the ground thatAPA
review is limited to the administrative record. HHS Reply at 47-48. However, the portions of
the MillerDeclarationand accompanyingexhibitscited by the Court do no more thancollect and
attach the complaints in the administrative record. The declaration is akin to a chart prepared by
a summary witness admissible at trial under Federal Rule of Evidence 1006,which allows such
charts to be received to make the content of such “voluminous

. . .
records” availableto the

finder of fact, where the records “cannot be convenientlyexamined” otherwise. See Fed. R.
Evid. 1006. In any event, the Court has independentlyexamined the complaints underlyingthe
summaries in the MillerDeclaration. HHS is also incorrect in its claim that the law categorically
forbids such materials. Althoughjudicial review on an APA claim is “[g]enerally”limited to the
administrative record, see Nat’!Audubon Soc 32, 132 F.3d at 14 (emphasis added), the court may,
at times, consider extra-record materials “to illuminatea complex record and to help the court
better understand the issues involved,” New Yorkv. US. Dep ’t ofCommerce, 351 F. Supp. 3d
502, 633 (S.D.N.Y.2019).
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From there, plaintiffs identify an additional 49 complaints thatare unrelated to the

Conscience Provisions becausethey, inter alia, oppose the Rule, involve entities not covered by

the Rule, or do not allege conduct covered by the Rule. See MillerDecl. 11 16; Colangelo Decl.

2, Ex. 135-G. The Court’s review validates plaintiffs’ characterizationof these 49 complaints.

This leaves 21—or a mere 6% of the 336 unique complaints—thatarepotentially related

to the Conscience Provisions. MillerDecl. 11 17. And even though HHS quibbles at the margins

about which complaints it categorizes as implicating the Conscience Provisions, it conceded, at

argument, thatonly around 20 complaints implicate any of the Conscience Provisions. See OA

Tr. at 94 (“THE COURT:Yes or no: Are we down to about 20 thatactuallyimplicate these

statutes as opposed to otherproblems? MR. BATES: Yes. In thatballpark.”).47

This conceded fact is fatal to HHS’s stated justificationfor the Rule. Even assuming that

all 20 or 21 complaints implicated the Conscience Provisions, those 20 or 21 are a far cry from

the 343 thatthe Rule declared represented a “significant increase” in complaints. See 84 Fed.

Reg. at 23,175 (emphasis added). The record does not reflect that20 or 21 complaints would be

a “significant increase” in complaints; HHS’s claim of such an increase, based on a blatantly

wrong factual tabulation, is “an unsupported assumption on which [HHS’s] decision necessarily

relied.” Nat. Res. Def Council, Inc. v. Rauch, 244 F. Supp. 3d 66, 95-96 (D.D.C. 2017)

(invalidating rule where record “show[s] its critical
. . . assumption to be false”). Because HHS

47 AlthoughHHS’s counsel did not make this specific concession untilpressed on the point at

argument, its counsel, once confronted by plaintiffs’ assessmentof the administrative record
afier it was produced in this litigation, never stood by the claim in the Rule’s preamble that 343
complaints implicated the Conscience Provisions. HHS instead admitted that “a large subset of
[such complaints] complain of conduct that is outside the scope of Federal Conscience Statutes
and the Rule,” stating only that “some do implicate the relevant statutes.” HHS SJ at 5 3
(emphasis added); see also HHS Reply at 26.
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here relied on a claim—that343 complaints had “alleg[ed] conscience violations,” id. at

23,229—that “r[an] counter to the evidence before the agency,”State Farm, 463 U.S. at 43, the

Rule is arbitraryand capricious.

And the record before the agency is even thinnerthan that. HHS, in its briefing,was able

to cite just 11 total complaints as support for the Rule. See HHS SJ at 53; HHS Reply at 26 n.5.

Seven of these are fairly characterizedas implicating the Conscience Provisions.48 The rest

cannot. For example, one complaint was filedby a group ofphysicians, theAssociation of Pro-

Life Obstetricians and Gynecologists, complaining about an ethicsopinion concerning abortion

from the AmericanCollege of Obstetricians and Gynecologists. That entity does not have any

legal obligations under any Conscience Provision, and the complaint does not cite any specific

instance of discrimination. See Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 129 at AR 544524-27. A second

complaint alleged thatWashington State’s Department of Corrections had failed to provide a

reasonable accommodationof an employee who refused to provide hormone therapyto those

who sought to transition genders in prison. The complaint does not allege that this therapywas

federally funded, so as to implicate a Conscience Provision. See id., Ex. 127 at AR 544188.

48 See Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 130 at AR 544612-16 (nurse complaining University ofVermont
violated Church Amendmentsby coercing her to participate in elective abortions); HHS Reply,
Ex. 6 at AR 542025 (unidentifiedentity complaining thatCalifornia state agency violated
Weldon Amendmentby requiring Californiahealthcare plans to cover elective abortions); id.,
Ex. 7 at AR 542151-52 (nurse complaining that, after requesting religious accommodationfor
abortions, Duke placedher on paid leave and did not respond to her request); id., Ex. 8 at AR
542285-87 (pregnancy and counseling center complaining thatHawaii law required pregnancy
centers to advertise contraceptionand abortion); id., Ex. 10 at AR 542337-38 (nurse
complaining thatWinnebago County HealthDepartment fired her for objecting to abortion); id.,
Ex. 12 at AR 545932-33 (interviewee complaining IndianaUniversity South Bend did not hire
her for full-time facultyposition becauseshe was pro-life, in violationof Church Amendments);
id., Ex. 13 at AR 542237-40 (physiciancomplaining thatIllinois law requires him to participate
in and refer women to abortions).
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Similarly,a complaint from a pharmacistthathe/she was required to fillcontraception

prescriptions does not, on its face, implicate a Conscience Provision. See HHS Reply, Ex. 14 at

AR 544945. Unless HHS interprets abortion to encompass contraception,”contraceptionwould

not fall withintheprotections for abortion and sterilizationunder § 300—a7(b),(c)(l),or (e) of

the Church Amendments, or theprotections for abortion under the Coats-Snowe or Weldon

Amendments.5° And a fourth, filedby the Little Sisters of the Poor, focused on a Pennsylvania

lawsuit thatchallenged HHS regulations interpreting an ACA exemption to its contraception

mandate. This question involved the scope of thatACA exemption, not a Conscience Provision.

See Colangelo Decl. 3, Ex. 139 at AR 542324.

HHS unpersuasively argues that, even setting aside the irrelevant complaints, these

shards represented a sufficient increase to justify the Rule. At argument, agency counsel pointed

out thatbefore the 2018 NPRM, HHS had received approximatelyone complaint per year related

to the Conscience Provisions, whereas after theNPRM issued on January 26, 2018, thatnumber

of relevant complaints (by HHS’s tabulation) increased to 10.51 See OA Tr. at 91; see also id. at

49 This was a major concern expressed about the 2008 Rule, although it has not been expressed in
connectionwiththe 2019 Rule. See 76 Fed. Reg. at 9,973—74 (explaining thatone reason for
rescinding the 2008 Rule was confusion as to whether “abortion” included ‘‘contraception’’).

50 This complaint would relate to a Conscience Provision—specifically,§ 300a—7(d) of the
Church Amendments—onlyif the prescription were a “health service program” at least partially
funded by an HHS program, such as Medicaid. The face of this complaint does not so indicate.

5‘ By the Court’s review,of the 11 complaints thatHHS cited in its briefing, four were filedafter
theNPRM. See HHS Reply, Ex. 14 at AR 544945 (signed September 17, 2018); Colangelo
Decl. 2, Ex. 130 at AR 544612 (filedMay 11, 2018); id., Ex. 129 at AR 544524 (dated March
23, 2018); id., Ex. 127 at AR 544188 (signed March 6, 2018). All but one of the remainderwere

filedafter the Attorney General’s October 6, 2017 memorandum, providing guidance to agencies
executing religious liberty laws. See HHS Reply, Ex. 6 at AR 542017 (signed October 9, 2017);
id., Ex. 7 at AR 542151 (dated December4, 2017); id., Ex. 8 at AR 542285 (dated January 10,
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132. But before the agency issued its NPRM, as HHS acknowledges,therehad been no increase

in complaints. See id. at 132. The few complaints implicating the Conscience Provisions alter

theNPRM are more likelyattributed to the 2018 NPRM, ratherthan an increase, independent of

theNPRM, in Conscience Provisionviolations or, as HHS claimed, in public confusion about

these laws. See 76 Fed. Reg. at 9,969 (HHS statement that2008 Rule had caused “greater

confusion” in its attempt to clarify the Conscience Provisions).

In all events, far from reflecting a “significant increase” in complaints implicating the

Conscience Provisions as claimed by HHS, the administrative record reflects eitherno increase

at all, or thatany increase was so small as to be asymptotic to zero. The complaints before the

agency, the purported justificationfor the Rule, do not supply any such justification.

b. LackofComplaints IndicatingInejfectiveEnforcement Tools

In promulgating the Rule, HHS also stated that the “significant increase” in complaints

since November2016 “underscores theneed for the Department to have proper enforcement

tools availableto appropriately enforce” the Conscience Provisions. 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,175; see

also id. at 23,183 (“This rule provides appropriate enforcement mechanisms in response to a

significant increase in complaints.”). Setting aside the tension betweenthisjustificationand

HHS’s statement in defense of the Rule thatthe Rule did not furnish the agency withany new

enforcement power, the complaints do not bearout the contention, either, thatnew enforcement

tools were needed.

To show a “rational connection betweenthe facts found and the choice made,” State

Farm, 463 U.S. at 43, HHS would need to point to some facts indicatingproblems with its

2018); id., Ex. 10 at AR 542337 (dated January 16, 2018); id., Ex. 13 at AR 542229 (dated
January 4, 2018); Colangelo Decl. 3, Ex. 139 at AR 542316 (signed January 11, 2018).
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capacity to enforce the Conscience Provisions. HHS has failed to do so. Of all the complaints in

the administrative record—even including ones filedbeforeNovember2016, when HHS claims

an increase in complaints began—therecord identifies only a small fractionas having even been

investigated by HHS.52 See MillerDecl. 1] 18; Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. H (identifying 14 resolved

complaints). Aside from two pre-2016 complaints,53 all investigations in the record appear to

have been closed. At argument, HHS counsel explained thatin the past threeyears, HHS has

made violation findings—for1nally,informally,or in any othermanner—injust three cases. See

OA Tr. at 87-88. None appeared to raise any concerns about HHS’s enforcement capability.

See id. at 90-91. And the administrative record is devoid of any evidence thatHHS, to the

limited degree it has ever investigated complaints in this area or attempted to take enforcement

action, found its remedial tools wanting.54

Given the absence of evidence of any enforcement shortcoming, HHS’s claim that the

Rule was justifiedby a need to remedy its “[i]nadequate enforcement tools” is unsubstantiatedby

the administrative record. See 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,228. Where there is “no direct evidence” to

support an agency’s decision, thatdecision is arbitrary and capricious. State Farm, 463 U.S. at

52 Just one of these was filed in fiscal year 2018. See Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 135-G.

53 See Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 132, AR at 545712; id., Ex. 133, AR at 545736; see also 83 Fed.
Reg. at 3,886—87.

54 At argument, HHS counsel cited an investigationof the University of Vermont, connected
withthe complaint at AR 544612, as having raised unspecified enforcement concerns. See OA
Tr. at 88; see also Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 130. That investigationwas the only one in which
HHS appears to have made a formal finding of a violationof the Conscience Provisions. See OA
Tr. at 88. The investigation, however, occurred after the Rule’s promulgationand is thus outside
of the administrative record. Because these facts were not before HHS when it decided to

promulgate the Rule, the Court cannot consider it in its analysis of whetherHHS acted arbitrarily
and capriciously. See Nat ’lAudubon Soc 32, 132 F.3d at 14 (“Generally,a court reviewingan

agency decision is confined to the administrative record compiledby thatagency when it made
the decision.”).
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52-53 (pointing to lackof direct evidence to support agency finding thatdetachable automatic

seatbelts may not lead to increase in seatbelt usage); see also IslanderE. Pipeline Co. v. Conn.

Dep ’t ofEnvtl. Prot., 482 F.3d 79, 103 (2d Cir. 2006) (“[W]here the record directly contradicts

the unsupported reasoning of the agency and the agency fails to support its pronouncementswith

data or evidence, we may not defer.”).

(2. LackofComplaints Supporting theRule ’s Scope

Finally,even if the complaints to HHS had demonstrated increasing confusion about the

Conscience Provisions, increasingviolationsof these, or a need for enhanced enforcement tools,

the record does not support thebreadthof the Rule promulgated by HHS. The Rule’s most

consequential provisions, as reviewed above, are its definitions of Conscience Provision terms,

which would significantlyexpand the Rule’s coverage. But HHS has not pointed to evidence

substantiating a need for such definitions. For example, althoughHHS argues thatthe “assist in

the performance” definition is textually defensible, see HHS SJ 29-34, it does not point to any

evidence in the administrative record justifying the applicationof the Conscience Provisions to

persons withancillaryconnections to a covered procedure—e.g., a scheduler, ambulance driver,

receptionist, or billingdepartment clerk. See OA Tr. at 123-27. HHS admits thatit is unaware

of any complaint—in the administrative record or otherwise—ofa Conscience Provision

violation involving a person in such a role. See id. at 127 (“THE COURT: Is the agency aware

of any receptionist, ambulance driver, elevator repairman, anybody, who ever complained that

theirancillarywork, other than on the day of theprocedure, was violating theirconscience

rights? MR. BATES: Not thatI’m aware of, Your Honor.”).

HHS thereforehas not articulated a “rational connection”betweenthe facts before it and

the choices it made. State Farm, 463 U.S. at 43. Where HHS claimed thatthe Rule was justified

by complaints made to it, the administrative record reflects a yawning evidentiary gap.
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Considering these deficiencies in totality, it is clear thatHHS’s justificationfor the

Rule—thata “significant increase” in complaints called for agency action—iswholly

unsupported by the record. Where the record does not support an agency’s stated factualbasis

for a decision, the agency has acted in an arbitrary and capricious manner, and its decision “must

be set aside.” Mizerak v. Adams, 682 F.2d 374, 376 (2d Cir. 1982) (“[A]n agency decision is

arbitraryand must be set aside when it rests on a crucial factualpremise shown by the agency’s

records to be indisputably incorrect.”);see also Dep ’t ofCommerce, 139 S. Ct. at 2575 (“[T]he

evidence tells a story thatdoes not match the explanationthe Secretary gave for his decision.”);

City ofKansas City, Mo. v. Dep ’t ofHous. & Urban Dev., 923 F.2d 188, 194 (D.C. Cir. 1991)

(“Agencyactionbased on a factualpremise that is flatlycontradicted by the agency’s own record

does not constitute reasoned administrative decisionmaking, and cannot survive reviewunder the

arbitraryand capricious standard.”); Batalla Vidal v. Nielsen, 279 F. Supp. 3d 401, 427

(E.D.N.Y.2018) (“This conclusionwas also arbitraryand capricious becauseit is based on an

obvious factualmistake
. . .

This error alone is grounds for setting aside Defendants’ decision.”);

Choice Care HealthPlan, Inc. v. Azar, 315 F. Supp. 3d 440, 443 (D.D.C. 2018) (explaining that

“the facts on which the agency purports to have relied” must “have some basis in the record”);

Rauch, 244 F. Supp. 3d at 96 (“Suffice it to say, it is arbitrary and capricious for an agency to

base its decision on a factualpremise that the record plainly showed to be wrong.”).

That is precisely what happened here. HHS has promulgated a Rule thatdid not respond

to any documented problem. The Rule represents a classic solution in search of a problem. See

Nat ’lNutritionalFoods Ass ’n v. Goyan, 493 F. Supp. 1044, 1046 (S.D.N.Y. 1980) (“[A]

‘regulationperfectly reasonable and appropriate in the face of a given problem may be highly

capricious if thatproblem does not exist.’” (quoting City ofChicago v. Fed. Power Comm ’n, 458
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F.2d 731, 742 (D.C. Cir. 1971))); see also ALLTELCorp. v. FCC, 838 F.2d 551, 561 (D.C. Cir.

1988) (“We do, of course, accord deference to a determinationby the [agency] thata problem

exists withinits regulatory domain, but deference is not a blankcheck.”). For this reason alone,

the Rule’s promulgationwas arbitraryand capricious.

Finally,the Court notes thatHHS, in its reply brief, cites other evidence ostensibly

supporting a new rule, including a 2009 survey, comments from the earlier rulemakings and the

2019 rulemaking, and recent litigation challenging various state laws. HHS Reply at 25. But

HHS, like the Rule itself, continues to rely on thepurported increase in complaints as a principal
66‘basis for the Rule. See id. at 25-27 (complaints supported }HlS’s determination that there is a

significantneed to amend the 2011 Rule to ensure knowledge of, compliance with, and

enforcement of the Federal Conscience Statutes” (quoting 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,175)); see also

HHS SJ at 53 (“[T]hecomplaints overall illustratethe need for HHS to clarify the scope and

effect of the Federal Conscience Statutes.”). Because these complaints do not substantiate

HHS’s claim of a problem meriting rulemaking, HHS’s reliance even “inpart on the basis of’

these patently inapposite complaints is enough to render the Rule arbitraryand capricious. See

AnimalLegal Def Fund, Inc. v. Perdue, 872 F.3d 602, 619 (D.C. Cir. 2017) (emphasis added)

(invalidatingagency decision to renew a zoo keeper’s license, where agency had relied “in part”

on the zoo keeper’s false self-certification).55

55 Althougha court may sustain agency action “[w]hen an agency relies on multiple grounds for
its decision, some ofwhich are invalid,” this can only occur “as long as one is valid and ‘the
agency would clearlyhave acted on thatground even if the otherwere unavailable.’” Batalla
Vidal, 279 F. Supp. 3d at 433 (quoting Mail Order Ass ’n ofAm. v. US. Postal Serv., 2 F.3d 408,
434 (D.C. Cir. 1993)). Here, even ifHHS had articulated justifications for the Rule thatwere

supported by the record, it is not at all clear thatHHS would have acted withoutthe complaints.
Because HHS rested the Rule, “at least in part, on its infirm [complaint] ground,” the Rule must
be set aside as arbitrary and capricious. Williams Gas Processing-GulfCoast Co. v. FERC, 475
F.3d 319, 330 (D.C. Cir. 2006).
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2. HHS’s Explanation for Its Change in Policy

An agency generallyhas latitude to change its policies, as long as it provides a “reasoned

explanation” for doing so. Encino Motorcars, LLC v. Navarro, 136 S. Ct. 2117, 2125 (2016).

An agency must “display awareness thatit is changing position” and “show thatthere are good

reasons” for its new policy,but it need not show that“the reasons for thenew policy are better

than the reasons for the old one.” FCC v. Fox TelevisionStations, Inc., 556 U.S. 502, 515 (2009)

(emphasis in original).

An agency’s “flexibility”to change its policies, however, does have “limits.” United

Steel v. Mine Safety andHealthAdmin., 925 F.3d 1279, 1284 (D.C. Cir. 2019). Althoughan

“agency need not always provide a more detailedjustificationthanwould suffice for a new

37 G6policy created on a blank slate, [s]ometimes it must.” Fox TelevisionStations, 556 U.S. at

515. Relevant here, as the Supreme Court has explained, a more detailedjustificationis required

when (1) the “new policy rests upon factual findings thatcontradict those which underlay its

prior policy,”or (2) “its prior policy has engendered serious reliance interests.” Id.; see also

Perez v. Mortg. Bankers Ass ’n, 135 S. Ct. 1199, 1209 (2015). A “reasoned explanation is

needed for disregarding facts and circumstances thatunderlay or were engendered by the prior

policy.” Fox TelevisionStations, 556 U.S. at 516. An agency must supply such an explanation

as “[i]t would be arbitrary or capricious to ignore such matters.” Id. at 515. An “[u]nexplained

inconsistency” in agency policy is sufficient to render agency actionarbitrary and capricious.

Encino Motorcars, 136 S. Ct. at 2126 (alteration in original) (quoting Nat ’l Cable &

Telecommc ’ns Ass ’n v. BrandXInternet Servs., 545 U.S. 967, 981 (2005)).

Plaintiffs argue that the “more detailedjustification”was required here becauseboth

alternative conditions identified in Fox TelevisionStations are present. The Rule, plaintiffs

argue, rests on factual findings thatcontradict thaton which the 2011 Rule was based; and it
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implicates reliance interests of funding recipients. See State SJ at 20. For the reasons that

follow, thatassessment is correct. And whileHHS did acknowledgethatit was changing course

in amending the preceding Rule, see 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,175, its explanation for doing so fell

short of thatrequired to meet theFox TelevisionStations standard.

a. ContradictoryFactualFindings

In promulgating the 2011 Rule, HHS mostly rescinded the 2008 Rule. As reviewed

above, the 2019 Rule largely resuscitated the 2008 Rule. While the 2019 Rule reached farther—

it builtupon the 2008 Rule, includingby defining added terms and by implementinga broader

set of Conscience Provisions—the2008 and 2019 Rules have in common thateach interpreted

the Church, Coats-Snowe, and Weldon Amendments; contained definitions for “assist in the

performance” and “health care entity”; imposed a certification requirement; and granted OCR

investigative powers for these three Conscience Provisions.

Salient here, in adopting the 2011 Rule that largely rescinded the 2008 Rule, HHS had

articulated its reasons for doing so. These centrally included findings that (1) the 2008 Rule,

which attempted to clarify the Conscience Provisions, “instead led to greater confusion,” 83 Fed.

Reg. at 9,969; and (2)the 2008 Rule “may negativelyaffect the abilityof patients to access care

if interpreted broadly,”id. at 9,974.

As a result, when HHS, in 2019, departed from the agency’s 2011 findings, it was

obliged to provide a “detailedjustification”for doing so. Fox TelevisionStations, 556 U.S. at

515; see id. at 537 (Kennedy,J
., concurring) (an agency “cannot simply disregard contrary or

inconvenientfactualdeterminations thatit made in thepast, any more than it can ignore
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inconvenientfacts when it writes on a blank slate”). The parties debate whetherHHS’s 2019

explanations for departing from these two findings were satisfactory.“

i. Confusion

A major reason for HHS’s implementationof the 2011 Rule was its finding thatthe 2008

Rule, in “attempting to clarify the Federal healthcare provider conscience statutes[,] ha[d]

instead led to greater confusion.” 76 Fed. Reg. at 9,969. In making this finding,HHS relied on

comments it had solicited regarding “whetherthe 2008 Final Rule provide[d] sufficientclarity to

minimize the potential harm resulting from any ambiguityand confusion thatmay exist because

of the rule.” Id. at 9,971. Having received and reviewed “[m]anycomments” that“indicated

thatthe 2008 Final Rule created confusion” about what the Conscience Provisions authorized,

HHS stated that it “agree[d]” with such comments. Id. at 9,973. It rescinded the 2008

definitions—includingof “assist in the performance” and “health care entity”—“becauseof

concerns thattheymay have caused confusion regarding the scope” of the Conscience

Provisions. Id. at 9,974. HHS in 2011 declined to articulate new definitions. Instead, it stated, it

would use individual investigations as “thebest means of answering questions about the

applications of the statutes in particular circumstances.” Id.

In promulgating the 2019 Rule, HHS stated that, in fact, the 2011 Rule was the source of

enhanced confusion as to the Conscience Provisions’ scope. Relying in part on the influxof

complaints that the agency claimed to have received, HHS now found thatthe “2011 Rule

created COI1fl1SlOI1over what is and is not required under” the Conscience Provisions. 84 Fed.

56 Plaintiffs claim that the 2019 Rule also gave short shrift to another finding underlyingthe 2011
Rule: thatthe 2008 Rule’s certification requirement had “created unnecessary additional
financialand administrativeburdens on healthcare entities.” See State S] at 21 (citing 83 Fed.
Reg. at 9,974). In light of its holdings thatHHS’s explanationswith respect to its changes of
view regarding confusion and access to care were fatally inadequate, the Court does not have
occasion to reach thatclaim.
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Reg. at 23,175. Its solution was the 2019 Rule, see id. at 23,228, which adopted similar

definitions to those in the 2008 Rule, despite HHS’s having, in between, identifiedthese as

creating confusion.

HHS argues that it provided a reasoned explanation for reinstating components of a Rule

thatit had earlier denounced as confusing. It notes the 2019 Rule stated that, “[a]fter reviewing

the previous rulemakings, comments from thepublic, and OCR’s enforcement activities,”HHS

had concluded that the 2011 Rule had caused confusion thatthe new Rule would rectify. HHS

Reply at 24 (alteration in original) (quoting 83 Fed. Reg. at 3,887); see also 84 Fed. Reg. at

23
,

1 75.

The Supreme Court, however, has rejected an agency’s similarlyterse explanationas

inadequate to justify a policy reversal. In Encino Motorcars, the Court held thata “summary

discussion” by the United States Department of Labor had fallen short of theFox Television

Stations standard. 136 S. Ct. at 2126-27. The Department, the Court explained, in noting the

“good reasons” for its policy change, had “said almost nothing.” Id. at 2127. The agency had

stated, in a conclusory fashion, thatit had “carefi1llyconsidered all of the comments, analyses,

and arguments made for and against the proposed changes,” and recognized thatsome comments

indicatedreliance on the agency’s previous policy,but thiswas not enough. Id. at 2126-27.

HHS’s accounthere is no more discursive or illuminating. In particular, in acknowledgingits

reversal of course, HHS did not even acknowledgeits previous contrary factual finding. It

therefore did not give a reasoned explanationas to why the reinstated terms of the 2008 Rule

were needed to rectify, as opposed to being a source of, confusion.

A decision thisyear from the D.C. Circuit confirms thatHHS’s failure to acknowledge

its earlier contrary factual findingwas a rulemaking lapse. See United Steel, 925 F.3d at 1284-
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85. In United Steel, the D.C. Circuit applied theFox TelevisionStations test to a rule adopted by

the Mine Safety and HealthAdministration(“MSHA”). See id. In 2017, the agency had

implemented a standard thatrequired safety inspections to occur before miners started working

in the mine, which MSHA then determined would enhance safety by “reduc[ing] the variability”

ofwhen inspections occurred. Id. at 1284. But, in 2018, the agency adopted a new standard that

allowed the inspections to occur before or while the miners worked, “reintroduc[ing] thatvery

same variability”the earlier standard had sought to curb. Id. The D.C. Circuit held thatthe

MSHA had failed to satisfy theFox TelevisionStations standard, insofar as it had “completely

ignored its previous finding that increased
. . . variability. . .

does not improve miner safety.” Id.

at 1284-85.

This case is indistinguishable. HHS initiallyrescinded the 2008 Rule’s definitions,

finding them to cause confusion; but now it has reinstated these definitions withoutengaging

with, or even acknowledging,its earlier contrary finding. This “unexplainedinconsistency”

makes the reinstatement of the rescinded provisions arbitrary and capricious. Encino Motorcars,

136 S. Ct. at 2126 (alteration omitted).

ii. Access to Care

HHS did a similarabout-face in considering the effect of its rules on access to health

care. Before the 2011 Rule was promulgated, HHS sought comment as to whetherthe 2008 Rule

ran the risk of “reduce[d] access to informationand healthcare services, particularlyby low-

income women.” 76 Fed. Reg. at 9,971. HHS found thatan “overwhelming number”of the

97,000 comments it had received indicatedconcern that the 2008 Rule could limit access to care.

Id. HHS then “agree[d] withcomments thatthe 2008 Final Rule may negativelyaffect the

abilityof patients to access care if interpreted broadly”; it noted, in particular, the concern that

the Rule might limit access to reproductive services and contraception for women, especially in
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areas withfew providers. Id. at 9,974. HHS “partially rescind[ed] the 2008 Final Rule based on

[the] concerns
. . .

thatit had the potential to negatively impactpatient access” to certain

services. Id.

In promulgating the 2019 Rule, HHS reached the opposite conclusion: It stated thatit

“[did] not believethat this rule willharm access to care,” 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,180, but instead

“expect[ed] the rule to enhance, not impede, access to care,” including in areas “withfewer

providers,” id. at 23,182. The agency acknowledgedcomments regarding access to healthcare it

had received at the time of the2008 Rule, and stated thatit “agree[d] with its previous response.”

Id. at 23,180. But HHS, in adopting the 2019 Rule, did not once address its intervening 2011

finding thataccess to care would diminish were the rescinded terms of the 2008 Rule in place.

Instead, in the 2019 Rule, HHS shrugged off the issue by noting the absence of “empirical data”

regarding how rules in this area would affect access to care. Id. at 23,180; see also id. at 23,247.

It decided that“finalizingthe rule is appropriate” in the absence of data bearingon the

“competing contentions about its effect on access to services.” Id. at 23,182.

Given the broad latitude agencies enjoy, HHS’s explanation in the 2019 Rule ofwhy it

believesthenew rule would increase access to care, see id. at 23,180—90; 23,246—54, had it been

articulated in connectionwithan original act of rulemaking,might well be sufficientlyreasoned

to defeat a claim of arbitrary and capricious action. But Fox TelevisionStations requires more

for an agency to repudiate a policy based on contrary factual findings. The agency must

“provide a more detailedjustificationthanwhat would suffice for a new policy created on a

blank slate,” 566 U.S. at 515
,
and “cannot simply disregard contrary or inconvenient factual

determinations thatit made in the past,” id. at 537 (Kennedy,J
., concurring). On the issue of
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access to care, HHS’s rulemaking failedthis standard, becauseHHS failedaltogethereven to

acknowledgeits previous contrary finding thata rule along these lines could limit such access.

HHS counters withseveral arguments, but none are availing.

First, it argues that it was entitled to “give more weight” to concerns raised in its

previous rulemakings, and to come to a different decision “even on precisely the same recor .”

HHS Reply at 24 (quoting Organized Vill. ofKake v. US. Dep ’t ofAgric., 795 F.3d 956, 968

(9thCir. 2015) (en banc)). But this case is not fairly likened to ones in which an agency “simply

rebalance[d] old facts to arrive at a new policy,”Organized Vill. ofKake, 795 F.3d at 968; see

also Nat ’lAss ’n ofHome Builders v. EPA, 682 F.3d 1032, 1037-38 (D.C. Cir. 2012) (agency did

not need to meet Fox standard when it relied not on new, contrary factual findings, but “ratheron

a reevaluationofwhich policy would be better in light of the facts”);methodicallyexplained

how new pieces of evidence undermined its prior factual finding,see Mingo Logan Coal Co. v.

EPA, 829 F.3d 710, 729-31 (D.C. Cir. 2016); employed a “differentmethod” for addressing

access to care, Mozilla Corp. v. FCC, 940 F.3d 1, 56 (D.C. Cir. 2019); promulgated a rule as to

which an earlier contrary factual findingwas unimportant, U.S. Telecom Ass ’n v. FCC, 825 F.3d

674, 709 (D.C. Cir. 2016); or made a determination on an “entirelynew record” thatwas

“supported withnew
. . . findings,”ArkInitiative v. Tidwell, 816 F.3d 119, 130 (D.C. Cir. 2016)

(distinguishing Organized VillageofKake). HHS’s flaw here is that, facedwithan “overall

decisionmaking picture [that] was not substantiallydifferent” from that it faced in 2011, it

ignored its prior factual finding (thatthe Rule would decrease access to care) in favor of a new,

contradictory one (thata similarrule would increase access to care) withoutacknowledgingor
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explaining the inconsistency in its positions. See Organized Vill. ofKake, 795 F.3d at 962

(internal quotation marksomitted).57

Second, HHS argues that it reached its conclusion regarding access to care by relying on

various pieces of evidence, including “its own analysis, the comments it received in response to

theNPRM, anecdotal evidence, and
. . . [a] 2009 poll,” and thatit had no obligation to conduct

new empirical studies on access to care after the 2011 Rule’s promulgation.” HHS SJ at 54.

That, however, is beside the point. HHS “was not required to refute the factualunderpinnings of

its prior policy withnew factualdata,” but it was obliged under the APA to acknowledgeits prior

finding and provide a reasoned explanation for disregarding it. U.S. Sugar Corp. v. EPA, 830

F.3d 579, 626 (D.C. Cir. 2016) (holding agency’s explanationsufficient where it describedwhy

57 Organized VillageofKake, on which both sides rely, supports plaintiffs’ critique. The Ninth
Circuit there considered successive “Roadless Rules” imposed by the United States Department
ofAgriculture which determined which lands should not have roads in order to preserve their
“roadless value,” such as the lands’ “scientific,environmental, recreational, and aesthetic
attributes.” Organized Vill. ofKake, 795 F.3d at 959. At issue was whetherAlaska’s Tongass
National Forest should be exempted from a Roadless Rule. See id. at 959-60. In the agency’s
2001 Roadless Rule, it found thatexempting the Tongass Forest would “risk the loss of
important roadless area values.” Id. at 968. But, after a change ofAdministration,the agency
promulgated the 2003 Roadless Rule, in which it found, “in direct contradiction” to the 2001
rule, that the Tongass Forest should be exempted becauseincluding it was “unnecessary to
maintain the roadless values.” Id. The NinthCircuit held thatthe agency had failedtheFox

TelevisionStations standard, becauseits 2003 finding as to the Tongass Forest was a directly
contradictory factual finding to its earlier one, was “a critical underpinning” of the 2003
Roadless Rule, and was not a case of an agency simply “rebalance[ing] old facts to arrive at the
new policy” or of valuing economic concerns over environmentalconcerns. Id. Similarlyhere,
HHS has announced a contradictory factual findingwithregard to the impact of a similarrule on

access to care—“a critical underpinning” of the 2019 Rule. As Organized VillageofKake
reflects, an agency must engage with, and provide a justificationfor, the inconsistencywithits
prior material assessment.

58 The parties vigorouslydispute the value of the 2009 poll. Compare Provider PI at 22-23, with
HHS SJ at 53-54. The Court does not have occasion to resolve this issue, save to note thatthe
2009 poll had beenpart of the record before the agency at the time of the 2011 Rule.
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its prior decision “focused too narrowly”on certain facts withoutconsiderationof other

important facts).

HHS ultimately argues that“it is reasonable to assume” that the 2019 Rule “may, in fact,

induce more people to enter or remain in thehealthcare field” and thus the Rule is “reasonably

likely to increase, not decrease, access to care.” 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,180. Agencies do indeed

ofien deserve deference “in matters implicatingpredictivejudgments,”Rural CellularAss ’n v.

FCC, 588 F.3d 1095, 1105 (D.C. Cir. 2009), but, given HHS’s prior conclusion to the contrary,

such an assumption is insufficient to carry the day. See Sorenson Commc ’ns Inc. v. FCC, 755

F.3d 702, 708 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (deference must be based on “some logic and evidence, not sheer

speculation”);see also California v. Azar, 385 F. Supp. 3d 960, 1004-05 (N.D. Cal. 2019)

(dismissingHHS’s argument that it could rely on predictivejudgments to justify a new Title X

regulation seeking to prevent abuse of funds, given HHS’s contrary assessments in connection

withpreceding current regulations). In light of the agency’s prior factual assessmentthat its

2008 Rule could impede access to care, HHS’s bare contrary assumption in 2019 was not the

“more detailedjustification”required by Fox TelevisionStations. See Azar, 385 F. Supp. 3d at

1002-03, 1007 (holding HHS’s “speculativejustifications”and “belie[f]” that its new Title X

regulation would provide “improvedclient care” insufficient to justify thatregulation). HHS’s

disregard for its prior pronouncementon the same factualpoint, too, was arbitraryand

capricious.

b. Reliance Interests

HHS was also obliged under the APA to consider the “serious reliance interests”

engendered by its prior interpretations of the Conscience Provisions. Fox TelevisionStations,

556 U.S. at 515. As reviewed earlier, the 2019 Rule would reshape the substantive contours of

the Conscience Provisions, significantlyexpanding the obligations of employers and otherHHS
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funding recipients withrespect to accommodatingconscience objections and creating conflicts

withthe legal frameworksset by Title VII and EMTALA as to when religious or conscience

objections must be accommodatedin the health care arena. As explainedbelow,becausethe

2019 Rule disrupts the reliance interests of various entities based on the status quo, HHS was

obliged to consider the Rule’s impact on these interests, and give “a more detailedjustification”

for a disruption of these interests. Id.

As the administrative record chronicles in impressive detail, plaintiffs and other funding

recipients have relied on—theyhave shaped theirconduct around—HHS’shistorical application

of the decades-oldConscience Provisions, the first ofwhich dates to 1973. Save to a degree

during the short-lived 2008 Rule, which prefigured a portion of the 2019 Rule, these statutes

have never been read as the 2019 Rule reads them, and the 2019 Rule’s transformative definition

of “discrimination”is altogethernew. The record reflects thatHHS funding recipients have

relied on a common pre-2019 understanding of the Conscience Provisions in, inter alia, making

hiring decisions, entering into employee contracts and collective bargaining agreements,

implementingstaffing arrangements, developing existing practices and policies to accommodate

conscience objections, and conducting their general business operations.” Were the Rule to take

59 See, e.g., Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 73 (Am. Hosp. Ass’n Comment) at AR 67415 (noting that
“[h]ospitals have existing policies, procedures, and best practices” to address accommodations);
id., Ex. 81 (S.F. Dep’t of Pub. HealthComment) at AR at 134793 (noting thatthe Rule ignores
“contractualobligations” to employees and collective bargaining agreements among employees;
and that the Rule “appears to create administrative obstacles to providing employees with
religious accommodations”);id., Ex. 89 (NFPRHA Comment) at AR 138109, 138112
(highlighting issues withsubrecipient relationships; and separately,withchanges thatmust be
made to, inter alia, human resource materials, hiring, employee training, and staffing); id.,
Ex. 90 (Boston Med. Ctr. Comment) at AR 139288-92 (describingexisting policies and
procedures for accommodatingobjecting employees, the additional costs to hospitals to come

into compliance, and conflictswithcurrent Title VII and EMTALA obligations); id., Ex. 92
(Kaiser Permanente Comment) at AR 139640 (explaining thatRule could “impactthe business
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effect, however, these entities would need to conform theirconduct to it, lest they risk a loss of

funding.

The interests ofplaintiffs and others here are fairly likened to the reliance interests the

Supreme Court recognized in Encino Motorcars: “decades of industry reliance” on an agency’s

“prior policy,”where the agency’s “new position could necessitate systemic, significant

changes” withthose who fail to comply facing “substantial
. . . liability,”“even if this risk of

liability”could be diminished by potentiallyapplicable statutory exemptions or defenses. See

Encino Motorcars, 136 S. Ct. at 2126; see also Azar, 385 F. Supp. at 1006-07 (explaining

reliance interests for Title X regulation included, inter alia, new physical infrastructure, an

“overhaul”ofprogramming, “revamp[ing]” of “medical records systems and financial records,”

and “hir[ing] new staff and personnel”). HHS was therefore obligated to give a “reasoned

explanation” for the policy change, taking into account these interests. Encino Motorcars, 136

S. Ct. at 2126. That the entities withreliance interests were funded by HHS did not change this

obligation: “[C]ourts have recognized serious reliance interests in discretionary grants of

operations” of hospitals and others in thehealthcare industry, including “rules governing the
relationships withemployees, contractswithother entities, and systems of compliance”);id.,
Ex. 96 (BlueCross BlueShieldAss’n Comment) at AR 140271 (describingbeliefthatalready-
hired health insurance issuer employees were not covered by Conscience Provisions); id., Ex. 99
(N.Y.C. Comm’n on Human Rights Comment) at AR 140486 (describingchanges to
accommodationprocedures and burden of needing to hire more staff); id., Ex. 101 (Greater N.Y.
Hosp. Ass’n Comment) at AR 147825-27 (explaining thatconscience protections have been in
place since the 1970s; “hospitals are familiarwithhow to balance workers’ conscience rights
withpatients’ rights” and have “actualhospital policies and procedures” for accommodations,
includingan employee duty to notify of objections; and the Rule’s expansion ofwho is covered
makes it “more difficult” to “predict[ ] and plan[ ] for scenarios in which conscience rights might
need to be exercised”); id., Ex. 106 (Am. Coll. of Emergency Physicians Comment) at AR
147981 (explaining thatemergency departments “do not have the staffing capacity” to double
staff).
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benefits thatdo not arise from statute.” Azar, 385 F. Supp. at 1007 (findingreliance interests for

HHS’s Title X grants).

HHS failedto supply such an explanationhere. Indeed, the Rule came close to failing

even to acknowledgethe existence of such reliance interests. It does not squarely address such

interests anywhere in the Rule, and it omits a concrete discussion of even contexts presenting

acute reliance interests.6° HHS did state in the Rule, in its cost-benefitanalysis, that it estimates

thata little over 5% of “recipients will spend an average of 4 hours to update policies and

procedures, implement staffing or scheduling practices thatrespect an exercise of conscience

rights under Federal law, or disseminate the recipient’s policies or procedures.” 84 Fed. Reg. at

23,241. But the agency then adds the observation that“[i]fentities were already fully taking

steps to be educated on, and comply with, all the laws thatare the subject of this rule, there

would likelynot be any costs.” Id. That statement reflects the agency’s central

misapprehension—addressed and rejected earlier—thatthe Rule does not marka substantive

departure from the status quo. That misapprehension calls into grave question the agency’s

summary assessmentof the affected reliance interests as minimal.

HHS’s failure to seriously and conscientiouslyconsider recipients’ reliance interests, too,

made the Rule arbitrary and capricious, consistent withtheholdings in numerous cases finding

similardeficiencies in agency rulemaking. See, e.g., Batalla Vidal, 279 F. Supp. at 431 (“[T]he

agency must consider ‘serious reliance interests’ engendered by the previous policy.”);see also

Mozilla Corp, 940 F.3d at 63 (“The Commission acknowledged,as it must, the significanceof

reliance interests as a potential weight against its decision.”); U.S. Telecom Ass ’n, 825 F.3d at

60 HHS admits in its reply that, for example, it did not consider comments related to the impact
of the Rule on collective bargaining agreements. See HHS Reply at 30 n.7.
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709 (finding thatagency “did not fail to ‘account’ for reliance interests” because“it expressly

considered the claims of reliance”);In re FCC 11-161, 753 F.3d 1015, 1143 (10thCir. 2014)

(Bacharach,J ., concurring in part and dissenting in part) (“It surely would have been arbitrary

and capricious if the FCC had disregarded the
. . .

reliance interests.”);Batalla Vidal, 279

F. Supp. 3d at 431 (findingarbitrary and capricious the absence of record evidence “that

Defendants acknowledged,let alone considered, these or any otherreliance interests”).

Even ifHHS were viewed as having adequately acknowledgedthe reliance interests

implicated by the 2019 Rule, it did not provide the required “more detailedjustification”for

impinging on these interests. Fox TelevisionStations, 556 U.S. at 515. Most strikingly,the

administrative record chronicles that funding recipients subject to the Rule have widely hired

employees on the assumption thattheirduties to accommodateconscience objections from such

employees would be shaped by the existing Title VII accommodationframework,and, in the

context of emergency medicine, by EMTALA. However, recipients state, under the 2019 Rule,

theymay in practicebe unable to “remov[e] the employee from theposition and reassign[ ] them

to a comparable position” withoutbreaching the Rule. Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 92 (Kaiser

Permanente Comment) at AR 139641-42; see also OA Tr. at 52. HHS wholly failed to engage

withthis consequence. The agency acknowledged,in the Rule’s preamble, thatthe Rule

deviated from “theapproach set forth in Title VII,” specifically in eschewing the reasonable

accommodationand undue hardship standards. 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,191. But HHS nowhere

engaged withthe practicaladministrative problems that its Rule would present for a funding

recipient whose hiring and staffing choices had been made on the assumption thatthese

standards would apply. Its sole statement was the summary one that, if a recipient was already
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reading the Conscience Provisions as HHS now does, “therewould not likelybe any costs.” 84

Fed. Reg. at 23,241.

HHS’s cursory discounting of the reliance issues here was inadequate. As the Supreme

Court has held, a “summary discussion” does not suffice when serious reliance interests are at

stake. See Encino Motorcars, 136 S. Ct. at 2126-27 (faultingagency for not providing “good

reasons” for its policy change when weighty interests were implicatedby failure to hold category

of employees exempt from FLSA). Based on this lapse, too, the promulgation of the 2019 Rule

was arbitraryand capricious.

3. HHS’s Failure to Consider Important Aspects of theProblem

Agency action is also arbitraryand capricious where the agency “entirely failedto

consider an important aspect of the problem.” State Farm, 463 U.S. at 43. Here, the Court

holds, HHS failedadequately to consider two vitally important sets of issues flowing from the

definitions HHS adopted of Conscience Provision terms such as “discrimination.” These issues

are ones addressed throughout this decision: (1) the Rule’s application to medical emergencies,

and (2)the Rule’s interplay—and conflict—withTitle VII.“

a. Emergencies

Plaintiffs argue thatHHS, in various respects, failedto consider how the Rule would

impacthealth care delivery in emergency situations. See State SJ at 24 (HHS failedto consider

disruption in healthcare delivery, includinghow its definitions would impede hospitals whose

6‘ Plaintiffs argue thatHHS failed to consider other important issues, including,as plaintiffs put
these points, the Rule’s (1) disruption ofhealth care delivery; (2)harm to public health and
specific patient populations; and (3) contravention ofmedical ethics. See State SJ at 22-36.
Again, in light of the otherdeficiencies found in HHS’s rulemaking, the Court does not have
occasion to address every lapse alleged by plaintiffs.
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emergency departments have limited staffing)”; id. at 29-30 (HHS failedto consider Rule’s

conflictwithEMTALA)“; id. at 31 (HHS failed to consider Rule’s conflictwithmedical ethics,

including the duty ofhealth care professionals to provide care in emergencies).64 To the extent

thatHHS addressed these concerns at all in the Rule, it did so in passing and in a conclusory

manner. HHS’s dismissive treatment of these issues ill-suited the gravity of these matters. It

was quintessentiallyarbitrary and capricious.

In response to each concern plaintiffs raise regarding how the Rule would affect medical

emergency response, HHS points to two portions of the Rule’s preamble. In these, HHS

expresses its view thatthe Rule does not conflictwithEMTALA. See 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,183;

23,188; see also HHS SJ at 59 (response to EMTALA); HHS Reply at 29-30 (response to

disruption ofhealth care delivery concern); HHS Reply at 34-35 (response to medical ethics

concern).

HHS does not explain there why the Rule does not conflictwithEMTALA, which, as

noted, does not contain an exception for conscience or other objections. See supra pp. 74. HHS

there states only that it “generally agrees . . .
thatthe requirement under EMTALA thatcertain

62 See, e.g., Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 106 (Am. Coll. of Emergency Physicians Comment) at AR
147982 (describing“tight budgets” and limited “staffing capacity”of emergency departments
and such departments’ inabilityto “anticipate every possible basis for a religious or moral
objection” and “staffaccordingly”).
63 See, e.g., Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 90 (Boston Med. Ctr. Comment) at AR 139292 (flagging
Rule’s failure to address conflictwithEMTALA);see also supra note 43.

64 See, e.g., Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 91 (Am. Med. Ass’n Comment) at AR 139588 (explaining
that, according to AMA Code of Medical Ethics, “physicians’ freedom to act according to
conscience is not unlimited. Physicians are expected to provide care in emergencies.”);id., Ex.
94 (Am. Coll. of Obstetricians and Gynecologists Comment) at AR 139750 (“In an emergency in
which referral is not possible or might negatively impact the patient’s physicalor mental health,
providers have an obligation to provide medicallyindicatedand requested care.”).
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hospitals treat and stabilizepatients who present in an emergency does not conflictwithFederal

conscience and anti-discriminationlaws,” id. at 23,183, and thatit intends to “applyboth

EMTALA and relevant law under this rule harmoniously to the extent possible,” id. at 23,188.

Specificallyconfrontedwithcomments raising concerns about emergency scenarios, such as how

the Rule would apply to an ambulance driver seeking to cease assistance while in theprocess of

bringing a woman withan ectopic pregnancy to an emergency room, HHS stated only that the

Rule’s application “would depend on the facts and circumstances of each case.” Id.

HHS’s meager and non-committal responses are manifestlyinadequate to theproblems

squarely before the agency. For more than 30 years, HHS funding recipients withemergency

departments have been subject to a statutory requirement to provide emergency care. See 42

U.S.C. §§ 1395dd. Many commenters on the 2019 Rule inquired about the apparent conflict

betweenthe Rule and EMTALA, and how the agency envisioned its Rule applying to objections

affecting emergency situations. See supra notes 43, 62-64. AlthoughHHS did not have an

obligation to “respond to every comment,” it was duty-bound to “explainhow the agency

resolved any significantproblems raised by the comments.” Int ’lLadies’ Garment Workers’

Union v. Donovan, 722 F.2d 795, 817 (D.C. Cir. 1983). And the Rule’s effect on emergency

medical care was unquestionablya “significantproblem.” Far from providing a reasoned

explanationas to how recipients should address emergencies, however, HHS assumed away the

problem withconclusory statements that, in its view, the Rule and EMTALA hardly conflicted.

See 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,183, 23,188.

The comments received by HHS in response to the draft Rule—many in detail, many

from medical personnel withduties to emergency patients—should have yielded a thoughtful

response from the federal agency responsible for healthcare, one that engaged withthese
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important questions. HHS did not provide such a response. HHS’s “generalizedconclusions”

and inadequate responses to these professionals virtually define theAPA term “arbitraryand

capricious.” AEP Tex. N. Co. v. Surface Transp. Bd., 609 F.3d 432, 441 (D.C. Cir. 2010); see

also AmerijetInt’l, Inc. v. Pistole, 753 F.3d 1343, 1350 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (“[C]onclusory
33’statements willnot do; an ‘agency’s statement must be one of reasoning. (emphasis in

original));Butte Cnty. v. Hogen, 613 F.3d 190, 194 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (explaining, in context of 5

U.S.C. § 5 5 5 (e), thatagency must provide a statement “of reasoning; it must not just be a

conclusion; it must articulate a satisfactory explanation for its action” (internal quotation marks

omitted)).

b. Title VII

Plaintiffs separately argue thatHHS failed to adequately explain its departure from the

Title VII reasonable accommodation/ undue hardship framework,which, as noted, has by statute

governed religious accommodationin thehealthcare sector since 1972. See State SJ at 34-36;

State Reply at 22-23. Numerous commenters raised questions about the conflictbetweenthe

2019 Rule, as originallydrafted, and the Title VII framework,and the implicationsof these

divergent standards.“

It is “a central principle of administrative law
. . . that,when an agency decides to depart

from decades-longpractices,” it “must at a minimum acknowledgethe change and offer a

reasoned explanation for it.” Am. WildHorse Pres. Campaign v. Perdue, 873 F.3d 914, 923

65 See, e.g., Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 88 (Cmty. Catalyst Comment) at AR 139091-92; id., Ex. 89
(NFPRHA Comment) at AR 138110-11; id., Ex. 90 (Boston Med. Ctr. Comment) at AR
139290-91; id., Ex. 91 (Am. Med. Ass’n Comment) at AR 139591; id., Ex. 100 (ACLU
Comment) at AR 147755-56; id., Ex. 101 (Greater N.Y. Hosp. Ass’n Comment) at AR 147826;
id., Ex. 103 (Anne Arundel Med. Ctr. Comment) at AR 147891; id., Ex. 104 (Disability
Coalition Comment) at AR 147954; id., Ex. 109 (Nat’l Ctr. for TransgenderEqual. Comment) at
AR 148115-16; id., Ex. 110 (Nat’l Women’s Law Ctr. Comment) at AR 149148-49; Colangelo
Decl. 3, Ex. 138 (EEOC Former Chair and Former Legal Counsel Comment) at AR 147886.
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(D.C. Cir. 2017); see also W. Deptford Energy, LLC v. FERC, 766 F.3d 10, 20 (D.C. Cir. 2014);

OfliceofCommc ’n of United Church ofChrist v. FCC, 707 F.2d 1413, 1439 (D.C. Cir. 1983)
G6(agency’s elimination”of a policy thatgoverned “for almost 50 years” required the court “to

scrutinize more closely the [agency’s] proffered explanations for its actions”).

HHS did not do so here. Instead, in response to these comments, HHS modified the draft

Rule to provide a small measure of protection to employers. The Rule, as amended, provides

thatwhere the employee “voluntary accept[s] . . .
an effective accommodation,”this “willnot, by

itself, constitute discrimination.” 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,191; see also 45 C.F.R. § 88.2(4). The

amended Rule also provides thata recipient may ask an employee about her conscience

objections afier hiring and once per year thereafter,unless “a persuasive justification”exists; and

may make an accommodationthatdoes not require the objecting employee to take “any

additional action,”does not constitute an “adverse action”against the employee, and does not

exclude the employee from her “fields ofpractice.” 45 C.F.R. § 88.2(5)—(6). But HHS declined

to adopt eitherTitle VII’s reasonableaccommodationstandard or its undue hardship defense.

The agency construed Congress’s silenceon thispoint as tacitlyreflecting its intention that these

Title VII concepts not apply to any Conscience Provisions. See 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,191; OA Tr.

at 103. This response to these comments was inadequate on two levels. First, the agency did not

seriously engage withthe implicationsofhaving differing sets of standards govern the

accommodationof objectors—one set by Title VII and the otherby the 2019 Rule. And to the

extent that the agency justified this on the grounds thatCongress intended the agency’s 2019

present reading of the Conscience Provisions, thiswas an ipse dixit. As noted, HHS has not

pointed to any evidence thatCongress intended any Conscience Provision to override Title VII’s

reasonable accommodation/ undue hardship framework. See supra pp. 51, 72; see also OA Tr.
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at 103-104; Buitrago-Cuesta v. INS, 7 F.3d 291, 295 (2d Cir. 1993) (“An inference drawn from

congressional silencecertainly cannot be credited when it is contrary to all other textual and

contextual evidence of congressional intent.” (alteration omitted)); United States v. Azeem, 946

F.2d 13, 17 (2d Cir. 1991) (“Not every congressional silence is pregnant.”). And, second, HHS

did not address how a health care provider, presented withthe conflictingdirectives of Title VII

and the Rule, was to respond.

More broadly,in formulating the Rule, HHS had an obligation to consider alternatives.

Here, an obvious alternative was the familiarTitle VII reasonable accommodation/ undue

hardship framework. See State Farm, 463 U.S. at 51 (holding arbitraryand capricious agency’s

failure to consider alternative thatwas “withinthe ambitof the existing standar ” that the agency

rescinded). HHS did not explain why this frameworkdisserved the interests of conscience

objectors or was otherwise deficient. In overriding this frameworkon the grounds thatCongress

tacitlyso intended, HHS failed“‘to give sufficient consideration’ to the benefitsof a more

modest possibility”of allowing the extant Title VII frameworkto inform the meaning of the

Conscience Provisions. See Int’lLadies’ Garment Workers’ Union, 722 F.2d at 818 (quoting

Office ofCommc ’n ofUnited Church ofChrist, 707 F.2d at 1439 (holding thatagency “failedto

give sufficient consideration” to alternative thathad applied “for almost 50 years”)). While HHS

was not obliged to adopt that framework, its failure to seriously consider it, instead declaring that

Congress had already considered and rejected it, was peremptory. It did not bespeak adequate

consideration. That this frameworkwas statutory and longstandingmade it all the more

appropriate thatHHS considered this approach. See Cape May Greene, Inc. v. Warren, 698 F.2d

179, 190 (3d Cir. 1983) (“As agency actionmoves toward the gray area at the outer limits of

statutory authority,the arbitrary and capricious nature of the actionmay be more evident
. . .
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Anothershadow is cast when agency action,not clearlymandatedby the agency’s statute, begins

to encroachon congressionalpolicies expressed elsewhere.”);see also id. n.16 (collectingcases).

The Court thereforeholds thatHHS failedadequately to consider two important aspects

of theproblem—theRule’s application to emergencies, and the Rule’s interplay withTitle VII.

This lapse made the Rule’s promulgation arbitraryand capricious. See IslanderE. Pipeline C0.,

482 F.3d at 103 (“[R]eviewingcourts may not ‘attempt . . .
to make up for

. . .
deficiencies’ in

agency decisions.” (quoting State Farm, 463 U.S. at 43)).

VII. Was the Final Rule’s Definitionof “Discrimination”a Logical Outgrowthof the
Proposed Rule?

The Court next considers plaintiffs’ final APA claim: thatthe Rule’s definition of

“discrimination”was not a logical outgrowthof theNPRM.

A. ApplicableLegal PrinciplesUnder theAPA

The APA requires thatan agency, when engaging in notice-and-commentrulemaking,

provide a general notice of proposed rulemaking that includes “eitherthe terms or substance of

the proposed rule or a description of the subjects and issues involved.” Long Island Care at

Home, Ltd. v. Coke, 551 U.S. 158, 174 (2007) (quoting 5 U.S.C. § 553(b)(3)). In response to

comments received, “agencies[ ] are free—indeed, theyare encouraged—to modify proposed

rules.” Ne. Maryland Waste Disposal Auth. v. EPA, 358 F.3d 936, 951 (D.C. Cir. 2004).

There is, however, a limit to the agency’s abilityto modify its proposed rules: “Whilea

final rule need not be an exact replica of the rule proposed in theNotice, the final rule must be a

‘logical outgrowth’ of the rule proposed.” Nat ’lBlackMedia Coal. v. FCC, 791 F.2d 1016, 1022

(2d Cir. 1986). Although there is “no precise definition ofwhat counts as a ‘logical outgrowth,’”

Nat ’lMiningAss ’n v. Mine Safety andHealthAdmin., 116 F.3d 520, 531 (D.C. Cir. 1997), it is

clear that“ifthe final rule deviates too sharply from the proposal, affected parties willbe
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deprived ofnotice and an opportunity to respond to theproposal,” Nat ’I BlackMedia Coal., 791

F.2d at 1022 (citation omitted). The test is “whetherthe agency’s notice would fairly apprise

interested persons” ofwhat is at issue in the rulemaking. Id. (internal quotation marksomitted).

B. Discussion

Plaintiffs argue that the Rule’s definition of “discrimination”was not a logical outgrowth

of the Rule as proposed. See Provider SJ at 48-53. The Court agrees.

The NPRM defined “discrimination”using only a list of examples of conduct thatcould

constitute discrimination. This list was included in the final Rule at 45 C.F.R. § 88.2(1)—(3).

Although there are slight differences in wording betweentheNPRM and the final Rule as to this

list, boththeNPRM and final Rule define discriminationas includingactions that involve, inter

alia, withholding,reducing, or denying grants, contracts, titles, positions, or otherbenefitsand

privileges. See 83 Fed. Reg. 3,892; 45 C.F.R. § 88.2(1)—(3).“

Notably,however, theNPRM did not include any provision anticipating § 88.2(4)—(6)of

the final Rule. These prescribe the limited latitude thata funding recipient has to accommodate

or inquire about conscience objections, includingpermitting only “effective” accommodations

(thoseto which the objector consents) or accommodationsthatmeet specified standards (e.g., not

requiring additional actionby the employee, constituting an “adverse action”against the

employee, or excluding the employee from her “fields of practice”). Nor had theNPRM asked

for comment on these topics. It did not suggest at all thatground rules for the accommodationof

employees were in play at all. Instead, theNPRM asked for comment on only one topic: the

appropriateness of a Title VI disparate impactanalysis in thiscontext. See 83 Fed. Reg. at 3,893

66 The NPRM also included a provision preventing recipients from “otherwise engag[ing] in any
activityreasonablyregarded as discrimination, including intimidating or retaliatory action.” 83
Fed. Reg. at 3,892. This provision was deleted from the final Rule.
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(“The Department solicits comment on whetherdisparate impact analysis is appropriate, as a

policy or legal matter, to apply to any of the statutes implementedby this rule; whether it is

appropriately included in the definition of discrimination,and if so, how disparate impact

analysis would be performed in the context of applicable Federal healthcare conscience and

associated anti-discriminationlaws.”).

This notice was insufficient to “fairly apprise” recipients of the consequential changes

HHS later made to the “discrimination”definition. Nat ’l BlackMedia Coal., 791 F.2d at 1022.

AlthoughHHS proposed a new definition of “discrimination,”and acknowledgedthatthe 2008

Rule had not defined the term, such “general notice thata new standard willbe adopted

affords
. . . parties scant opportunity for comment.” Time Warner Cable Inc. v. FCC, 729 F.3d

137, 170 (2d Cir. 2013) (alteration omitted) (quoting Horsehead Res. Dev. Co. v. Browner, 16

F.3d 1246, 1268 (D.C. Cir. 1994)). “[G]eneral notice” thatan agency “might make unspecified

changes in [a] definition” is not sufficient. SmallRefinerLead Phase-Down TaskForce v. US.

EPA, 705 F.2d 506, 549 (D.C. Cir. 1983). Instead, as the Second Circuit has observed, an

agency’s obligationunder theAPA “is more demanding” thanmerely to advise thata new

standard could be adopted—the agency must “describethe range of alternatives being considered

withreasonablespecificity.” Time Warner Cable Inc., 729 F.3d at 170 (citation omitted)

(holding notice insufficientwhere FCC sought comment on its adoption of “rules to address the

complaint process itself’ and then adopted a “standstillrule” requiring distributors of video

programming “to continue carrying an unaffiliatednetworkunder the terms of its preexisting

contractuntil the network’scomplaint against the distributor” was resolved); see also Nat ’l

BlackMedia Coal., 791 F.2d at 1023 (“Unfairness results unless persons are ‘sufficientlyalerted

337to likelyalternatives’ so thattheyknow whethertheir interests are ‘at stake. (citation and
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alterations omitted)); SmallRefinerLead Phase-Down TaskForce, 705 F.2d at 549 (“Agency

notice must describe the range of alternatives being considered withreasonable specificity.”).

The only alternative thatHHS describedwas thepossibilityof incorporating a Title VI

disparate impactanalysis. But thisprovided no hint thatHHS was considering overriding the

Title VII reasonable accommodation/ undue hardship framework. Nowhere in theNPRM did

HHS ever allude to Title VII, accommodations,or inquiries into conscience objections. HHS

thus strayed far from its duty to alert the public to the range of alternatives it was considering.

See Kooritzky v. Reich, 17 F.3d 1509, 1513 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (“Somethingis not a logical

outgrowthofnothing.”).

The gap betweentheNPRM and the final Rule is particularlygaping here, inasmuchas

the final Rule, withoutadvance notice, overcomes a longstanding statutory framework,Title

VII’s, thathas governed the health care sector since 1972. See Nat ’lMiningAss ’n, 116 F.3d at

532 (holding no logical outgrowthwhere agency gave “no reason to suppose” thatregulated

party “suspected a change” in the agency’s “forty year old practice”).

To be sure, HHS’s rulemaking lapse was not as extreme as in some reported “logical

outgrowt ” cases. See CSX Transp., Inc. v. Surface Transp. Bd., 584 F.3d 1076, 1081-82

(D.C. Cir. 2009) (describingparadigmaticlogical outgrowthviolations, and holding, in a close

case, that final rule had not been a logical outgrowthof an NPRM). But even though “the final

rule did not amount to a complete turnaround from theNPRM
. . .

the APA simply requires

more.” Ass ’n ofPrivate Sector Calls. & Univs. v. Duncan, 681 F.3d 427, 462 (D.C. Cir. 2012)

(internal quotation marksomitted).

HHS’s changes to the “discrimination”definition far exceeded what a reader of its

NPRM could have anticipated, particularlygiven the lackofnotice in theNPRM thatthe Title
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VII frameworkgoverning religious objections was up for reconsideration. Logical outgrowth

questions require “careful consideration on a case-by-case basis”; here, HHS’s NPRM did not

come close to foreshadowing the change HHS later made. See Nat ’lAss ’n ofPsychiatricHealth

Sys. v. Shalala, 120 F. Supp. 2d 33, 39 (D.D.C. 2000) (quoting BASF Wyandotte Corp. v. Castle,

598 F.2d 637, 642 (1st Cir. 1979)). Plaintiffs, and others affected by the Rule, cannot be forced

to “divine the agency’s unspoken thoughts.” Envtl. Integrity Project v. EPA, 425 F.3d 992, 996

(D.C. Cir. 2005) (bracketsomitted). The APA thus prevents HHS from introducing such a

change without, at least, providing adequate notice to regulated parties.

HHS presents several counterarguments, none ofwhich are persuasive. See HHS SJ at

36-37.

First, HHS points out thatthe D.C. Circuit has held that “garden-variety” exceptions

added to a general rule are logical outgrowthsof the proposed rule. HHS SJ at 36 (citing

Timpinaro v. SEC, 2 F.3d 453, 457 (D.C. Cir. 1993)). It thenargues that its changes to the

“discrimination”definition were such an exception. Id. In so arguing, HHS fails, again, to

recognize the substantive quality of the changes workedby the Rule. The provisions at issue, in

dispensing withthe reasonableaccommodation/ undue hardship standards of Title VII, are in no

sense quotidian. Nor are the provisions limiting the questions a healthcare provider can put to

an employee regarding conscience objections—limits thatmay handicap the employer’s ability

to respond to emergencies and complywithEMTALA. A “garden-variety” exception makes “an

explicit recognition ofwhat was already an implicit corollary.” Timpinaro, 2 F.3d at 457

(addressing exception thatallowed regulated party “to waive the legal protection of [a] general

rule” designed to benefitthem, which is “thenorm in economic regulation”). These were not

that. Instead, the agency imposed, withoutnotice, “a distinctlydifferent and more burdensome
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definition” of “discrimination”thanever previouslyannounced. UnitedHealthcareIns. Co. v.

Azar, 330 F. Supp. 3d 173, 192 (D.D.C. 2018).

Second, HHS denies that its Rule suffers from a logical outgrowthproblem becauseit

added thenew terms in response to comments it received on theNPRM’s “discrimination”

definition. HHS SJ at 36. Circuit courts have repeatedly rejected such a defense. The logical

outgrowthquestion examines not whetherthe Rule was a logical outgrowthof comments in

response to an NPRM, but whethertheNPRM gave recipients sufficient notice of the direction

the agency might take. That “notice necessarilymust come—ifat all—from the agency.” Nat ’l

BlackMedia Coal., 791 F.2d at 1023. An agency “cannot bootstrap notice from a comment.”

Id. (quoting AFL-CIOv. Donovan, 757 F.2d 330, 340 (D.C. Cir. 1985)); accord, e.g., Horsehead

Res. Dev. Co., 16 F.3d at 1268; FertilizerInst.v. US. EPA, 935 F.2d 1303, 1312

(D.C. Cir. 1991); Shell Oil Co. v. EPA, 950 F.2d 741, 760 (D.C. Cir. 1991); SmallRefinerLead

Phase-Down TaskForce, 705 F.2d at 549.

Althoughthe D.C. Circuit in Natural Resource Defense Council, Inc. v. Thomas, 838

F.2d 1224 (D.C. Cir. 1988), recognized that“comments raising a foreseeable possibilityof

agency actioncan be a factor in providingnotice,” Shell Oil Co., 950 F.2d at 751 (distinguishing

Thomas),the Circuit there also recognized thatit was “stretch[ing] the concept of ‘logical

outgrowth’ to its limits.” Thomas, 838 F.2d at 1243. Thomas is far afield here. In Thomas, the

agency, having received a comment witha proposal similarto thatwhich it finallyadopted,

warned regulated parties of theproposal two weeks before it promulgated the final rule. See id.

This gave petitioners “a limited opportunity to focus a direct attack”on the proposal; as a result,

“theymanaged to fileobjections 7-10 days before the final regulations were signed.” Id. No

such forewaming occurred here. Even though comments raised issues relating to Title VII, these
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did not suggest alternative frameworksto Title VII’s. And HHS, for its part, furnished no notice,

in any form, to recipients thatit was mulling such alternatives.

Third, HHS depicts plaintiffs’ objections as “plainlybased on policy,not legal,

differences,” and faults plaintiffs for “not explain[ing] why the definition is an impermissible

construction of the statutes.” HHS SJ at 37. HHS misses the point. A logical outgrowth

challenge goes to the agency’s improperprocedure, not to thesubstance of its rulemaking. Cf

Thomas, 838 F.3d at 292 (addressing logical outgrowthclaim in “[p]rocedural challenges”

section). Regardless whetherHHS’s additions to the “discrimination”definition are textually

defensible, HHS violated the APA by failingto provide regulated parties adequate notice. This

alone is sufficient to warrant vacaturof the rule. See CSX Transp., Inc., 584 F.3d at 1078, 1083

(vacatingbecauseof “important and potentiallyprejudicial” lackofnotice).

VIII. Is the Rule’s Remedial ProvisionAuthorizingtheTerminationof All HHS Funding
Unconstitutional?

Plaintiffs next argue that § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) of the Rule, which authorizesHHS to withhold

or terminate all of a recipient’s HHS funding as a penalty for non-compliancewitha Conscience

Provision, is unconstitutional,becauseit violates (1) the separation of powers and (2)the

Constitution’s Spending Clause.

A. The Separation of Powers

Plaintiffs argue that § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) is inconsistent withthe separation of powers because

it allows HHS to withholdcongressionally-appropriatedfederal funds to an extent thatneither

the Conscience Provisions nor any other statute authorizes. By claiming thepower to do so,

plaintiffs argue, HHS arrogates to itself, an executive agency, a power the Constitution allocates

uniquely to Congress. State PI at 44-45. HHS counters withtwo arguments the Court has

already rejected: thatCongress has given HHS the authorityto terminate all of a recipient’s HHS
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funding; or, alternatively,that § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) is more narrow, jeopardizingonly a specific HHS

funding stream. See HHS SJ at 71; HHS Reply at 46.

The “separationof governmentalpowers into three coordinate Branches” reflects “the

central judgment of the Framers
. . . that, withinour political scheme, [such checks and balances

are] essential to the preservation of liberty.” Mistretta v. United States, 488 U.S. 361, 380

(1989). Accordingly,the Supreme Court has “not hesitated to strike down provisions of law that

eitheraccrete to a single Branch powers more appropriatelydiffused among separate Branches or

thatundermine the authorityand independenceof one or anothercoordinate Branch.” Id. at 382.

The Constitution vests the spending power in Congress alone. U.S. Const. art. I, § 8,

cl. 1. Congress may delegate its spending authorityto an executive agency, and the agency, in

turn, may exercise a degree of discretion in deciding how to spend appropriated funds. See, e.g.,

Clinton v. City ofNew York, 524 U.S. 417, 466-67 (1998) (Scalia, J
., concurring) (listing

examples of spending authoritydelegated to Executive Branch dating to Founding, and noting

that“[t]he constitutionalityof such appropriations has never seriously been questioned”).

The agency, however, must exercise its delegated spending authorityconsistent withthe

specific congressional grant; “the degree of agency discretion that is acceptablevaries according

to the scope of the power congressionallyconferred.” Whitman, 531 U.S. at 475; see also City of

Arlington, 569 U.S. at 296-97 (agency discretion cabinedby scope of delegation). An agency

may not withholdfunds in a manner, or to an extent, unauthorizedby Congress. Train v. City of

New York, 420 U.S. 35, 44-46 (1975); see City and Cty. ofSan Francisco v. Trump, 897 F.3d

1225, 1235 (9thCir. 2018) (“Absentcongressional authorization,[an agency] may not

redistribute or withholdproperly appropriated funds in order to effectuate its own policy goals

[withoutviolating the separation of powers].”);In re Aiken Cty., 725 F.3d 255, 261 n.1 (D.C.
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Cir. 2013) (Executive Branch “does not have unilateralauthorityto refuse to spend . . .
the full

amount [of funding] appropriated by Congress for a particular project or program”);City and

Cty. ofSan Francisco v. Sessions, 372 F. Supp. 3d 928, 947 (N.D. Cal. 2019) (Department of

Justice’s funding conditions violated separation of powers becauseCongress had not authorized

DOJ to impose such conditions);New York, 343 F. Supp. at 238 (same).

HHS’s Rule, however, exceeds the agency’s authority. Althoughthe other remedies for

which the Rule provides do not implicate this concern, § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) claims a power thatno

Conscience Provisionnor other statute has delegated to HHS: to terminate the entirety of a

recipient’s HHS funding as a penalty for violating a Conscience Provision. Congress nowhere

“provid[ed] the Executive withthe seemingly limitless power to withholdfunds” on this scale.

Train,420 U.S. at 45-46. Section 88.7(i)(3)(iv) thus aggrandizes the Executive Branch at

Congress’s expense. Such an encroachmentis inconsistent withthe separation of powers. See,

e.g., City and Cty. ofSan Francisco, 897 F.3d at 1234-35.

B. The Spending Clause

Separately,the State Plaintiffs argue thateven ifCongress had authorizedthis remedy,

§ 88.7(i)(3)(iv)’s threatto terminate all of a recipient’s HHS fundingviolates the Spending

Clause. The Spending Clause gives Congress the power “to pay the Debts and provide for the

general Welfare of the United States,” U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 1. But—as reflected in NFIB, in

which the Supreme Court invalidated a portion of theACA as a breachof the Spending Clause—

there are limits on the conditions thatCongress can attach to States’ receipt of federal funds. See

NFIB, 567 U.S. at 575. The State Plaintiffs argue that § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) exceeds these limits.67

67 Plaintiffs have not argued, and the Court thereforehas no occasion to consider, whetherany
other remedy claimed by the Rule (e.g., threats to portions of a recipient’s HHS funding) would
transgress the Spending Clause.
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HHS counters thatplaintiffs’ Spending Clause claim is not ripe for review, and that the Rule is a

permissible exercise of Congress’s power to attach conditions to States’ acceptanceof federal

funds. The Court considers these issues in turn.

1. Ripeness

HHS argues that the Spending Clause claim is unripe, and thatthe Court therefore lacks

subject-matterjurisdictionto resolve it, becauseno enforcement actionhas been taken against

the State Plaintiffs under the Rule. HHS SJ at 18. The State Plaintiffs counter thatbecausethe

Rule forces themeither to make significant and costly changes by November22, 2019, or risk

losing billionsof dollars in federal funding,and becausetheyhave already begun to make such

changes, theirclaim is ripe.

a. ApplicableLegal Standards

A claim is “properly dismissed for lackof subject matter jurisdictionunder Rule 12(b)(1)

when the district court lacksthe statutory or constitutionalpower to adjudicateit.” Makarova v.

United States, 201 F.3d 110, 113 (2d Cir. 2000). A court lacksconstitutional authorityto

adjudicatea claim that is unripe because“[r]ipeness is a jurisdictionalinquiry.” Murphy v. New

MilfordZoning Comm ’n, 402 F.3d 342, 347 (2d Cir. 2005). “The burden ofprovingjurisdiction

is on the party asserting it.” Daly v. Citigroup Inc., 939 F.3d 415, 425 (2d Cir. 2019) (quoting

Robinson v. OverseasMilitarySales Corp, 21 F.3d 502, 507 (2d Cir. 1994)). Plaintiffs may rely

“solelyon the pleadings and supporting affidavits,” and, although a court “willnot draw

‘argumentative inferences’ in theplaintiff’s favor,” it is to “construe jurisdictionalallegations

liberallyand take as true uncontroverted factual allegations.” Robinson, 21 F.3d at 507.

“The ripeness doctrine is drawn both from Article III limitations on judicialpower and

from prudential reasons for refiising to exercise jurisdiction.” N.Y. CivilLiberties Union v.

Grandeau, 528 F .3d 122, 130 (2d Cir. 2008) (internal quotation marksand citation omitted). In
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its prudential form, the doctrine serves “to prevent the courts, through avoidance of premature

adjudication,from entangling themselves in abstractdisagreements over administrative policies.”

AbbottLabs. v. Gardner, 387 U.S. 136, 148 (1967), overruled on othergrounds by Califano v.

Sanders, 430 U.S. 99, 105 (1977). “At its heart is whetherwe would benefit from deferring

initial reviewuntil the claims we are called on to consider have arisen in a more concrete and

final form.” Murphy, 402 F.3d at 347.

“[D]eterminingwhethera dispute is ripe for review requires a two-pronged analysis of

(1) whetherthe issues presented to the district court are fit for review, and (2)what hardship the

parties will suffer in the absence of review.” Connecticutv. Duncan, 612 F.3d 107, 113

(2d Cir. 2010) (citingAbbottLabs., 387 U.S. at 148-49). The “fitness” inquiry addresses

“whetherthe issues sought to be adjudicatedare contingent on future events or may never

occur.” Grandeau, 528 F.3d at 132 (quoting Simmonds v. INS, 326 F.3d 351, 359

(2d Cir. 2003)). As to that inquiry, the Second Circuit has “dr[awn] a distinctionbetweenpre-

enforcement judicial review of specific regulations promulgated by [an] agency and judicial

review of a nonfmalproposed policy,” finding the latter category less likely to present a ripe

controversy. Id. The “hardship” inquiry addresses “whetherthe challenged actioncreates a

direct and immediate dilemmafor the parties.” Id. at 134 (internal quotation marksand citation

omitted). “The mere possibilityof future injury, unless it is the cause of some present detriment,

does not constitute hardship.” Simmonds, 326 F.3d at 360.68

68 The Supreme Court has called into question the “continuingvitality”of the prudential ripeness
doctrine, Susan B. AnthonyList v. Driehaus, 573 U.S. 149, 167 (2014), due to the “virtually
unflagging”obligationof a court “to hear and decide cases withinits jurisdiction,”LexmarkInt 7,
Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc., 572 U.S. 118, 126 (2014) (internal quotation marks
omitted). Because the prudential ripeness factors are easilysatisfied here, the Court has no

occasion to address the doctrine’s continued vitality.
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b. Discussion

Measured against these standards, the State Plaintiffs’ Spending Clause claim here is

clearlyripe.

First, where a dispute over agency action “presents legal questions and there is a concrete

dispute betweenthe parties, the issues are fit for judicial decision,” even where the “factual

record is not yet fully developed.” Sharkey v. Quarantillo,541 F.3d 75, 89 (2d Cir. 2008). And,

when an agency issues “a substantive rule which as a practicalmatter requires the plaintiffto

adjusthis conduct immediately . . . [s]uch agency actionis ‘ripe’ for review at once.” Lujan v.

Nat ’l WildlifeFed ’n, 497 U.S. 871, 891 (1990) (citingAbbottLabs., 387 U.S. at 152-54).

Such is the case here. The Rule assigns significantnew substantive meaning to the

Conscience Provisions. On taking effect, it would require major and immediate changes in the

policies and actionsof the State Plaintiffs and their subrecipients, includingwithrespect to

hiring, staffing, transfer, and other employment decisions. And the Rule announces HHS’s

intention to assure that States and others comply. See, e.g., 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,227—28 (theRule

“incentivizesthe desired behavior” and will cause recipients to “institute proactivemeasures,”

includingby enhancing HHS’s previously “[i]nadequate enforcement tools”); id. at 23,269-70

(requiring recipients to sign enforceable assurances and certifications of compliance).

By its terms, the Rule also forces the State Plaintiffs either to adapt theiroperations by its

effective date ofNovember22, 2019, or risk terminationof their federal health care fi1nding.

These plaintiffs have chronicled the changes the Rule is forcing them to make. See, e.g.,

AdelmanDecl. 11 13 (restructuring New Jersey Medicaid billingsystems); Colangelo Decl. 1,

Ex. 13 (“DalyDecl.”)11 21 (revising conscience objection policy at New Jersey public hospital);

id., Ex. 17 (“Ezike Decl.”)111] 33-39,49-51 (reconfiguringIllinoisgrants to subrecipients and

revising monitoring protocols to ensure subrecipient compliance withRule); Zucker Decl. 1111 64-
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66, 181-84 (retraining staff as to when New York state law can no longer be enforced in light of

Rule). Thus, as a substantive and final regulation which raises pure questions of law and

requires plaintiffs immediatelyto conform theirconduct, the Rule is fit for immediate review.

See Lujan, 497 U.S. at 891.

Second, withoutjudicial review, the State Plaintiffs will suffer hardship. A rule that

“requires an immediate and significant change in [a party’s] conduct of its affairs withserious

penalties attached to noncompliance”presents a prototypical instance of hardship. AbbottLabs.,

387 U.S. at 153. Where “plaintiffs must either incur great expense to comply with [a

regulation’s] requirements” or risk “potentially even greater” consequences for non-compliance,

theywill suffer hardship if the court foregoes review. Thomas v. City ofNew York,

143 F.3d 31, 36 (2d Cir. 1998).

The State Plaintiffs face thispredicament. By November22, theymust take major

actions—withrespect to policy,administration, and personnel—to bring theiroffices into

compliance. Efforts to this end have already begun. See, e.g., Colangelo Decl. 1, Ex. 29

(“Lucchesi Decl.”)1] 22 (public university hospital planning how to staff emergency room and

evaluatingwhich essential hospital functions would have to be cut ifRule takes effect); id., Ex.

45 (“VandenHoek & Perna Decl.”)1111 19-20 (public university hospital creating contingency

staffing plans and preparing for hiring additional staff so as to maintain adequate level of care

whilecomplyingwiththe Rule); Wagaw Decl. 1] 18 (Chicago Department of Public Health

developing and implementingnew complaint policy and procedure for conscience objections).

In emergency contexts and rural settings involving smalleror remote providers, where a single

employee’s abstention on account of a conscience objection could pose a heightened threatto

patient health and safety, efforts to adapt in advance to the Rule are particularlyurgent. See, e.g.,
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Colangelo Decl. 1, Ex. 5 (“AllenDecl.”)1111 26-30 (emergency care); id., Ex. 38 (“Rosen Decl.”)

1111 8, 11-13 (rural care).

HHS’s claim thatthe State Plaintiffs must await an enforcement actionagainst them to

challenge the Rule blinks these realities.” Plaintiffs “deal in a sensitive industry, in which

public confidence in their [services] is especially important,” and “[t]o require them to challenge

these regulations only as a defense to an actionbrought by the Governmentmight harm them

severely and unnecessarily.” AbbottLabs., 387 U.S. at 153. This is especially so here, where

noncompliancecould cost a State or locality many millions,or even billions,of dollars in federal

healthcare funding.

The Court thereforeholds thatthe Spending Clause claim is ripe for review.

2. Merits

The Spending Clause gives Congress the power “to pay the Debts and provide for the

general Welfare of theUnited States.” U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 1. In exercising thispower,

“Congress may attach conditions on the receipt of federal funds, and has repeatedly employed

the power to furtherbroad policy objectives by conditioningreceipt of federal moneys upon

complianceby the recipient with federal statutory and administrative directives.” SouthDakota

v. Dole, 483 U.S. 203, 206 (1987) (internal quotation marksand citation omitted).

69 The claim also relies on inapposite case law. HHS cites two cases finding facialchallenges to
the Weldon Amendmentsunripe. See NFPRHA v. Gonzales, 468 F.3d 826, 827 (D.C. Cir.
2006); California, 2008 WL 744840, at *3. But neitherinvolved anythinglike the concrete
immediate consequences and risks that the State Plaintiffs facehere as a result of the Rule’s new

requirements and its wholesale threatto funding. Cf AbbottLabs., 387 U.S. at 154 (“[T]here is
no question in the present case thatpetitioners have sufficient standing as plaintiffs: the
regulation is directed at them in particular; it requires them to make significant changes in their
everyday business practices; if they fail to observe the [administrative] rule theyare quite clearly
exposed to the imposition of strong sanctions.”).
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But “[t]he spending power is of course not unlimited.” Id. at 207 (citing Pennhurst State

Sch. andHosp. v. Halderman, 451 U.S. 1, 17 & n. 13 (1981)). It is a “basic principle” of

federalism thatthe “Federal Government may not compel the States to enactor administer a

federal regulatory program.” NFIB, 567 U.S. at 575 (quoting New Yorkv. United States, 505

U.S. 144, 188 (1992)). The States are “independentsovereigns in our federal system,” and

“[p]ermitting the Federal Government to force the States to implement a federal program would

threatenthepolitical accountabilitykey to [that] system.” Id. at 577-78. For that reason, the

Federal Governmentmay not “commandeera State’s legislative or administrative apparatus for

federal purposes” or “us[e] financial inducements to exert a power akin to undue influence.” Id.

at 577 (internal quotation marksand citations omitted).

The Supreme Court has thus “repeatedly characterized
. . . Spending Clause legislationas

‘much in the nature of a contract.’” NFIB, 567 U.S. at 576-77 (emphasis in original) (quoting

Barnes v. Gorman, 536 U.S. 181, 186 (2002);Pennhurst, 451 U.S. at 17); see id. at 676 (Scalia,

Kennedy,Thomas, and Alito, JJ., dissenting) (under Spending Clause, “the federal-state

relationship is in the nature of a contractualrelationship”). The legitimacyof a federal spending

program “thus rests on whetherthe State voluntarilyand knowinglyaccepts the terms of the

‘contract.’”NFIB, 567 U.S. at 577 (quoting Pennhurst, 451 U.S. at 17).

To thatend, the Supreme Court has articulated several principles thatcircumscribe

Congress’s spending power. Four are relevant here.

First, “theconditions [Congress attaches to the receipt of federal funds] must be set out

unambiguously.”Arlington Cent. Sch. Dist. Bd. ofEduc. v. Murphy, 548 U.S. 291, 296 (2006)

(internal quotation marksand citation omitted). Second, the “financial inducement offered by

Congress” must not be “impermissiblycoercive.” NFIB, 567 U.S. at 580 (internal quotation
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marksand citation omitted). Third, the conditions must relate “to the federal interest in the

project and to the over-all objectives thereof.” Dole, 483 U.S. at 208 (citation omitted). Fourth,

“thepower may not be used to induce the States to engage in activitiesthatwould themselvesbe

unconstitutional.” Id. at 210.70

The State Plaintiffs argue that § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) causes the Rule to breach each of these

standards. The Court agrees thatthe provision is inconsistentwiththe first two (althoughnot the

thirdand fourth). It thus is unconstitutional.

a. Ambiguousand Retroactive Conditions

The State Plaintiffs contend that the Rule attaches retroactiveand ambiguousconditions

to their receipt of federal funds. State SJ at 39.

When the Federal Government “intends to impose a condition on the grant of federal

moneys, it must do so unambiguously.” Pennhurst, 451 U.S. at 17 (emphasis added). This

requirement flows from the Spending Clause principle that States must “voluntarilyand

knowingly”accept conditions attached to federal spending. Arlington, 548 U.S. at 296 (quoting

Pennhurst, 451 U.S. at 17). States “cannot knowinglyaccept conditions ofwhich theyare

‘unaware’or which theyare ‘unableto ascertain.’” Id. (quoting Pennhurst, 451 U.S. at 17). The

requirement of unambiguousconditions “enable[s] the States to exercise their choice knowingly,

cognizant of the consequences of theirparticipation.” Pennhurst, 451 U.S. at 17.

Relatedly, “[alt]hough Congress’s power to legislate under the spending power is broad,

it does not include surprising participating States withpost-acceptanceor ‘retroactive’

70 An agency which Congress has tasked with implementinga statute that imposes spending
conditions is also subject to the Clause’s restrictions. See Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563, 569
(1974) (evaluatingSpending Clause challenge to regulation implementedpursuant to Title VI of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964), abrogated on othergrounds by Alexanderv. Sandoval, 532 U.S.
275, 285 (2001).
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conditions.” NFIB, 567 U.S. at 5 84 (quoting Pennhurst, 451 U.S. at 25). Congress need not

“specificallyidentifly]and proscrib[e] each condition in Spending Clause legislation.” Jackson,

544 U.S. at 183 (internal quotation marksand citation omitted). But, once a State has accepted

funds pursuant to a federal spending program, the Federal Government cannot alter the

conditions attached to those funds so significantlyas to “accomplish[ ] a shift in kind, not merely

degree.” NFIB, 567 U.S. at 5 83; see id. at 5 84 (“A State could hardly anticipate thatCongress’s

reservation of the right to ‘alter’ or ‘amend’ the Medicaid program included thepower to

transform it so dramatically.”). In assessing whether States have been given notice consistent

withthis standard, the Court must view the challenged conditions “from the perspective of a state

official who is engaged in the process of deciding whetherthe State should accept [the] funds

and the obligations thatgo withthose funds” and “must ask whether such a state official would

clearlyunderstand that”the challenged conditionwas “one of the obligations [attached to the

accepted funding].” Arlington, 548 U.S. at 296.

Here, the Rule imposes ambiguousand retroactiveconditions on the States.

First, § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) authorizesHHS to withhold,deny, suspend, or terminate previously

allocated funding ifHHS determines thata State or its subrecipients has failed, even once, to

comply witha Conscience Provision as construed by the Rule. But the federal health care

funding statutes, including those that the Rule purports to interpret and apply,have specific

standards. They condition funding from specific sources on compliance withspecific

prohibitions. See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 300a—7(c)(1) (Church Amendmentrestrictions thatapply to

specific statutory funding sources); id. § 300a—7(c)(2)(Church Amendmentrestrictions that

apply only to “grant[s] or contract[s] for biomedicalor behavioralresearch). The Rule, however,

newlyconditions all HHS funding, regardless of source, on compliance withthe Conscience
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Provisions. And, by adding the substantive conditions announced in the Rule, the Rule exposes a

State to a heightened risk, in themiddle of a fundingperiod, that funds previouslyallocated will

be withheldor terminated. A State thathas organized its programs (e.g., its Medicaid program)

in anticipationof a promised outlay of funds could find all its HHS funding streams cut off for its

failure to adapt. The State, however, had no way to know at the time it accepted such funds that

HHS would later claim the right to close these spigots based on a breachof a Conscience

Provision. The Spending Clause concern about retroactivityis very much present here.

Second, the Rule imposes uncertain ground rules for compliancewiththe Conscience

Provisions. It does so, as noted, by imposing standards of conduct thatconflictwithtwo major

existing laws—Title VII and EMTALA. HHS’s pledge thatOCR will try to minimize such

conflictsdoes not cure thisproblem. The Rule instead leaves a State that receives HHS funding

“unable to ascertain,” Arlington, 548 U.S. at 296 (quoting Pennhurst, 451 U.S. at 17), its bottom-

line legal obligations. The Rule also creates conflictswithdozens of state and local laws,

includingwith regard to emergency care. See, e.g., Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 87 at AR 137932-34

(collecting state and local statutes withwhich the Rule is in conflict);Compl. 111] 103-118

(same). At the time theyaccepted theircurrent healthcare funding, the State Plaintiffs could not

have foreseen these developments.

Through its new definitions of Conscience Provision terms, the Rule also significantly

expands the reachof these laws and—through its assurance and certification requirements—

imposes new compliance obligations on States and their subrecipients. These developments, too,

could not have been anticipated at the time States agreed to accept theirpresent HHS funding.

Relatedly, the Rule’s compliance requirements appear likely to “conscript state [agencies] into

the nationalbureaucraticarmy.” NFIB, 567 U.S. at 585 (citation omitted). To safeguard existing
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HHS grants and awards from termination, state personnel will likelybe obliged to implement the

Rule’s new federal standards of conduct and investigate infractions. This may create friction

between States and their citizens. See id., 567 U.S. at 578. The State Plaintiffs did not agree to

this, either, when theyaccepted their current federal funding.

HHS counters that“[w]hen a condition is present but ‘largely indeterminate,’ the

Spending Clause is satisfied if a State nonethelesschooses to accept the federal funds.” HHS

Reply at 39 (quoting Mayweathersv. Newland, 314 F.3d 1062 (9thCir. 2002)). HHS’s argument

is thatStates receiving PHJS funding knew thatthe Conscience Provisions existed, even if they

could not anticipate how HHS would later construe them. However, HHS misreads theNinth

Circuit’s Mayweathersdecision, and its position is foreclosed by the Spending Clause analysis in

Pennhurst, on which Mayweathersrelied.

In Mayweathers,plaintiffs challenged the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized

Persons Act of 2000, 42 U.S.C. § 2000cc et seq. (2000) (“RLUIPA”),based on an allegedly

ambiguouscondition in the statute. Plaintiffs termed RLUIPA’s conditionunpredictablebecause

it had “resulted in different determinations in different courts.” Id. at 1067. The NinthCircuit,

however, upheld RLUIPA as a lawful exercise of Congress’s spending power.

Here, by contrast, the State Plaintiffs’ claim is not merely thatthe Rule may yield

unforeseeable or inconsistent outcomes. It is fundamentallythatthe Rule was an unforeseeable

departure from the status quo at the time the States agreed to accept the funding that the Rule

puts in jeopardy.

To the extent HHS reads Mayweathersas imposing a “caveat emptor” principle on States

thataccept federal funds in the face of an ambiguous statute, thatargument is foreclosed by the

Supreme Court’s decision in Pennhurst. The Court there held thatwhere “a State’s potential
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obligations under the Act are largely indeterminate,” the requirement “thatCongress must

express clearly its intent to impose conditions on the grant of federal funds so that States can

knowinglydecide whether or not to accept those funds
. . . applies withgreatestforce.”

Pennhurst, 451 U.S. at 24 (emphasis added). Reviewing the statutory language at issue, the

Court found it “unlikelythata State would have accepted federal funds had it known it would be

bound [by the purported condition].” Id. at 25. The Federal Government, the Court held, had

failed to provide “clearnotice to the States that they,by accepting funds under the Act, would

indeed be obligated to comply with [thepurported condition].” Id. This rendered the funding

condition “retroactive,” and hence unconstitutionalunder the Spending Clause. Id.

Pennhurst provides an apt analogy here. As in Pennhurst, States acceptingHHS funding

were denied notice that, to sustain existing funding streams, theymight need to meet major new

unannounced conditions. A state official deciding whether to accept funding would not have

“clearlyunderst[oo]d,”Arlington, 548 U.S. at 296, thatthe terms “discrimination”or “assist in

the performance” in the Conscience Provisionwould be given themeaning the Rule gives them.

Nor would such an official have foreseen thatnon-compliancewithsuch a new standard could

cost a State all of its HHS funding. Thepost hoc imposition of these standards strains federal-

state relations. It is disfavored under the Spending Clause, for the reason noted in NFIB: “[I]t

may be state officials who will bear the brunt ofpublic disapproval, while the federal officials

who devised the regulatory program may remain insulated from the electoral ramificationsof

theirdecision.” NFIB, 567 U.S. at 578 (quoting New York, 505 U.S. at 169).

The Court thereforeholds § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) of the Rule inconsistentwiththe Spending

Clause requirements thatconditions attached to federal funding be unambiguousand not

retroactive.
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b. Impermissibly Coercive

The State Plaintiffs separately argue thatthe Rule is impermissiblycoercive given the

scale of the federal funding that § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) puts at risk. Although“Congress may use its

spending power to create incentives for States to act in accordancewith federal policies,”NFIB,

567 U.S. at 577, the “financial inducement offered” must not be “so coercive as to pass the point

at which ‘pressure turns into compulsion.’” Dole, 483 U.S. at 211 (quoting StewardMach. Co.

v. Davis, 301 U.S. 548, 590 (1937)). Federal spending that“coerces a State [or local

government] to adopt a federal regulatory system as its own” is “contrary to our system of

federalism.” NFIB, 567 U.S. at 577-78. Spending Clause programs instead must provide States

“a legitimate choice whether to accept the federal conditions in exchange for federal funds.” Id.

at 578.

Althoughthe Supreme Court has never attempted to “fix the outermost line where

persuasion gives way to coercion,” id. at 585 (internal quotation marksomitted), its decisions in

Dale and NFIB provide guidance as to when a federal financial inducement crosses the line from

encouragementto a financial “gun to thehead,” id. at 581.

The federal spending program at issue in Dole threatenedto withholdfive percent of a

State’s federal highway funds if the State did not raise its drinking age to 21. For SouthDakota,

the lone challenger in thatcase, the federal funds at stake (5% of its federal highway funding)

“constituted less than halfofonepercent of[theState ’s] budget at the time.” Id. (emphasis

added) (citations omitted). With only a “smallpercentage of certain federal highway funds” at

risk, the Supreme Court concluded that“Congress has offered relativelymild encouragement to

the States to enacthigher minimum drinkingages,” that left the States witha choice not to

comply “not merely in theory but in fact.” Dole, 483 U.S. at 211-12. Participating States could
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thereforebe considered to have voluntarilyand knowinglyaccepted the conditions attached to

the highway fi1nding.

By contrast, in NFIB, the ACA’s threatto terminate a State’s existing Medicaid funding

if the State did not expand its health care coverage was “much more than ‘relativelymild

encouragement’—it is a gun to the head.” NFIB, 567 U.S. at 581. Unlike in Dole, a non-

compliant State would “stand[] to lose not merely a relatively smallpercentage of its existing

Medicaid funding,but all of it”—a devastatingblow to state budgets. Id. The Court concluded

that“thethreatenedloss of over 1 0 percent ofa State ’s overall budget . . .
is economic

dragooning that [unconstitutionally]leaves the States withno real option but to acquiesce in the

Medicaid expansion.” Id. at 5 82 (emphasis added).

The threatto funding presented by § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) makes NFIB a more apt analogy here

thanDole. That provision threatensnot a small percentage of the States’ federal health care

funding,but literallyall of it. Indeed, the Rule allows HHS to initiate a compliance review if it

“suspect[s]” noncompliance, § 88.7(c), and to withhold,deny, suspend, or terminate all federal

funding from HHS, § 88.7(h)—(j), even during the pendency ofvoluntary good-faithefforts to

come into compliance withthe Rule, § 88.7(i)(2).

The State Plaintiffs rely on this federal health care funding,which amounted to nearly

$200 billionfor these States alone in fiscal year 2018. See Colangelo Decl. 2, Ex. 136 at 16

(showing total funding received by States based on informationin HHS’s Tracking

Accountabilityin Government Grants System (“TAGGS”));States SJ at 44 n.32. Nevada, for

example, received more than $2.6 billionin federal healthcare funding from HHS in the 2018

federal fiscal year. Colangelo Decl. 1, Ex. 40 (“Sherych Decl.”)11 3; see also, e.g., Colangelo

Decl. 1, Ex. 35 (“Oliver Decl.”)1] 6 ($6.7 billionfor Virginia); id., Ex. 11 (“ClarkDecl.”)1] 2
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($1.4 billionout of the VermontAgency of Human Services’ $2.6 billionbudget come from

federal funds).71 As the States detail in theirdeclarations, this funding enables a wide range of

essential healthcare programs, includingones on which vulnerable residents rely. See States SJ

at 44-45 & nn.33—41 (collectingevidence of States’ reliance on HHS funding for the provision

ofkey healthcare services). Wherever “theoutermost line where persuasion gives way to

coercion” lies, the threatto pull all PHJS funding here crosses it. NFIB, 567 U.S. at 585.

Also like the Medicaid expansion at issue in NFIB, the Rule would substantively

transform the existing regulatory regime. See id. at 583. As the Court has explained, the Rule

37 G6 37 G6 37 G6 37 66changes the “who, what, when, where, why,”and “how” withrespect to how regulated

entities must respond to conscience-basedobjections in the healthcare area, whiledramatically

raising the stakes ofnon-compliance. See NFIB, 567 U.S. at 580 (“When . . .
conditions take the

form of threats to terminate other significant independent grants, the conditions are properly

viewed as a means of [coercion].”).

In NFIB, the Supreme Court found theACA’s coercive threat to withdrawstate funding

repugnant to the federal system because“the States ha[d] developed intricate
. . . regimes over

the course of many decades to implement theirobjectives under existing Medicaid.” Id. at 581.

The same is so here. As the State Plaintiffs have demonstrated, theirpublic health institutions

have put in place intricate legal frameworksand policies governing employees’ religious

objections, all premised on the existing legal regime. See, e.g., Allen Decl. 1111 10-19 (describing

7‘ The parties have not pointed to record evidence of the State Plaintiffs’ total state budgets, as

would have allowed a calculationof the percent of a given State’s overall budget thatthe Rule
puts at risk. But a court need not know the precise size of a State’s overall pie to conclude that
the slice of federal health care fundingput at risk by the Rule is coercively large. See NFIB, 567
U.S. at 582 n. 12 (“‘Yourmoney or your life’ is a coercive proposition, whetheryou have a single
dollar in your pocket or $500.”).
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existing policies in New YorkCity’s municipal hospital system); States PI at 15-16 (collecting

affidavit evidence). These policies balance accommodatingthebeliefsof employees against the

goal ofproviding quality and reliable patient care. See, e.g., Colangelo Decl. 1, Ex. 4 (“Alfredo

Decl.”)111] 9-12 (noting, as one feature of thisbalance, the frequent requirement thatemployees

give advance written notice of an objection, to ensure adequate staffing). The Rule forces these

entities to alter theirarrangements in the middle of a funding cycle, or else endanger their federal

funding.

HHS counters by casting plaintiffs’ facialchallenge as based on “speculative

circumstances.” HHS SJ at 66. HHS’s suggestion thatplaintiffs must await an enforcement

action to claim a violationof the Spending Clause, however, is wrong. As NFIB teaches, a

federal threatto a State to “do this, or else” is coercive at themoment it is uttered; the State’s

conduct may be influencedlong before the “or else” comes to pass. HHS’s spending threathere

is coercive given the scale of funding it jeopardizes and thenew standards of conduct the Rule

imposes.

c. Unrelated Funds

The State Plaintiffs separately argue that § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) lacks a nexus betweenthe funds

at issue and the Rule’s purpose. The Supreme Court in Dole noted that“our cases have

suggested (withoutsignificant elaboration) thatconditions on federal grants might be illegitimate

if theyare unrelated to the federal interest in particular nationalprojects or programs.” Dole, 483

U.S. at 207 (internal quotation marksand citation omitted).

Here, plaintiffs state thatthe Rule “appears to condition the receipt of billionsof dollars

of federal funds thatare entirely unrelated to healthcare on compliancewith its provisions.”

State SJ at 46. This claim, however, presupposes thatthe Rule “threatensfederal funds not only

from HHS but from the Department of Labor and the Department of Education as well.” Id.;
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see OA Tr. at 71 (plaintiffs’ counsel so acknowledging). But, as the Court has explained, while

§ 88.7(i)(3)(iv) threatensall of a recipient’s HHS funding, it does not threatenfunds other than

from “theDepartment” (HHS). See supra note 33. In otherwords, § 88.7(i)(3)(iv)jeopardizes

HHS funds only. Plaintiffs’ lack-ofnexus argument, based on a faultypremise, therefore fails.

cl. Violations ofOtherConstitutionalProvisions

State Plaintiffs finallyargue thatthe Rule induces violationsof the Establishment Clause.

The “‘independentconstitutional bar’ limitation on the spending power” means that “thepower

may not be used to induce the States to engage in activitiesthatwould themselvesbe

unconstitutional.” Dole, 483 U.S. at 210.72 For example, “a grant of federal funds conditioned

on invidiouslydiscriminatory state actionor the inflictionof cruel and unusual punishment

would be an illegitimateexercise of the Congress’s broad spending power” becausethe

Constitution bars the States from so acting. Id. at 210-11.

As discussed immediatelybelow,however, the Court does not find the Rule faciallyto

violate the Establishment Clause—thebasis on which plaintiffs premise this Spending Clause

theory. Therefore, the Rule does not induce the States or their subrecipients necessarilyto

engage in unconstitutionalbehavior. See United States v. Am. LibraryAss ’n, Inc., 539 U.S. 194

(2003) (First Amendmentdid not faciallybar the conditionalspending at issue; court defers

considerationofhypotheticalas-appliedscenarios).

* * *

The Court accordinglyholds § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) of the Rule breaches the Spending Clause,

becauseof the Rule’s ambiguousand retroactiveconditions and becauseof the coercive impact

72 The cases cited in Dole for thisproposition did so in dicta. They did not find a Spending
Clause violationon thatground. See Lawrence Cty. v. Lead-DeadwoodSch. Dist., 469 U.S. 256,
269-270 (1985); Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 91, 96 (1976) (per curiam); King v. Smith,392
U.S. 309, 333 n.34 (1968).
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of thisprovision. See NFIB, 567 U.S. at 585-86 (invalidatingACA section thatcreated breach

of Spending Clause, as such relief “fully remedies the constitutional violationwe have

identified”).

IX. Does the Rule Violate the Establishment Clause?

Plaintiffs also argue that the Rule faciallyviolates the Establishment Clause. They argue

thatthe Rule does so by defining “discrimination”to inflexiblyoblige HHS funding recipients to

accommodatereligious objections. PHJS counters thatthis claim is not ripe and thatthe Rule is

not faciallyunconstitutional.

A. Ripeness

The same ripeness standards governing plaintiffs’ Spending Clause claim apply to their

Establishment Clause claim.73 And plaintiffs’ claim that the Rule faciallyviolates the

Establishment Clause is ripe for similarreasons. There is a “concrete dispute betweenthe

parties” that is fit for review; delay of review would cause plaintiffs hardship; and the challenge

turns on the text of the Rule, such that,unlike in the context of an as-appliedchallenge,

resolutionofplaintiffs’ claim need not await full development of a “factual record.” Sharkey,

541 F.3d at 89.

73 Plaintiffs argue thatcourts in this Circuit “assess pre-enforcement First Amendmentclaims
. . .

under somewhat relaxed standing and ripeness rules.” Nat ’l Org. for Marriage, Inc. v. Walsh,
714 F.3d 682, 689 (2d Cir. 2013); see State SJ at 6. HHS argues thatthis relaxed standard
applies only in cases that“deal[ ] withallegations that theplaintiffs’ abilityto speak had been
chilled.” PHJS Reply at 38. Because plaintiffs’ claim is ripe regardless, the Court has no

occasion to resolve this debate.
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B. Merits

On the merits, however, plaintiffs are wrong to claim a facialEstablishment Clause

violation. Plaintiffs portray the Rule as an instance of excessive religious accommodation.” As

the Supreme Court has long taught, religious accommodationsare ofien appropriate and

sometimes necessary, including to protect the free exercise of religion. But, “[a]t some point,

accommodationmay devolve into an unlawful fostering of religion,” in violationof the

Establishment Clause. Corp. ofPresidingBishop ofChurch ofJesus Christ ofLatter-day Saints

v. Amos, 483 U.S. 327, 334-35 (1987) (internal quotation marksand citation omitted).

In evaluatingwhethera statute or rule accommodatingreligion comports withthe

Establishment Clause, a key inquiry is whether the provision in question applies neutrally—

across different religious faiths and to religious and non-religious parties alike. See McCreary

Cty. v. Am. CivilLiberties Union ofKy., 545 U.S. 844, 860 (2005) (citing Epperson v. Arkansas,

393 U.S. 97, 104 (1968)); Cutter v. Wilkinson,544 U.S. 709, 720 (2005). A statutory or

regulatory accommodationmay violate the Establishment Clause where it results in “religious

concerns automaticallycontrol[ling] over all secular interests” and an “unyieldingweighting in

favor of [religious interests].” Estate ofThornton v. Caldor, Inc., 472 U.S. 703, 709-10 (1985).

In contrast, a faciallyneutral enactmentthatextends common benefits to, or imposes common

burdens on, religious and non-religious parties alike is presumptively valid. See, e.g., Bowen v.

Kendrick,487 U.S. 589, 608-09 (1988);Mueller v. Allen, 463 U.S. 388, 395-99 (1983); Walz v.

74 The Supreme Court has recently describedmost modern Establishment Clause cases as falling
into six categories: involving (1) religious references or imagery in public monuments, symbols,
mottos, displays, and ceremonies; (2)religious accommodationsand exemptions from generally
applicable laws; (3) subsidies and tax exemptions; (4) religious expression in public schools; (5)
regulation ofprivate religious speech; and (6) state interference withinternal church affairs.
Am. Legion v. Am. HumanistAss ’n, 139 S. Ct. 2067, 2081 n. 16 (2019). The present dispute falls
into the second category. See 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,170.
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Tax Comm ’n ofN.Y., 397 U.S. 664, 672-73 (1970); Everson v. Bd. ofEduc. ofEwing Twp., 330

U.S. 1, 17-18 (1947) (upholdingtransportation reimbursementprogram benefittingparents of

childrenattending religious and non-religious schools).

To succeed on a facialconstitutional challenge such as thathere, “thechallenger must

establish thatno set of circumstances exists under which the [regulation] would be valid.”

United States v. Salerno, 481 U.S. 739, 745 (1987); accord United States v. Le, 902 F.3d 104,

117 n. 12 (2d Cir. 2018). That a law or regulation might be applied so as improperly to favor or

disfavor religion—thatit “might operate unconstitutionallyunder some conceivable set of

circumstances”— is insufficient to support facial invalidation. Salerno, 481 U.S. at 745.

Plaintiffs’ challenge here fails, simply put, becausethe Rule, on its face, equally

recognizes secular (“moral”)and religious objections to the covered medical procedures. Like

the Conscience Provisions it purports to construe, the Rule equally accommodatesall

conscience-basedobjections to covered health care services and research activities. That is so

whetherthe individual objector’s qualms derive from a religious or a secular moral conviction.

The Rule in general, and its definition of “discrimination”in particular, does not elevate religious

objectors over others. It cannot be said, on its face, to “command[ ] that
. . . religious concerns

automaticallycontrol over all secular interests.” Thornton, 472 U.S. at 709.

It is easy here to envision applications of the Rule thatare neutral as betweenreligious

and secular objections. Persons seeking to dissociate themselves from an abortion or sterilization

procedure may or may not act on the basis of a religious, as opposed to a secular, conviction.

Inasmuchas a facialchallenge requires plaintiffs to “establish thatno set of circumstances exists

under which the [Rule] would be valid,” Salerno, 481 U.S. at 745, theirchallenge here fails. See

Cutter, 544 U.S. at 725 (rejecting facialchallenge to RLUIPA becauseit was not “factually
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impossible” for statute to comport withEstablishment Clause). Like theparties, the Court of

course recognizes thepossibilitythatan as-appliedchallenge—e.g., to the implementationof the

Rule in a particular setting—could yield a different result. As in Cutter, the Court has no

occasion to consider under what circumstances, an as-appliedchallenge based on the

Establishment Clause could succeed. Id. at 726.

X. Remedy

The Court, finally,considers the appropriate remedy in light of its findings on plaintiffs’

APA and constitutional claims.

For the reasons reviewed above, the Court has found the following legal deficiencieswith

respect to the 2019 Rule:

0 With respect to the Church, Coats-Snowe, and Weldon Amendments, HHS
was never delegated and did not have substantive rule-makingauthority. In

undertaking substantive rulemaking, HHS thereforeacted in violationof
§ 706(2)(C)of theAPA. For purposes of these Conscience Provisions, HHS
lackedthe authorityto define the statutory terms addressed by the Rule
(“discriminateor discrimination,” “assist in the performance,” “healthcare

entity,” and “referral or refer for”) or to promulgate the assurance and
certification requirements, as each of these was an act of substantive
rulemaking.

0 With respect to all Conscience Provisions, HSS was never delegated and did
not have authorityto promulgate a Rule authorizing,as a penalty availableto
the agency for a recipient’s non-compliance, the terminationof all of the
recipient’s HHS funds, as § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) of the Rule purports to authorize. In

promulgating thisprovision, HHS also acted in violationof § 706(2)(C)of the
APA.

0 With respect to all Conscience Provisions, the Rule is contrary to law, in
violationof § 706(2)(A)of the APA, insofar as (1) in its application to the
employment context, it conflictswithTitle VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, as amended in 1972 to prescribe a frameworkgoverning the
circumstances under which an employer must accommodatean employee’s
religion-based objections; and (2) in its application to emergencies, it conflicts
withthe 1986 Emergency Medical Treatmentand Labor Act.
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0 With respect to all Conscience Provisions, HHS acted arbitrarilyand
capriciously in promulgating the Rule, in violationof § 706(2)(A)of theAPA,
because(1) HHS’s stated reasons for undertaking rulemaking are not
substantiated by the record before the agency, (2)HHS did not adequately
explain its change in policy,and (3) HHS failed to consider important aspects
of theproblem before it.

0 With respect to all Conscience Provisions, HHS did not observe proper
rulemaking procedure in promulgating the Rule, in violationof § 706(2)(D)of
the APA, insofar as portions of the Rule thatdefine “discriminateor

discrimination”were not a “logical outgrowth”of HHS’s notice of proposed
rulemaking (NPRM).

0 With respect to all Conscience Provisions, the Rule’s authorizationin
§ 88.7(i)(3)(iv),as a penalty availableto HHS’s OCR in the event of a

recipient’s non-complianceof the terminationof all of the recipient’s HHS
funds, violated the Separationof Powers and the Spending Clause of the
Constitution, U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 1.

In light of these rulings, and the Court’s corresponding entry of summary judgment for

plaintiffs as to these points, three questions are presented as to the proper remedy. First, should

the Rule be vacatedor, as HHS urges, is some lesser remedy appropriate? Second, if the Court

finds vacaturwarranted, should, as HHS urges, portions of the Rule thatare unaffected by the

above rulings, ifany, be severed and saved? Third, and finally,does the invalidationof the Rule

have nationwide effect and extend to all entities covered by the Rule or, as HHS urges, is the

Rule invalid only in this District and only as to theparticular litigants in these consolidated

cases? The Court addresses these questions in turn.

“When a reviewing court determines thatagency regulations are unlawful, the ordinary

result is thatthe rules are vacated.” Harmon v. Thomburgh, 878 F.2d 484, 495 n.21

(D.C. Cir. 1989). Such has long been standard practiceunder the APA. See, e.g., Chrysler

Corp, 441 U.S. at 313 (“[R]egulations subject to the APA cannot be afforded the force and

effect of law ifnot promulgated pursuant to the statutory procedural minimum found in that
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Act.” (internal quotation marksomitted)); Camp v. Pitts, 411 U.S. 138, 143 (1973) (“If [the

agency’s action] is not sustainable on the administrative record made, thenthe [agency’s]

decision must be vacated.”);Am. Biosci., Inc., 269 F.3d at 1084 (“Ifan appellant has standing—

which is undeniable here—and prevails on its APA claim, it is entitled to reliefunder thatstatute,

which normallywillbe a vacaturof the agency’s [action].”);Nat ’lMin. Ass ’n v. US. Army

Corps ofEngineers, 145 F.3d 1399, 1409 (D.C. Cir. 1998) (same); see also Pennsylvaniav.

President United States, 930 F.3d 543, 575 (3d Cir. 2019) (“[O]urAPA case law suggests that, at

the merits stage, courts invalidate—withoutqualification—unlawfuladministrative rules as a

matter of course, leaving theirpredecessors in placeuntil the agencies can take furtheraction.”);

United States v. GoodnerBros. Aircraft, 966 F.2d 380, 384 (8thCir. 1992) (“A regulation not

promulgated pursuant to theproper notice and comment procedures has no force or effect of law

and therefore is void ab initio.” (internal quotation marksomitted)); W.C. v. Bowen, 807 F.2d

1502, 1505 (9thCir. 1987) (“An agency rule which violates theAPA is void.”).

That vacatur is appropriate follows from the text of the APA itself: “The reviewing court

shall
. . .

hold unlawful and set aside agency action, findings, and conclusions found to be,” inter

alia, arbitraryand capricious, not in accordancewith law, in excess of statutory authority,

unconstitutional,or made withoutobservance of procedures required by law. APA § 706(2);

accordPennsylvania,930 F.3d at 575 (“Congress determined thatrule-vacaturwas not

unnecessarilyburdensome on agencies when it provided vacaturas a standard remedy for APA

violations.”). Any one of these APA violationswould be a proper basis for vacatur. The Court

here has found each.

In urging a lesser remedy thanvacatur, HHS relies on three precedents. Each is

inapposite. HHS first cites language in California v. Azar, 911 F.3d 55 8 (9thCir. 2018),which,
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HHS argues, suggests thatvacatur is not the ordinary remedy for an APA violation. HHS SJ at

78-79; OA Tr. at 136-37. But theNinthCircuit therewas considering the appropriate scope of a

preliminary injunction. It was not addressing theproper remedy following the entry of summary

judgment on APA claims finding an agency rule defective based on a reviewof the full

administrative record. See 911 F.3d at 582-84.

Los Angeles Haven Hospice, Inc. v. Sebelius, 638 F.3d 644 (9thCir. 2011) similarlyhas

little bearinghere. See OA Tr. at 137, There, theNinthCircuit held thatthe district court had

properly found legallydeficient an extant HHS regulation pertaining to hospice payments under

the Medicare statute. Id. at 661. The Circuit took issue with,however, the later instatementby

the district court of a nationwide injunctionagainst the rule, which, the Circuit noted, would have

the effect ofpreventing HHS from enforcing a statutorilymandated payment cap, creating “great

uncertainty for the government, Medicare contractors, and the hospice providers.” Id. at 665.

There is no comparable circumstance here. The 2019 Rule has not taken effect, and so its

invalidationwillnot disrupt the administrationof an extant regulation. And becausethe Court

has resolved the competing motions for summary judgment based on a fi1ll administrative record,

the Court has no need, as initiallyappeared potentiallynecessary before the Rule’s effective date

was deferred from July 2019 to November22, 2019, to consider the necessity ofpreliminary

reliefpending a full decision on the merits.75

Third, HHS points to Virginia Societyfor Human Life, Inc. v. Federal Election

Commission, 263 F.3d 379 (4thCir. 2001), overruled by The Real TruthAboutAbortion, Inc. v.

Federal Election Commission, 681 F.3d 544 (4thCir. 2012). See OA Tr. at 137. That case, too,

75 For this reason, Weinbergerv. Romero-Barcelo, 456 U.S. 305 (1982),and other cases

discussing the appropriate scope of injunctionsgenerally,see HHS SJ at 77-79; HHS Reply at

49-50, have little bearingon the Court’s analysis in the instant matter.
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concerned the appropriate scope of an injunction. Afterthe Federal Election Commission denied

a petition for a rulemaking to repeal an FEC regulation, plaintiffsued for a declaratory judgment

and injunctive relief. The district court held thatthe regulation violated the First Amendment

and entered a nationwide injunction enjoining its enforcement, withoutreachingplaintiffs APA

claims. Va. Soc 31for Human Life v. Fed. Election Comm ’n, 83 F. Supp. 2d 668, 676-77 (E.D.

Va. 2000). The Fourth Circuit affirmed the district court on themerits—solelyon constitutional

grounds, see 263 F.3d at 381, 392—but determined thatthe injunctionshould be limited to

enjoining the FEC from enforcing the regulation against theplaintiff, id. at 393-94. That

situation is far afield from thathere. The Court here has found, in addition to constitutional

violations affecting § 88.7(i)(3)(iv) of the Rule, multiple APA violations. Under the APA, these

provide a sound charter for the remedy of vacatur.

HHS next urges the Court to sever and vacate only the offendingprovisions of the 2019

Rule. HHS SJ at 79-80; HHS Reply at 49. In doing so, the agency relies on the Rule’s

severabilityclause. HHS SJ at 79 (citing 84 Fed. Reg. at 23,226, 23,272). As the Supreme

Court has repeatedly held, however, “a severabilityclause is an aid merely; not an inexorable

command.” Whole Woman ’s Health v. Hellerstedt, 136 S. Ct. 2292, 2319 (2016) (quoting Reno

v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 844, 884 n.49 (1997)). The Court has also cautionedthatsuch a clause does

not give a court license to “devise a judicial remedy that
. . . entail[s] quintessentially legislative

work.” Ayotte v. PlannedParenthoodofN. New England, 546 U.S. 320, 329 (2006). “Such an

approachwould inflictenormous costs on bothcourts and litigants.” Whole Woman ’s Health,

136 S. Ct. at 2319.

The Court has carefully considered HHS’s application to preserve parts of the Rule that

are not compromised by legal deficiencies. Had the Court found only narrow parts of the Rule
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infir1n—for example, had the Court held invalid only § 88.7(i)(3)(iv),the portion of the remedial

provision thatauthorizesterminationof the entirety of a recipient’s funding—aremedy tailoring

the vacaturto only theproblematicprovision might well have been viable.

The APA violations thatthe Court has found, however, are numerous, fundamental, and

far-reaching. The Court’s finding thatHHS lackedsubstantive rule-makingauthorityas to three

of the five principal Conscience Provisions nullifies the heart of the Rule as to these statutes.

The Court’s finding that the agency acted contrary to two major existing laws (Title VII and

EMTALA) vitiates substantive definitions in the Rule affecting the healthcare employmentand

emergency contexts. The Court’s finding thatHHS failed to give proper notice of the definition

it adopted of “discriminateor discrimination”voids thatcentral dimension of the Rule. And the

Court’s finding that the Rule was promulgated arbitrarilyand capriciouslycalls into question the

validity and integrity of the rulemaking venture itself Indeed, the Court has found thatHHS’s

stated justificationfor undertaking rulemaking in the first place—apurported “significant

increase” in civiliancomplaints relating to the Conscience Provisions—was factuallyuntrue.

In these circumstances, a decision to leave standing isolated shards of the Rule thathave

not been found specifically infirmwould ignore the bigpicture: thatthe rulemaking exercise here

was sufficientlyshot throughwithglaring legal defects as to not justify a search for survivors.

And leaving stray non-substantive provisions intactwould not serve a useful purpose. As the

D.C. Circuit has observed in the course of invalidatinga rule in its entirety, here “it is clear that

severing all
. . . [of the invalid sections] would severely distort the [Agency’s work] and produce

a rule strikinglydifferent from” the one HHS promulgated and has fiercely defended in court,

making severance inappropriate. MD/DC/DEBroadcasters Ass ’n v. FCC, 236 F.3d 13, 23 (D.C.

Cir. 2001); see also Nat. Res. Def Councilv. EPA, 489 F.3d 1250, 1261 (D.C. Cir. 2007)
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(vacatingtwo rules in their entirety because, “[a]s a result of our decision today, neitherof the

two Rules survives remand in anythingapproachingrecognizable form”).

And for the Court to preserve isolated parts of the Rule could well deviate from the

course HHS would have chosen in the face of the invalidationof the Rule’s core provisions.

“Severance and affirmance of a portion of an administrative regulation is improper if there is

substantial doubt thatthe agency would have adopted the severed portion on its own.” Nat ’l

TreasuryEmps. Union v. Chertofl, 452 F.3d 839, 867 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (citation and internal

quotation marksomitted). The Court’s finding thatseverance here is inappropriate here

ultimately respects

the fundamentalprinciple thatagency policy is to be made, in the first instance, by
the agency itself—not by courts, and not by agency counsel. When a court finds
thatan agency regulation is invalid in substantial part, and that the invalid portion
cannot be severed from the rest of the rule, its typical response is to vacate the rule
and remand to the agency. Courts ordinarily do not attempt, even with the
assistance ofagency counsel, to fashion a valid regulation from the remnants of the
old rule.

Harmon, 878 F.2d at 494 (footnotes omitted); accord Chertofl, 452 F.3d at 867. The Court

thereforedeclines HHS’s invitation to sever the invalidportions of the Rule—ifsuch textual

surgery were even possible—and instead willvacate the Rule in its entirety.76

76 This is not a case in which a remand withoutvacatur is viable, and HHS has not so argued. In
a line of cases beginningwithAllied-Signal, Inc. v. US. NuclearRegulatory Comm ’n, 988 F.2d
146, 150-51 (D.C. Cir. 1993), courts have considered two factors when determining whether
remand withoutvacatur is superior to vacatur: “the seriousness of the [rule’s] deficiencies”and
“thedisruptive consequences” of vacatur. Id.; see, e.g., AllinaHealthServs. v. Sebelius, 746
F.3d 1102, 1110 (D.C. Cir. 2014); Advocatesfor Highway& Auto Safety v. Fed. Motor Carrier
SafetyAdmin.,429 F.3d 1136, 1151 (D.C. Cir. 2005); MilkTrain v. Veneman, 310 F.3d 747,
755-56 (D.C. Cir. 2002);Nat. Res. Def Councilv. US. EPA, 676 F. Supp. 2d 307, 312
(S.D.N.Y.2009). Both factors favor “thenormal remedy” ofvacaturhere. AllinaHealthServs.,
746 F.3d at 1110. First, the Court has found broad and serious APA deficiencies in the 2019
Rule, and it is far from “conceivablethat the [Agency] may be able to” remedy these issues
withoutbeing forced to begin anew. AlliedSignal, 988 F.3d at 150-51. Second, becausethe
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The Court, finally,considers HHS’s argument thatany relief from the Rule should be

limited either to this District or to the specific plaintiffs in these consolidatedactions. HHS SJ at

77-79; HHS Reply at 49-50; OA Tr. at 137-41. That argument is unpersuasive. The plaintiffs

in these cases span 19 States, the District of Columbia,several units of local government, and

include a numberof associations ofhealthcare providers. And the Court’s decision to invalidate

the Rule was based on competing summary judgment motions drawing on the full administrative

record. In finding violationsof theAPA—and,as to § 88.7(i)(3)(iv),of the Constitution—the

Court has not relied on facts or considerations specific to this District or particular plaintiffs.

Rather, the violationsof the APA and the Constitution thatwere found here would equally

imperil the Rule in the face of a similarchallenge brought in any District and by any plaintiff

with standing.

HHS’s argument thatreliefshould be limited to the individual challenger of an unlawful

Rule, taken to its logical extreme, would ultimatelyrequire a profusion of actions to assure that

such a Rule was never applied. More than 30 years ago, the D.C. Circuit foreclosed this

audaciousargument. It held: “When a reviewingcourt determines thatagency regulations are

unlawful, the ordinary result is thatthe rules are vacated—notthattheirapplication to the

individualpetitioners is proscribed.” Harmon, 878 F.2d at 495 n.21. The Circuit reaffirmed this

position a decade later:

2019 Rule has not yet taken effect, vacating it before inception ought not to be disruptive. This
is not, in otherwords, a case where “[t]he egg has been scrambled and there is no apparent way
to restore the status quo ante.” Sugar Cane Growers Co-op. ofFla. v. Veneman, 289 F.3d 89, 97
(D.C. Cir. 2002). And vacaturhere willnot leave a regulatory vacuum. See Nat. Res. Def
Council,489 F.3d at 1265 (Rogers, J

., concurring in part and dissenting in part). The 2011 Rule,
which has governed HHS’s administrationof the Conscience Provisions for eight years and is
unaffected by this decision, will remain in place, and continue to provide a basis for PHJS to
enforce these laws, pending any future rule thatHHS may promulgate.
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The Administrative Procedure Act permits suit to be brought by any person
“adversely affected or aggrieved by agency action.” In some cases the “agency
action”will consist of a rule of broad applicability;and if theplaintiffprevails, the
result is that the rule is invalidated, not simply that the court forbids its application
to a particular individual. Under these circumstances a single plaintiff, so long as

he is injured by the rule, may obtain “programmatic”reliefthataffects the rights of
parties not before the court.

Nat ’lMin. Ass ’n, 145 F.3d at 1409 (quoting Lujan, 497 U.S. at 913 (Blackmun,J ., dissenting)).77

HHS does not offer persuasive authorityto the contrary. It quotes the familiargeneral

proposition that “[a] plaintiffs remedy must be tailored to redress theplaintiff‘s particular

injury,” Gill v. Whitford, 138 S. Ct. 1916, 1934 (2018);see also id. at 1921 (“[A] remedy must of

course be limited to the inadequacythatproduced the injury in fact thatthe plaintiffhas

established.” (internal quotation marksomitted)); HHS SJ at 77-78; HHS Reply at 49-50; OA

Tr. at 140. But Gillwas a voting rights case, involving an allegedlyunlawful statewide

gerrymander, not a challenge to a nationally-applicableagency rule. The Supreme Court there

had no occasion to discuss the APA in general or the scope of a vacaturwhere APA violations

affecting a rule on its face have been found.

Far more apposite is a decision earlier thisyear addressing a similarattempt by a federal

agency to limit reliefto the particular plaintiffs who had challenged a rule. The district court

held thatplaintiffs were likely to succeed in establishing the rule’s facial invalidityunder the

APA. Rejecting the agency’s bid to limit the scope of relief, and entering a preliminary

injunctionenjoining enforcement of the rule “to anyone to whom it would apply,” the court

wrote:

[T]o remedy an agency’s procedural violationsoftheAPA entirely, it is not enough
for a court to prevent the application of the facially invalid rule to a particular
plaintiff, as [the agency] maintains, becausethe true gravamenof an APA claim is

77 The aspect of Justice Blackmun’sLujan dissent which the D.C. Circuit quoted was not a point
on which he and theLujan majority differed.
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not that the agency has exercised its discretion to select a policy with which the
plaintiff disagrees and to promulgate a rule that the plaintiff does not endorse.
Instead, under the APA, the plaintiffs claim is that the agency has breached the
plaintiffs (and the public’s) entitlement to non-arbitrary decision making and/or
their right to participate in the rulemaking process when the agency undertook to

promulgate the rule. Consequently, to provide the relief that any APA plaintiff is
entitled to receive for establishing thatan agency’s rule is procedurally invalid, the
rule must be invalidated, so as to give interested parties (theplaintiff, the agency,
and the public) a meaningful opportunity to try again.

Make theRd. N.Y. v. McAleenan, No. 19 Civ. 2369 (KBJ), 2019 WL 4738070, at *49 (D.D.C.

Sept. 27, 2019). This reasoning is compelling. It applies witheven greater force to a findingof

invalidityunder the APA like thathere, made on summary judgment.

Accordingly,as a remedy, the Court vacates the 2019 Rule in its entirety, pursuant to

APA § 706(2).

The Conscience Provisions recognize and protect undeniably important rights. The

Court’s decision today leaves HHS at liberty to consider and promulgate rules governing these

provisions. In the future, however, the agency must do so withinthe confines of the APA and

the Constitution.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Court grants plaintiffs’ motions for summary judgment;

denies HHS’s motions both to dismiss and for summary judgment; and denies as moot plaintiffs’

motion for preliminary relief. The Court accordinglyvacates HHS’s 2019 Rule in its entirety.

A separate order will issue shortly terminating these and all otheroutstanding motions.

The Clerkof Court is respectfully directed thereafterto close these cases.
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SO ORDERED. /fl
  Paul A. Engelmayer
United States District Judge

Dated: November6, 2019
New York, New York
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